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The question now is what artists are to do.
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Introduction
Iconoclasm’s faces

On February 9, 1604, the regents of Leiden University considered a written application

for a faculty position. In a short letter, a 77-year-old man from Friesland presented himself

as potential professor of “perspective, Ingenie, en de architecture” (perspective,

engineering, and architecture). The request was supported by a recommendation

from the stadhouder of the Dutch Republic, Maurits of Nassau, and alluded to a vast

experience with art and architectural practice. The applicant claimed he had authored

“numerous books, which disclose the secrets of many diverse subjects, all using copper

engravings.” Prints or no, the regents of Leiden were unimpressed. They turned the old

man’s application down, dispatching a polite note and a consolatory gift of 25 guilders.1

Within five years the applicant was dead.

The writer, an artist and architect recorded in the Leiden archives as one

“Hans Vredeman de Vriese,” is the subject of this book. Arguably the most prolific

Netherlandish print designer of the sixteenth century, Hans Vredeman (1526–1609)

0.1

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Perspective,

II, no. 42, 1605.

Engraving, H.560.

Centre Canadien

d’Architecture,

Montréal.
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wrote and illustrated one of the strangest, most influential, and most misunderstood

tracts on art ever published (Figure 0.1), a book touted by turns as “a failure,” “surreal,”

and “protofilmic.”2 It went through 26 separate editions after his death. As the Leiden

affair demonstrates, however, Vredeman knew professional disappointment well. In

1561, his proposed design for a new Antwerp town hall had, in fact, been rejected. In

1589, he had been, without explanation, abruptly fired from a position as court architect

at the town of Wolfenbüttel. In 1592, having been lured to the Hanseatic port of Danzig

(now Gdańsk) by the promise of work as a fortifications engineer, Vredeman was sacked

after petitioning the town council to found a painters’ guild. The same year the city even

installed a rival Netherlander in Vredeman’s place—again without explanation—who

seems to have pirated fortification projects Vredeman had spent a year drafting. By 1598,

old and poor, Vredeman drifted to Hamburg, where, claimed the Netherlandish

biographer Karel Van Mander (who knew the artist personally), he worked so diligently on

a painting of the Tower of Babel that he ruined his eyes.3

It is, however, far from the figure of a wandering melancholic that Hendrick

Hondius depicted in his series of artist’s portraits published in 1610 (Figure 0.2). In

plate 47, Vredeman looks into the distance, stern and interrupted, his left hand just

0.2

Hendrick Hondius, Theatrum Honoris

(Amsterdam, 1610) no. 47. Engraving.

Herzog-August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel.
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withdrawn from a cloak opened to six unfastened buttons. He has stopped to place his

finger upon a paper sheet that curls at its two top edges. His right hand delicately grasps

dividers (passer) in the midst of tracing an arc. Pencil-holding compasses were unusual

in North Europe before the seventeenth century,4 but in Hondius’s print, Vredeman’s

tool makes a mark. A hexameter verse below praises Vredeman as “pictor” and per-

spectivist, as his compasses—medieval attributes of the mason5—bespeak his work as

a builder. Petra-Sophie Zimmermann has noted that Vredeman’s image is the only portrait

in Hondius’s series to include a geometer’s tools.6 Here, however, the compass has become

an engraver’s burin, the arc an etched line. Vredeman points to himself at work,

and, resting the tip of his left index finger on the very paper being inscribed, signals

the result of that work by touch. He gestures, as if teaching, and looks out to his left. The

presentation of perspective, in this image, invokes Vredeman’s hands as much as his

vision.

Near the end of his life, Vredeman enjoyed the prestige of sponsorship at

the most dazzling artistic colony of his day: Rudolf II’s court in Prague. Painted trompe

l’oeil programs Vredeman executed there, the artist Samuel van Hoogstraten reported in

a treatise of 1678, not only “ingeniously deceived,” (daer veel konstig meede misleyt)

but “astonished” (verwonderen) viewers lucky enough to encounter them.7 Nor was

Vredeman unique in his roamings; the landscape painters Lucas van Valkenborch and

Martin van Steenwyck, too, traveled from city to city in the Holy Roman Empire in the

1580s, fleeing, in Van Mander’s metaphor, “art-destroying Mars”—Antwerp’s 1566

iconoclasm and its aftermath.8 But Vredeman’s wanderings and intermittent failures,

more than his triumphs, introduce the most compelling and illuminative aspects of his

work in that they consistently occurred in the cracks between the practices of painting,

printing, and building. “Perspective, engineering, and architecture”—the triumvirate

cited in Vredeman’s unsuccessful Leiden application, had become, by 1600, not just

overlapping subjects in a potential university curriculum, but, as this book will argue,

fundaments for crafting a new kind of artist.

*

Art is only possible, wrote Adorno, in an antagonistic world.9 In sixteenth-century Europe,

Protestant hostility to images begat many of the strangest polemics against painting and

sculpture in Western history, polemics which often spilled over into violence and icono-

clasm, and which forced artists and architects to rethink what they did and why. The

physical violence of the Reformation, as art history is increasingly making clear, also

changed the idea of what pictures could do.10 In fact, for the late sixteenth century, the

Calvinist correlation of visual images with devotional mendacity spurred breathtaking

reconfigurations for perspective, ornament, and color, for the idea of how, for example, a

painting might be “reformed” rather than annihilated outright.

What Hegel once decried as the “crisis of the image” wrought by Calvinist

doctrine increasingly seems more like the precociously modern (and equally problematic)

moment the Renaissance artwork slipped from its interest in the observed world alone.11

Writing around 1604, Karel Van Mander claimed that his day was one where painting
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began to seek out its own terms for explaining itself, instead of borrowing them

from science or rhetoric. Indeed, in the wake of the Reformation, the more modern story

goes, painting often became proudly unbeautiful and obtuse, less interested in

presenting grace than in its own feats of composition. As new methods of engraving,

for example, drained images of mimetic pretense, art reveled in its detachment

from religious ritual, replacing it with new, even more dazzling and mystifying perform-

ances centered on markets, courts, and art-making itself, rather than the church. In

this shedding of aura, art became not crudely secular, however, but rather attuned to

its equally enchanting relations with other kinds of image—a facility easily mappable

on to modernity.

Yet today, an early modern art which twentieth-century historians called

“mannerism”—an art emphatically about art—seems less the language of solipsism or

political complacency it used to be. The appeal of the style at courts in the Netherlands,

Bohemia, and France, as Rebecca Zorach has shown,12 appears less complicit in consoli-

dating royal power than long assumed. Forms like grotesqueries, for example, cloaked

potential for courtiers’ aesthetic subterfuge and criticism, insurrection which—while

of an assuredly aesthetic character—challenged without adopting a clear oppositional

relationship to, say, a monarch. The tension art historians associate with mannerism as

a category has traditionally remained wrapped up with worry about profuse rather than

over-elaborate artworks, images that in their sheer numbers became capricious or out-

rightly forgetful about their origins: in 1935, Julius von Schlosser, writing about replicas of

Quattrocento paintings, decried “mannerist copyists and counterfeiters,” who produced

things which, as identicals, could not be art.13 The sixteenth century, Schlosser argued,

was the first real century of the copy. In such a scenario, vast numbers of replicas in print,

paint, and particularly in the Spanish New World, in architecture, formed chains of

versions that were similar but slightly different; they threatened to crowd out the “real”

maker, story, or site which lay behind a single model’s existence.

But as Schlosser of course knew, the relation between art’s status as a

thing and its role as a sign for something else was a quandary that predated the “late”

Renaissance. It was merely politicized, rather than invented, in the wake of Luther and

Calvin. Indeed, the late sixteenth-century realization—through the writings of Vasari

and Van Mander—that art and architecture, too, had their own histories, was, in part,

spurred by a question raging even in church circles of Europe after the Council of Trent:

what paintings, prints, and sculpture might do besides re-present. This is an issue which,

while daunting, ultimately besets the work of art only secondarily. On a functional level it

must first be contemplated by the artist.

Early modern subjects

Hans Vredeman de Vries spent much of his career dealing with prints and paintings of

buildings. There is an engraving from his Perspective treatise published at Leiden and

The Hague in 1604–05 that shows an architectural landscape (Figure 0.3). The print is
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19.8 × 29.4 centimeters and oblong—large for an illustration from a pattern-book.14 A

simple barrel vault thrusts vertiginously into a recessed courtyard, with a colonnade of

four Doric columns and a supporting cross-vault—what Vredeman, in an accompanying

description, calls a “cruys-welssel.” The archway is garnished with a curling strapwork

capstone beneath a terrace with sixteen balusters, two just disappearing at the top

edge. At lower left a door with six panels creaks open, overlaid with three specked in-

struction lines indicating joining-points for the horizon, here marked in italics as “orison”

just right of center. The etched shadows cast by the columns, indicating an unseen light

source from the left, are diagonally cross-hatched, separating the black of the floor

from the grays of the building itself, which themselves are done in vertical strokes.

The left facade is rendered with choppy left-right dashes. Six dotted rays suck through

this porch towards a second arch, where they meet beneath a dome-structure lined

with three niches. In the right foreground a stairway opens to a downward basement.

There are no human figures; Vredeman’s “horizon,” his point of view, inhabits the place

alone.

Amidst all these surfaces lie three repoussoir plaques. The first, fastened

to the upper left edge, reads simply “Vrise Invent,” the other two are framed at chest-

height indicating “Anno” and then “1604.” The first plaque, while a printmaking con-

vention,15 seems to picture Vredeman’s place, and activity, in two commingled sites

of authorship; first, Vredeman figures as author of the flat print (inventio—to devise), and

second, via the sham inscription, as architect behind its depicted structures. The lonely

signature is pressed up against the surface of the page in a framed plaque itself, gating

0.3

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Perspective, I,

no. 44, 1604.

Engraving, H.562.

Centre Canadien

d’Architecture,

Montréal.
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the outside viewer from Vredeman’s invented world—the signature, floating in a

cartouche, even has a different white background than the rest of the building. It

seems simultaneously part of the perspectival fiction and the flatness of the printed

surface.

What is, in fact, this image? Karsten Harries likened the work to surrealist

painting.16 De Chirico has been invoked more than once to describe Vredeman’s prints,

yet the notion of dreamlike figuration alone is suspect when speaking of the seventeenth

century. When the prints are included as modern illustrations in books on science, optics,

comparative literature, and even linguistics, they have been described with a sense of

non-sense: as grotesques, “architectural fantasies,” or capriccios.17 Their exaggerated

deployment of perspective seems particularly unsettling when it upends a supposedly

“neutral” system of representation—linear prospettiva itself. Indeed, distinguishing

between images naer het leven (of the life) and uyt zijn selve (of one’s self), Van Mander

discussed the story of Parrhasius and Zeuxis, a topos that, even by the early seventeenth

century, was already a cliché.18 Pliny’s story, retold by Horace and Cicero, was known

in the Netherlands through Antwerp rhetoricians’ plays. It famously described one

ancient artist’s ability to deceive another. Using a painted trompe l’oeil curtain,

Parrhasius had fooled Zeuxis into thinking that his painted surface was not a false

cloth but a “real” curtain. In the pendant to this fable, Zeuxis was commissioned to

paint a portrait of the mythical Helen, the most beautiful woman in Troy. For this he

assembled the loveliest maidens of Croton and selected from them the most beautiful

features of each, “for he did not,” as Cicero described, “think that he could find all

the component parts of perfect beauty in one person.”19 This recombinant approach to

creativity—wherein the artist takes bits from the viewed world and reshuffles them

to suit his own ends—simply supplied another version of painting in the Parrhasian

mode, that is, of painting naer het leven by duplicating viewed experience, however

reconfigured it may be. In the Netherlands, the phrase’s very etymology suggested that

to make art near het leven (or ad vivium, or nach dem Leben, or al vif ) meant not just

to make images from life, but, to make images to the life, that is, to make images

prefacing new things as much as documenting extant ones.20 One of the earliest appear-

ances of the term al vif, in fact, is in Villard de Honnecourt’s sketchbook, a suite

of drawings intended specifically to model buildings and sculpture. Vredeman’s Perspec-

tive illustration itself was meant to be copied out, excerpted, and used to shape

something new.

As the “Flemish Parrhasius,” (Van Mander) Vredeman de Vries’s own

origins remain elusive. Vredeman seems to have been born in Leeuwarden, the capital of

Friesland, around 1526. There he was apprenticed to a mediocre glass painter from

Amsterdam named Reyner Gerritsen.21 His father, an artilleryman, died in 1540, and soon

Vredeman moved south to Mechelen, in Brabant, then spent two intermediary years in

the small town of Kampen as part of his Wanderschaft. Vredeman seems to have been

registered as a schrijnwerker, or joiner, in the Antwerp guilds by 1548, and, in 1549, he

helped design festival decoration for a colossal blijde inkomst of Philip II and Charles V in

that city.22 Yet by 1550, Vredeman was back in Friesland in Kollum, where he found

6
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himself earning money as an oil painter—yet not at the status of full master.23 Around

1552, he moved to Mechelen, where, lodging with an art dealer, Claude Dorici, he

married a local woman, Johanna von Muysen, and, in 1555, began to produce drawings

for ornament prints for the Antwerp publishing firm of Gerard de Jode. In May of 1561,

still in Mechelen, Vredeman was paid 92 guilders to design decorations for an Easter

procession.24 It was recently discovered that in Mechelen Vredeman was also a designer

of woodwork,25 and appears to have been employed in the local tapestry industry; he

meanwhile collaborated with the canvas painter Michael Coxcie and may even have

produced an altarpiece.26

Sometime around 1562, Vredeman moved to Antwerp, where he identified

himself on a print as a member of a rhetorician’s guild. As Van Mander tells it, Vredeman

also collaborated with Pieter Bruegel the Elder on a now-lost painting for the city

treasurer and art collector, Aert Molckemann.27 Like Bruegel, Vredeman began to have his

designs published by Hieronymus Cock’s “Aux” Quatre Vents firm, etched by Jan and

Lucas van Doetecum. Through Cock, Vredeman may have become affiliated with a

spiritualist sect with roots in his native Friesland, known as the Huys ter Liefde, or Family

of Love. Involvement with the much-persecuted Familists may have been the reason

Vredeman fled Antwerp quite suddenly in 1570, heading first to Aachen and then to

Liège. Little is known of this first “exile” period, although, around 1575, Vredeman did

write to the Antwerp guild complaining of wretched (verachtig) working conditions

abroad.28 He returned to the city in 1577 when a Reformed government had been

installed, but left Antwerp again in 1586, a year after Hapsburg forces reclaimed power.

He then traveled to Hamburg, Wolfenbüttel, Frankfurt, and the Protestant city of Danzig.

Dismissed from an engineering post there, Vredeman was invited to Rudolf II’s court at

Prague in 1596, but seems to have left in 1598 after petitioning the emperor unsuccess-

fully for a project payment. He settled in Amsterdam around 1601. Finally, around 1605,

Vredeman moved back to Hamburg, where he died in 1609, five years after being

thwarted, as we have seen, in his attempt to teach at the newly founded University of

Leiden.

Recent writing on Vredeman by Heiner Borggrefe, Piet Lombaerde, and Peter

Fuhring has contributed to a complete re-evaluation of his place in early modern art and

architecture. The present study would not have been possible without their work. Yet at

the same time, the same research which has supplied many long-needed answers to

Vredeman’s eccentric career has also assumed that the questions that need to be asked

of his works remain traditional, that the scope of the problems has always been clear, and

that his role as an artist or an architect, a Catholic or a Protestant, an engineer or a

printmaker, can simply be taken for granted, bracketed off along disciplinary boundaries.29

The present book attempts, however humbly, to rethink these assumptions, to revisit the

very terms under which Vredeman and his milieu have been queried.
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Architecture as allegory, repetition as form

What do images of “empty” architecture mean? On the rare occasions when Vrede-

man’s contemporaries did in fact talk about pictures of buildings, it was chiefly as em-

bellishments to larger compositions. For painters, architecture was crucial: “. . . bases,

columns, capitals, façades, fleurons, canopies, and the whole range of the masons’ craft,”

Cennino Cennini had written in 1380, “should be executed with great delight . . . but bear

in mind they must follow the same system that you have in the figures . . .”30 In the Lives,

Giorgio Vasari linked perspective and architecture, and urged the inclusion of “perspec-

tive views, or buildings” in the background of compositions, although he deemed the

subject “a wearisome theme and difficult to explain.” Rather, he claimed, “it is enough

to say that perspectives [prospettivi] are beautiful insofar as they appear correct when

looked at, and diminish as they retire from the eye, and when they are composed of a

varied and beautiful scheme of buildings.”31 Northern writers drew associations

between architecture, linear perspective, and adornment: Van Mander described the

Courtrai painter Pieter Vlerik as “excellent in architecture [Metslyrye], that is, painting

temples and perspectives,”32 and elsewhere noted the usefulness of “stairways of

stone, and architectural columns” as supplementary vehicles for directing the viewer

inward towards a narrative subject.33 Even earlier, Vasari had praised the charm of

buildings (casamenti ) as something separate from “the beauty of the storia” in a paint-

ing.34 Like landscape, architecture—and more explicitly architecture in perspective—

was clearly understood as an important additive of a painting’s background, at once a

structuring principle and, paradoxically, an ornament. It was never a genre of subject

matter.

Empty architectures could be sacrally charged. An anonymous group portrait

of c.1520, now in Utrecht (Figure 0.4, Color Plate I), depicts a view of the grotto of the

Nativity in Bethlehem, flanked by members of an Amsterdam pilgrim confraternity.35 The

tiled interior hosts a tiny mandorla encircling the letters “IHS,” and a compacted, stylized
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room stands in for the birthplace of Christ. The four pilgrims are well-to-do members of

the Amsterdam Brotherhood, who themselves had journeyed to Bethlehem—Wouter

van Hoogsteyn, Jan Bennink, Jacob Heyn, and Meinert Willems, as identified on

the work’s original frame.36 They kneel outside the miraculous space of the grotto. Two

pilasters frame a second inscription that reads simply: “This is the figure [figuer] of

Bethlehem wherein God was born.” This titulus, denotively pointing to the grotto as a

historical place, at the same time poses the architecture as, quite literally, a substantive

“figure” itself, a claustrophobic room that intercedes between the realms of man and

earth. The open grotto is not a sign—it does not just point to the divine but marks the site

of Christ’s very real impression on earth. As Karl Birkmeyer once argued, many early

Netherlandish paintings relied upon architectural views precisely to mark the presence

of an invisible reality.37 This was not a juxtaposition of real/ideal, but of body and trace;

according to twelfth-century theologians, the “figure” was a space and significance

beyond history, a “figment” or a “dream image” left behind by a spiritual presence.38

Pushed up against the specifically located here-and-now of the four Jeruzalembroeders,

the “figure” in the Utrecht painting extracts the empty architecture—even as a

specifically viewed site—from a merely symbolic link to the real Bethlehem grotto.

Instead, its connection to the Netherlandish present is a bodily one. Here architecture, as

figura, uniquely collapses time.

Roman antiquity remained a steadfast source of pictorial forms and archi-

tectural exempla. Prints of ruins illustrated Rome and allegorized its loss. The distinction

Vitruvius drew in the Ten Books between the tragic, comic, and satiric scenes of the

theatre was familiar to patrons as well as to artists in the sixteenth century. In Vitruvius’s

Book V, the classification of the tragic’s “columns, pediments, and statues” as “kingly”

objects, and the comic’s “private buildings, balconies, and rows of windows”39 as

“common” ones raised the possibility of a purely connotative architecture itself, build-

ings serving no function aside from, as it were, actors. At the same time, the physical

ruins of Rome themselves continued to fascinate artists and antiquarians alike,

particularly in viewers from Vredeman’s Antwerp. In 1558, Hieronymus Cock published

Sebastian van Noyen’s studies of the Baths of Diocletian (Figure 0.5).40 These prints

contained precise illustrations of ground plans, measurements, and elevations of the

ruined complex, accompanied by commentary. Van Noyen, court architect to the

Hapsburgs in Brussels, isolated the buildings on papers that could be assembled into a

frieze reconstructing the baths, treating them as vast specimens of purely archaeological

import. Cock himself, meanwhile, had drawn and etched the ruins of the Colosseum and

the Capitoline hill as early as 1551, and went on to issue subsequent series in 1561 and

1562.41 Cock’s images of the Palatine differed from van Noyen’s in that they were only

loosely documentary (Figure 0.6); instead he fragmented views of multiple monuments,

blurred distances between buildings, and dotted the ruins with travelers, tiny animals and

human figures, among them (as in the extreme lower right corner of the third view of

his series) spindly figures who sit upon, touch, and draw the monuments. Mantled with

weeds, Cock’s archways foregrounded the effects of time and decay rather than antiqui-

ty’s structural glory. Further, they raised the possibility of locatable architecture alone
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evoking temporality or loss, even when no discernable storia, or even history, nestled

among the rubble.

Cock’s prints, well known to Vredeman (they shared an etcher, as we shall

see in Chapter 1), incorporated Roman buildings as an ingredient of landscape rather than

archaeology; a dedicatory quatrain appended to the suite of Cock’s ruins by the humanist

Cornelius Grapheus pondered the city’s destruction as the “Queen of the World” at the

hands of barbarians.42 This pathos was itself echoed in contemporaneous depictions of

Biblical architecture. Two famous paintings of the Tower of Babel executed by Pieter

Bruegel in the 1550s, for example, handled the mythical building as an independent

subject, which by its very complexity captured the linguistic dissimulation heralded by

its conceit.43 Through Cock, Vredeman’s publisher, and Pieter Bruegel, his one-time

collaborator, architecture gained force and marketability as a pictorial subject, for both

painting and print.

Yet the specificity of these Roman and Old Testament buildings imparted

them a status and a “story” that the supplementary architectures mentioned by Cennini,

Vasari, and Van Mander lacked. What, then, should we make of pictures of solo buildings

more ordinary, or worse—as in Vredeman’s case—exaggeratedly imaginary? When, in

1558, Cock published a series of fantastic landscapes after his brother Matthys, for

example, he entitled it: “Various landscape compositions with fine histories [historien]

placed into them.”44 The publisher here actually inserted scriptural narratives, like the
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Sacrifice of Isaac, into the imaginary hillsides of his employee, in order to make the prints

comprehensible. Later, Cock peopled a landscape drawing by Pieter Bruegel with the

Temptation of Christ.45 Why did this not occur with Vredeman? Subsequent art history

assumed that without a primary narrative such work was just preliminary or unfinished—

particularly so in the case of a print. Indeed, one of the questions which consistently

arises when Vredeman’s works are invoked as “Dutch” is what his engravings really are.

Vredeman has never fitted smoothly into histories that posit a sharp divide

between Netherlandish and Flemish architectural traditions, or between real and unreal

architecture. E. H. ter Kuile, bewildered by Vredeman’s 1565 etchings, dismissed them

as “impossible daydreams.”46 In Lewis Mumford’s interwar Culture of Cities they

fared slightly better, as “crazy copybook simulacra,” which portended possibilities for

urban redesign.47 Since the nineteenth century, Vredeman’s prints have been placed in

a broader tradition of architectural pictures in Northern oil painting. Jan van Eyck, Jan

Gossaert, and Albrecht Altdorfer all deployed elaborate architectural backdrops for

religious narratives, and it is as a fulfillment and stabilization of their experiments that

Vredeman’s output initially drew notice. In 1866, Gustav Friedrich Waagen described

Vredeman as “die Schöpfer der Architekturmalerei” on the basis of the paintings in

Vienna and Berlin.48 Hans Jantzen, writing in a sprawling 1910 survey of architectural

painting, bound this appellation of “creator” to a project of architectonic control: as

he put it: “Vredeman’s drawings presented architectural representation with a solid
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scaffold, whereby it took on structural certainty [konstruktive Sicherheit] for the first time

. . .”49 For Jantzen, a devotee of Alois Riegl, Vredeman’s prints established a morpho-

logical paradigm of tactile, “Flemish picture space” (Vlämischer Bildraum), which

indirectly cleared the way for the “optical” practices of the great Dutch church painters of

the seventeenth century—Pieter Saenredam, Gerard Houckgeest, and Emmanuel de

Witte.50 In his dissertation Jantzen even cited Riegl’s (then-) recently published Das

holländische Grüppenportrait (1902) approvingly in this respect, and took Vredeman’s

work as the decisive split between an “objective” Flemish mode of picture making and

the entry into a Dutch “subjective” one, in which perspective begins to fracture and

dissolve into a set of pictorial effects. Riegl had, in fact, lectured on Vredeman in a course

of 1896.51 For Jantzen, this dissolution was not a modern move, but a look backward,

retrenching painting in its medieval origins, in the surfaces of ornament design, filigree,

and early Netherlandish devotional images. In this trajectory Vredeman hardened per-

spective into a woody lattice (“Gerüst”), deriving its worth from a construction that was

tacitly “architectural” and transferable from form to form.

Lurking within Jantzen’s obscure reading is the idea that early modern per-

spective processes—particularly when reified by fantastic architecture—lay bare the

essentially self-referential character of all painting. They do this allegorically. Some of

the best new work on Netherlandish art has traced the way certain paintings make

a subject of perspective “alone.”52 Hanneke Grootenboer has argued that perspective

in certain Dutch still-lifes can allegorize the near-religious “presence” of representation

itself, falling between the grammar (signs) and content (signification) of a work. With

a nod to Walter Benjamin and Paul de Man, Grootenboer suggests that perspective

challenges humanist ideas of symbolism based upon either identity or homology

between material and image. Perspective, she insists, uniquely avoids fixed reference,

alluding to nothing but painting’s incapacity to adequately re-present something not

there. In this, perspective uniquely articulates painting’s essential difference from any

single meaning or substance—and hence its truth. Grootenboer’s interpretation

has the strength of attending to the import of the pictorial “emptiness” in pictures

like Vredeman’s. In addition, it nuances many older interpretations of perspective offered

by Northern art history, which demonstrate a particular obsession with recoupable

and stable “realities” behind its works—variously iconologic (symbol), or connoisseurial

(authorship, dating, condition). Within the reading of perspective as an image of the

“un-representable,” perspective, then, comes to re-inscribe the aura supposedly

lost in the image by pre-mechanical reproduction.53 Perspective re-sacralizes painting

precisely in a milieu where it had become exuberantly secular—the Dutch Republic.

Functioning as a rhetoric, that is, perspective comes to enchant pictorial discourse once

again.

The idea of rhetoric (which de Man defined as the study of tropes and figures)

engages elements of art theory which Vredeman himself used on the sixteenth-century

stage—structures like the figure, the allegory, and even the sign. Yet, until recently,

surprisingly little attention has been paid to the debts Vredeman’s images owed to

disciplines outside the circumscribed areas of early modern building history and theory.
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A goal of the present study is to suggest that architectural images are inextricable from a

Renaissance context in which fields like painting, woodwork, and urban planning were

interlinked. The last subject, specifically, emerged as a coherent discipline for the first

time in the sixteenth century, and, attendant to Vitruvius, found itself embracing the

practices of the theater as well as the architectural treatise. This borrowing was not

simply an appropriation of form; physical cities like Antwerp lifted the more immaterial

strategies of visual manipulation and rhetorical address for the design of streets and

buildings, and consistently recalled the perspectival shape of the stage.

In early modern Europe, the fables of Parrhasius and Zeuxis mapped twin

paths to architectural or artistic invention: one could mimic the seen world, or make

something from various parts of it. Leonard Barkan has pointed out that the incessant

retelling of the Parrhasius and Zeuxis anecdotes was, itself, a rehearsal of their didactic:

the fables’ allusion to two different modes of imitation (of the life vs. of the spirit)

was actually less important than their relentless repetition and refashioning in the pres-

ent. Even with a minor artist like Vredeman, professional success in art and architecture

hinged upon the continual re-invention of conventional motifs like, say, the antique

orders. As Barkan puts it: “the twice-told story . . . the image . . . and not some set of

‘meanings’ variously attributed to them, are the objects of cultural transmission.”54

Indeed, in moving away from “classical” rhetoric as a sole mode of aesthetic theory,

sixteenth-century Netherlanders (as we shall see in Chapter 2) often prized the enunciatory

task of visual form alone—styles or elocutio were not appendages to content in northern

Europe, but in their sheer formal diversity emerged as tradition. In this, I want

to argue in what follows, might lie the best way to think about the “subject” of a work like

Vredeman’s 1604 engraving (Figure 0.3). The tiny nothingness at its center speaks not

only to Vredeman but to the other perspective demonstrations physically stacked

“behind” it within the book, to those versions which came before and will come after it.

“Copper engravings,” “secrets,” “many different hands”—the things cited by Vredeman

in his Leiden letter—these are the real stuff of art around 1600: a series of iterations

whose repetition, in part, is their actual content.

Iconoclasm and the early modern artist

It was precisely in the later sixteenth century that theologians—and increasingly,

artists—began to write about how values like disfigurement and even anachronism

could both plague and inspire visual imagery.55 A key obsession of many writers was

with fantasia—images that seemed to veer from ancient prototypes as well as from

forms found in nature. Springing pre-made from an artist’s imagination, fantasia were

potentially dangerous if unchecked.56 In the Sophist, Plato had drawn a distinction

between icastic and fantastic imitation—between imitation of things that exist in nature

and things that exist solely in the mind.57 Augustine disapproved of certain kinds of

fantasia precisely because they collaged nature rather than mirrored it:
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By taking away some things from objects which the senses have brought

within its knowledge and by adding some things, it is possible for the mind to

produce in the exercise of imagination something which as a whole was never

observed by any of the senses.58

The unrestrained mind, combining bits of reality—like the mythical portrait of Helen by

Zeuxis—effects a gap between sensory data and the image it produces. This is poten-

tially dangerous in a Christian framework, for it portends a departure from the natural

order of things. It also grants considerable freedom to humanity’s own intellect.59 Unlike

mimesis, fantasia foments a turn away from the real world through its internal re-

invention—it deals precisely, with what is not seen. Augustine’s combinatory scheme,

perhaps, imagined a kind of art that shunts viewers not to some transcendent beyond,

but back inward, perilously, to an individual and internal mind.

In Vredeman’s day, the central issue with many image critiques lay in charges

of incomprehensibility, or excess. In 1553, the reformer Jan Gerrtiz Vestege, dismayed at

“over-elaborate” images in church, castigated the equally strange spectacle of removing

them by force. Calvin did not condemn all art, only that which did not aspire to anything

besides instruction or pleasure, for “it is an unfitting and absurd fiction, [when] the

incorporeal is made to resemble corporeal matter,” he wrote, since “God’s majesty is far

above the perception of the eyes, and debased through unseemly representations.”60

Calvin assailed the claim of mere material to presence something divine as “delusion.”61

Reformers in the Netherlands proposed removing altarpieces altogether and replacing

them with “good maxims [spreeken] in large letters written on the walls.”62 But when

iconoclasm came to Vredeman’s Antwerp in August of 1566 it took relatively subtle

forms.63 Unlike the massacres accompanying image-breaking in Huguenot France, where

monks were beheaded and church treasuries ransacked, in the Netherlands individuals

tended to be the ones who stole away with sculptures, quietly, and often in the night.

One English witness to the 1566 Antwerp iconoclasm, Richard Clough, marveled at how

“the thing was done so quiet and still,” and that “so few folkes” had in fact perpetrated

the much-talked-about violence.64

Image-breakers did not randomly attack the artworks they pulled from portal

niches. One observer noted how they broke off noses and heads, and “hammer[ed] away

mainly at the faces.”65 The literal “figuring” agent of the work—the face, working like

the “figuer” of the Utrecht panel—became the object of attack. As the most expressive

and artful part of the human body, the face posed the most danger, and needed most

to be neutralized—this was the face of God of Exodus 33, which Moses “shall not

see and live.”66 In 1569, Philips Galle published a suite of engravings by Marten van

Heemskerck on Old Testament iconoclasms, describing both the breaking of statues

and the wide-scale razing of buildings. In The Destruction of the Temple of Ashtoreth,

Chemosh, and Milcolm (Figure 0.7), for example, Heemskerck shows a figure standing

over a fallen torso at the far left of a besieged idol. His hammer poised, the image breaker

looks directly into the face of the sculpture, about to de-figure it as an echo of a

second, high up in the temple’s coffered dome, who lustily hacks apart the roof. In the
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1560s, present-day resonances with such actions, and printed images of pagan ruins,

would have been clear to Heemskerck’s viewers. The godly visage was problematic

because it gave a countenance to the sacred, imparting specificity, as it were, to

something omniscient. Indeed, as Joseph Koerner has noted, iconoclasts disavowed

the true idea of the image, the idea of representation—they scorned the idea that any

poetic figura points away from itself to some exterior value. By dis-“figuring” a sculp-

ture’s face, then, iconoclasts in Vredeman’s milieu exposed the gap between image and

prototype, which the faithful had, in fact, always acknowledged. In this they returned the

artwork, perhaps, to a truly early Christian aesthetic—one of effacement and difference

rather than resemblance and similarity.67 But of course this effacement, in the cool white

walls and text panels of Calvinist churches, quickly could become an aesthetic itself.

When this aesthetic became the subject of independent panel paintings, as we shall

see in Chapter 4, the obdurateness of the fashioned thing became the very theme of the

artwork.

Iconoclasm always retained an architectural quality in the Netherlands.

Reformers relied upon an insistent metaphorics of razing and re-building: around 1560,
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the preacher Hermann Moded compared the Roman church to the shell of a snail

which needed to be crushed;68 in 1540, a Flemish rhetorician decried sculpted images

“stand[ing] in the temple like old house beams.”69 Visual propaganda consistently likened

the old Roman Church to a ruin in need of clearance, as when the Onzelievevrouw

cathedral in Antwerp was emptied in August 1566. Netherlandish iconoclasts saw their

actions as the restructuring of a wrong world. Image breaking, as Heemskerck’s straining

chiselers showed it, was moral work. But at least one Protestant observer saw the

removal of images as breeding a new kind of enchantment: “it was the marveylest piece

of work that was ever done in so short a time . . . being more like a dreme . . . that yt is to

be marveled at,” exclaimed Richard Clough after he witnessed the 1566 Antwerp

destruction.70

Artists without commissions under such circumstances often looked back

to just those modes of art which did not “figure” as, say, altarpieces had, or figured in

different ways—intarsia, ornament, or pattern. This is where Vredeman began his career.

The painter Heinrich Vogtherr, an author Vredeman read, illustrated a model-book in 1538,

republished in 1543, 1551, 1572, and 1587, explaining his own motivation in Reformation

events:

. . . God has brought about a noticeable decline and arrest of all these subtle

and liberal arts [subtilen und freyen Kunsten], whereby numbers of men have

been obliged to withdraw from these arts and to return to other kinds of

handicraft [hantwerckt] . . .71

Vogtherr sketches the scenario facing artists in Vredeman’s day. His book’s woodcuts

present heads, coulisses, armor shields, even hands for copying and re-use (Figure 3.7)—

hands literally cut off from specific tasks. They float and gesture on the blank page

awaiting deployment. Turning away from images of holy personages, then, such an art

was often forced to deal in pictures which were not only simple and overtly wrought in

themselves, but which went even further, to become patterns for conspicuously pro-

duced things. Vredeman modeled chairs, footstools, and tables (Figure 0.8). Arranged

symmetrically on a page, these were offered as the pleasing “results” of craft, a spatial

arrangement to be used by other artists. These handwerken, complete with strap- and

roll-work, were luxury items that could shape other luxury items, “from” het leven, as

well as “to” it. Particularly in terms of “applied” art, such self-reflectivity has not

proven easy to reconcile in art history with the notion of purely artful style. Like Vogtherr,

Vredeman turned out of choice or circumstance to new venues for his skill (techne) in art

and architecture.

Iconoclasm, then, does not so much “explain” Vredeman’s work as mark a

moment when crafted objects were gradually alerted to their relations to other kinds of

images, rather than simply to ritual or divinistic import. The Lutheran image controversy

was several generations old by the time Vredeman began practice. The more interesting

issue in the air in Antwerp during the later sixteenth century (and surely in Prague

when Vredeman visited in the late 1590s, as we shall see) was how the image itself
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could acquire a theory, a theory that could account for the idea of art as something

increasingly reproducible.

Any attempt to come to grips with Vredeman’s prints will have to reckon with

a growing awareness that early modern “copies” can be regarded as more than gestures

back towards a singular prototype.72 Works like Vredeman’s might be considered,

conversely, as moves outward ; forms assuming re-use and redefinition, and forms which

were often appreciated precisely because of their resonances with other versions of

themselves. This, we shall see, is how Vredeman’s works were often understood in the

late sixteenth century. The theater historian Richard Schechner has indicated this facility

with the idea of rehearsal: “. . . rehearsal is a way of selecting from possible actions

those to be performed,”73 he writes. Indeed, the term repetitie was used by Dutch

rhetoricians in the sixteenth century to describe both practices and re-stagings of single

plays:74 the repetition of the dramatic form did not presage the work, it was the work. In

one 1587 Dutch dictionary verhalen (recount) meant both to imitate and recite;

children “rehearsed” their school lessons when they read back to a master.75 The word’s

place in present-day Dutch shades the idea of performance repeated, not just a

performance prepared. Yet unlike “performance,” rehearsal assumes a kind of
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reciprocity between different instantiations of similar phenomena straying from their

origins, to chains of activities which, like Vredeman’s own patterns, could be charac-

terized by precisely Schechner’s words: “repetition, simplification, exaggeration,

rhythmic action, the transformation of ‘natural sequences’ of behavior into ‘composed

sequences.’” These summarize the processes of rehearsal at work in certain sixteenth-

century artworks, and name the actions this book will explore.

Save for the opening chapter, the sections that follow correspond to the main

undertakings of Vredeman’s career. Chapter 1 introduces the ideas “schilder-architect”

and of invention, as they were understood in the sixteenth-century Netherlands. Chapter

2 considers Vredeman’s early designs in Antwerp and his work for the print publisher

Hieronymus Cock in the 1560s. These prints introduced into the market an entirely new

graphic product: the “ideal” cityscape in perspective. Rather than providing a description

of urban space as a collection of architectural features, Vredeman, like his contemporary

William Shakespeare, instead seems to have understood the civic street as a potential

stage for human drama. Such works appeared at a time when authorities (both Catholic

and Reformed) in Antwerp demonstrated increasing sensitivity to maintaining urban

order and beauty through the promulgation of ordinances and edicts.

The same chapter discusses Vredeman’s career as a rederijker, and the

designs he created for joyous entries, or blijde inkomsten. Like many contemporaries

(such as Cornelis Floris and Pieter Bruegel), Vredeman belonged to a rhetorical chamber

that occupied a key position in the social life of the city; competitions held by the

rhetoricians took place in Antwerp’s physical center, the Groote Markt. Such events

informed Vredeman’s later architectural and perspective theory, not just in terms of built

homologies but also in regard to the actual mechanisms of address. They were influential

for Vredeman’s pedagogical method. The very public (and indigenously urban) character

of rhetoric competitions, I maintain, provided the basis for many of Vredeman’s textless

images.

Ornament and “grotesques”—the intransigent and vexed genres of graphic

and literary imagery Vredeman explored throughout his career—are the subject of

Chapter 3. The historiographic controversies played out in our own time and in his

regarding the propriety and function of “ornament,” are discussed in light of his column

book prints. It is Vredeman’s first systematic “book,” the Architectura of 1577, which

proves to be these controversies’ most dynamic grounds for experiment. Here, his early

ornament series seem to inflect his writings on painting, a theory that becomes essayed

in a startling manner in his biography in Van Mander’s Schilderboeck, which is the focus

of Chapter 4.

Chapter 5 is devoted to Vredeman’s Perspective of 1604–05. Intended chiefly

as a guidebook for artists, the Perspective adopted the connection between vision,

architecture, and the evocation of depth as intrinsic. In the treatise urban structures

themselves provided the means for the process of sight to be expressed. Unlike treatises

such as Leon Battista Alberti’s Della Pittura (c. 1435–36) which, unillustrated, couched its

explanations largely in terms of abstractions, Vredeman’s work instead emphasized the

instrumentality of pictorial/rhetorical demonstration. One of its most celebrated features
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is its supposed insistence that multiple viewpoints—something that can easily be

imagined as a part of the life of the early-modern city—can be accommodated on paper

or panel. Yet the Perspective’s plates, existing on something of a border between purely

conceptualized and realized structures, evince an understanding of perspective rooted

wholly in objects. As we shall see, Vredeman’s perspective both underscored and

effaced the boundaries between the built world and the simulated one; on the one hand,

the book used geometry to create fantastic, overtly hermetic architectural utopias, on the

other, it deployed perspective illusionistically to mark those utopias as fictions. The

tension between these twinned roles of scaffold and mirror, always at the heart of

perspective itself, became in the sixteenth century a source of pictorial anxiety out

of which Vredeman was able to fashion his whole reputation.

Framing history

In a well-known passage from the Critique of Judgment, Immanuel Kant listed three

examples of what he viewed as Parerga, or “ornamentation,” that is, “. . . what is only an

adjunct, and not an intrinsic constituent in the complete representation of the object.”76

These examples were: the frames of pictures, the clothes of statues, “the colonnades

around sumptuous buildings” (Säulengang um Prachtgebäude). By being purely

supplementary, Kant claimed, such features contrastingly indicated what was intrinsic

to the aesthetic object. The adornments existed “merely to win approval by means of

[their] charm,” and, “as finery, take away from the genuine beauty.” This genuine beauty,

and, in it, the core art work itself, resides in forms appealing to taste alone—everything

else (such as the column, frame, garment) was through its sensory allure purely

supplementary, and, for Kant, wholly separate. For Kant, the division between work and

by-work was quite fixed.

Yet, as Derrida showed, Kant’s architectural example was problematic from its

inception. In structural terms, of course, columns are anything but accessory to the

functioning of a building. Among other things, they keep up the roof, and in this respect

differ significantly from the other two parerga: the garment and the frame. Yet, most

importantly, Kant’s positing of a marginal entity as the sole determinant of what is essen-

tial in all art placed him in the awkward position of requiring a clear distinction between

the two. What exactly is supplemental about a Säulengang (Figure 0.3) if it is the very

means by which a building is defined? Derrida demonstrated how as framers of the

aesthetic object Kant’s supposed parerga are, in fact, one and the same, with the

essential in the art work itself: “the frame is not at all an adornment,” he wrote, “and one

cannot do without it.”77 Derrida’s now-canonical exposing of Kant’s flaw forcefully

pointed to the mutual dependency of object and supplement, and undermined the

tantalizing notion—resurgent in early twenty-first-century discourse on building—of a

free-floating, purely autonomous architecture.78 As Rebecca Zorach has noted in her

elegant study of art and Renaissance excess, what is most crucial about Derrida’s critique

for early modern studies is its emphasis upon detachment.79 We could go on to say that
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Derrida’s model suggests the intrinsic worth of the ostensibly surplus in art and

architecture, a worth that was defined by an activity—the performative designation of the

aesthetic object. “Work” in Kant’s sense, is, above all, a function of duration, not just of

essence: if ergon is the amount of time needed to finish a task, parergon is the

remainder, the pastime which lets art arise dialectically.80

We might ask, then, just why Vredeman de Vries—for many years a “sup-

plement” to art- and architectural history, and still little known outside of the Netherlands

and Belgium—matters today, and why he has lately become famous again: the subject of

two dissertations, three exhibitions, six symposia, four books, and three dozen articles

and reviews since 1994.81 As parergon, Vredeman himself might offer less a corrective

to art history’s “traditional” exclusivities than, along the lines outlined by Derrida,

a questioning of the category of “art” in the Renaissance itself. More specifically, he

complicates the idea of art viewed as distinct from craft, and the idea of the “designer”

standing in opposition to that of the artist or architect. These have never been particularly

stable distinctions when one considers the overlaps of media and production techniques

in early modern Europe, particularly after the Reformation. Today Vredeman might supply

a history for some much-touted aspects of contemporary architectural practice—for

example, the idea, whatever its merits may be, of architecture as “image building,”

wherein design itself becomes a collection of signature motifs applicable to sculpture,

furniture, even jewelry, rather than a site- or medium-specific task.82 It is not too difficult

to see in Vredeman the seeds of a purely autonomous architecture, one of modernism’s

more chimerical totems.83

Yet if a categorical distinction between early modern “art” and “craft” objects

becomes harder to sustain, a more dynamic notion of multiple cultural “renaissances”

has arisen in the study of culture around 1600—one where Italy is a vibrant

epicenter among many, with artists and objects moving freely among diffuse geo-

graphical milieus. Vredeman’s paintings and prints are themselves examples of such

phenomena, and his peripatetic biography—which ranged across borders long riven,

until recent decades, into Cold-war geographies—forges a useful link into global histories

de-motivating fixed sites, authors, and epochs. Vredeman folds nicely into an interest in

“nomadic” modes of representation—nomadism, after Deleuze and Guattari, becoming

an attractive metaphor for a kind of freedom. Yet souls who find themselves truly

dispossessed tend to regard the romanticization of the nomad as a modish affectation;

real exile tends to be calamitous for those who withstand it.84 In the 1604 Leiden

application that began this Introduction, Vredeman hoped to end his own banishment by

casting his authorial skills apart from others. The following chapters will argue, however,

this was not via a distancing from older, late-medieval models of collective artifact pro-

duction, but through an engagement with and deepening of them. We can see Vrede-

man’s desperate citation of his “numerous copper engravings” in the Leiden letter not

just as a gesture to past ideas, but as a mark of his interest in making the replication of

architecture itself a specific authorial gesture.

One final note: although this book is about a single artist, Hans Vredeman de

Vries, it is intended as something other than a life-and-work monograph. Sophie-Petra
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Zimmermann and Heiner Borggrefe have already made crucial inroads towards that task

in their indispensable publications. This book, however, published on the 400th

anniversary of Vredeman’s death, deals quite heavily with issues of—and alternatives

to—biography, in the belief that Vredeman was not so much “reflected” in his work as

fashioned by it. Vredeman lived in the era not just of Calvin and Erasmus, but also

of Castiglione and Montaigne, of the idea that the notion of “self” was mutable and

aesthetic, an artwork subject to reshaping. There might therefore be a certain irony

inherent in much recent research on Vredeman, which tends (often rightly) to be wary of

imposing “theory” on phenomena of the past.85 In fact, artists from Vredeman’s sphere

were obsessed with how their own historical specificity constructed a view of lost

cultures, particularly antiquity: the dispute over the proper use of the architectural

orders, which will be an interwoven theme of Chapter 3, is just one example of how

these debates played out.

Erik Forssman once wrote that Vredeman’s work stemmed from a late

sixteenth-century crisis of architectural norms, from the “mannerist” realization that

Rome could never be recovered, and that, when perceived, antiquity would be known

only in fragments.86 Early twentieth-century art historians were obsessed with mannerist

art because it obdurately refused to gloss over the disjunction between its relation

to antiquity and its embroilment in its own here-and-now. If ideas like “crisis” or

“mannerism” remain useful today, they might be understood less as stylistic desig-

nations than as impetuses to experiential criticism, that is, as modes of interpretation

which promise to engage the tension inherent in present-day access to past objects and

sources.87 Vredeman’s mannerism, appearing at the strange moment of 1600, might

therefore introduce an idea sunk deep into history: a recognition that art’s confrontation

with its various pasts was—relentlessly and fascinatingly—mediated anew by its

presents.
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Part One

PERFORMANCES OF ORDER





Chapter 1

Unbuilt architecture in
the world of things

For all invention, Sir,

Comes by degrees, and on the view of nature;

A world of things, concurre to the designe

Which make it feasible, if Art conduce.

Ben Jonson1

Fertile and even prodigal as nature may be, it has not invented everything.

Paul Valéry, “Address to the Society of Engravers”2

1.1

Hans Vredeman de

Vries and Gillis

Mostaert, Christ in

the House of Mary

and Martha, 1566.

Oil on panel, 86 ×
114.3.

Hampton Court

Palace.

Reproduced by

permission of Her

Majesty Queen

Elizabeth II.
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When Vredeman cited “copper engravings” as testament to his architectural qualifica-

tions, he was not myopically overestimating his own ability. Rather, he summarized the

changing role printed images had come to play in the practice of building over the course

of the sixteenth century. Print was not the only kind of repeatable image in Vredeman’s

day. Yet print publishers were unique in the energy they devoted to the charting of

different futures for their author’s initial designs. In the Netherlands the interests

of engravers, draughtsmen, and even dealers frequently clashed. This was particularly

problematic for images of the built environment, the kind of work this chapter will

examine. On the one hand, “independent” architecture appeared to early modern

viewers to have many potential subjects (perspective, ornament, printmaking itself), and,

on the other, no subject at all.

In the Middle Ages, architectural instruction relied upon a very private corpus

of visual templates. Building techniques remained shrouded in guild conditions of

secrecy, and, more significantly, of anonymity. As Mario Carpo has suggested, it was the

mnemonic facility of the medieval architect that was most threatened by the effusion of

print. Guilds banned sketch-making for journeymen traveling far from home, insuring

that, before woodcut illustration, models of famous buildings existed chiefly in the minds

of those who had seen structures firsthand.3 Oral description remained the basis of

design transmission for most medieval masons. Thus, when one of the first original

vernacular architectural treatises was published in 1537—Sebastiano Serlio’s epoch-

defining Fourth Book—its most lasting effect was not just to render this memory function

obsolete, but to subsume guild arcana under a banner of single authorship, supplying

visual models seemingly useful to anybody. Books like Serlio’s seemed to demystify the

inventive act of architecture. By 1582, the Milanese theorist Giovanni Lomazzo could

lament that Serlio’s prints “turned more dog catchers into architects than [I] have hairs on

my beard,” while three centuries later, John Ruskin lamented that architectural manuals

“made plagiarists of its architects, and slaves of its workmen.”4 If they differed in their

view of the heroic (or pitiable) status of the craftsman transformed, both Ruskin and

Lomazzo agreed that a mysterious link between original idea and architectural product

had been severed by the initial appearance of print. The work of design had been

democratized, for better or for worse. If not of dog catchers and plagiarists, central to

both critics was the assumption that the onset of reproducible templates changed the

notion of invention completely.

The collaboration of architects and printmaking in early modern Europe has, of

late, attracted considerable interest, with the most important result being that Antwerp

publishers like Philips Galle and Hieronymus Cock have come to be recognized as crucial

for shaping the themes, as well as the distribution, of reproducible art on paper.5 Thanks

both to new trends in publishing and to Reformation debates over the status of images as

a whole, the use of prints by the architect and visual artist—first defined in Italy and

transmitted to the Netherlands—was changing in the sixteenth century. Many traditional

benchmarks of achievement, of professional failure, and success, were undermined. To

see precisely how this took place we need to begin not with a print or a building however,

but with a painting.
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Rhetorics of choice

A Christ in the House of Mary and Martha, now in Hampton Court (Figure 1.1, Color Plate

II), is Hans Vredeman’s earliest signed panel. It is the first of a series of paintings executed

around 1566.6 Based on an etching designed for Hieronymus Cock in 1560 (Figure 1.2),

the painting shows the figure of Mary demurely reading at the feet of Christ. Three

disciples converse at a table in a shaded corner. Martha, far away from this main scene,

appears through a doorway on the extreme right, speaking to an old man near a kitchen

fireplace. Outside, on the immediate right, at the stoop of a long colonnade, a youth

draws water from a well. A deeply recessed vault reveals an arched pavilion in the middle

right; here, a turbaned man slowly plods towards the foreground. Ebullient grotesque

decoration splays over the ceiling and walls, covering the windows, the shutters, and

even the hearth, interrupted only by a painted roundel; this tiny oval describes a sunny

landscape with a single tree and a Sacrifice of Isaac. The heavy overhead beams echo

the floor’s diagonals. In effect, they vie with the New Testament story for spatial

hegemony; the Gospel tale seems merely an afterthought, overwhelmed by the orna-

mental gush.

1.2

Hans Vredeman de

Vries,

Scenographiae,

sive perspectivae,

no. 10, 1560.

Etching, H.40.

Albertina, Vienna. 
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Vredeman’s architecture threatens to usurp the narrative, a story which

was conventionally about choosing between alternate means of devotion. Mary, who

welcomed Christ into her home by listening to his teachings, was contrasted with

Martha, who busied herself with preparation for the house—the word, the gospel of

Christ, as chosen by Mary, becomes “the good part,” while works, the path chosen by

Martha, is chastised by God. Vredeman’s image envisions the dilemma outlined by the

fable, fixing visual attention not on one of the sisters, but on the spaces between them,

scattering ornament, line, color, and recession across the picture surface.

As a sequence of frames and surfaces—doorway, colonnade, window,

hearth—the composition vigorously denies any central focus, drawing us instead into

fictive corners, across elaborate thresholds, out through mullioned, painted glass

windows. In contrast to Joachim Beuckelaer’s roughly contemporary version of the

same narrative (Figure 1.3), Vredeman’s House draws its trappings away, remaining

no push and all pull—attention does not flit between foodstuffs and vertiginous floors,

but in the Hampton Court picture slinks outward into the painting’s recesses.7 Like

Beuckelaer’s kitchen, however, Vredeman’s room relies upon multiple views—views

splayed outward, overtaking the staffage. This is the kind of picture Max Dvořák first

called a “mannerist inversion,” in which the stuff of ordinary life, a signal for an emergent

genre painting, does not crowd out some moral, but circulates and structures it.8 Through

the separation of the figures of Mary and Martha to twin extremes of the picture,

1.3

Joachim

Beuckelaer, Kitchen

Scene with Christ in

the House of Mary

and Martha (The

Four Elements:
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214.5.
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Vredeman opts for a different kind of designatory function for his architecture, however:

rather than splitting the scene into “secular” or “spiritual” realms of study, it frames the

relation between the two as fluctuating and tense; if anything, it is the architecture which

has become the “the better part” of the Gospel story, not the seated figures. One

nineteenth-century observer of the picture put this in moral tones: “. . . there is great

impropriety, in rendering the decorations of [Mary and Martha’s] palace more important

than the personages of the scene.”9 Vredeman’s version of the Luke story is itself

thrust into the present, becoming the “better” part of the work—the theme as one

apprehension of the New Testament in the here-and-now.

In Van Mander’s account, the Martha painting figures as a particular specialty

of Vredeman, a “perspective,” a species of image equivalent to an effect known

as deursiende, or “seeing-into,” or “seeing-through.” For the Antwerp banker Gillis

Hooftman, we learn Vredeman “made a large perspective [Perspect] looking like a view

into a court [als een doorsien in eenen hof ].”10 The label of “perspective” was not just a

term for empty, or empty-seeming paintings—panels constructed for triumphal entries

were also known by the term.11 That contemporaries regarded the religious subject as

often secondary to its actual arrangement in pictures is suggested by designations in

early inventories;12 the Hampton Court painting itself, for example, was described as

“A small prospective” when it was cataloged in 1619.13 In the collection of Henry

Frederick, Prince of Wales, the work sat among other “perspectives;” a visitor to Henry’s

collection also described “a vaulted house . . . perspectivally painted.”14 In fact, it is as

a “perspectivist” that Vredeman was best known; in the Saxon courtier Gabriel

Kaltmarkt’s 1587 list of “Famous Living Painters from the Netherlands,” he urged

collectors to seek out works by one “Johann Fridman Freiß,” who was described as “ein

guter perspectivus.”15

In the sixteenth century, the story of Mary and Martha (Luke 10: 38–42) was

frequently framed as a narrative of doctrinal choices; Christ, visiting the house of two

sisters, chastised his hostess Martha for preoccupying herself with the preparation of

food in the kitchen, when she should have followed the example of her sister, Mary, who

sat listening to his teachings. Protestants found in this story an easy allegory of ideal

Christian behavior—the Word (Mary), not church works (Martha), legitimized as the

path to salvation.16 Late versions of the story from the Netherlands posited related

inequivalency to the pairs, insisting upon each figure’s significance as a varied form of

worship, not one or the other.17

In the painting by Vredeman, Mary’s choice is seemingly upheld as the wise

one, yet not just through the capacious space she occupies. Rather, Vredeman splits the

panel between the vault at right and the figures seated at left, so that the space is united

by the box-like composition of the room and the tunneling archway at center. At its heart,

the picture is empty; Jantzen marveled at how this painting managed to look des-

erted, even as it stayed ornamentally abuzz.18 The tunnel is one destination for a viewing,

the seated party another. We are accustomed in Italian paintings to follow perspective to

the site of action or history at a vanishing point. But in the Hampton Court picture there

is none, we find only a turbaned, indecipherable human blotch. The dynamic switching
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of attention prompted by the disjointed spaces posits the “choosing” itself—

rather than its results—as the drama of the picture. In moving among the different

spaces—foreground, background, ceiling, floor—the viewer faces not just the didactic

outcome of the decision making of the Biblical story, but the tension inherent in making

that decision. Yet, if such an image of choices made regarding the apprehension of God

had clear resonances with both Protestant and Counter-Reformation sides of theological

debates, the protagonists could be interchangeable: X-ray photography has shown that

an earlier state of the painting put Martha’s body in a center doorway carrying a basket.

This figure was obliterated sometime in the late-sixteenth century.19 Vredeman’s picture

was thus confessionally mutated, moved away from a celebration of “good” work

towards the architecture itself.

When the Martha painting was signed by Vredeman in 1566 it was marked in

two separate places along the architecture, once atop a Moses bust at right in Latin, and a

second time, in Greek script, below the roundel landscape at the center. If we consider

this kind of painting not simply as a pictorial translation of a Bible passage, as Sergiusz

Michalski does,20 but as a specific pictorial statement, the Mary and Martha becomes

less about conflicts between “earthly” or “divine,” or, say, direct versus mediated

apprehension of Christian teachings. Rather, it evinces the way an artist effects a

beholder’s imbrication in such conflicts. Viewed from afar, the fable now becomes a

shard of Christian teaching conveyed into the present by Vredeman’s work. If not for us,

the scene thematizes one translation of a history thrust awkwardly into the setting of the

present, into a world crafted (perhaps not entirely successfully) by Vredeman’s

specific hands. The figures sit awkwardly, immaterial, and tenuous. We have the distinct

feeling we are looking not at Vredeman’s symbolism of Mary and Martha, but at some-

body else’s. The apostles, the kitchen, the two sisters seem not to belong here, and,

it seems, perhaps neither do we.

In his 1516 edition of the New Testament published in Basel, Erasmus

retranslated the Mary and Martha passage from the Book of Luke. The Latin Vulgate had

rendered Luke’s words as the following: “One thing is needful: Mary has chosen the

better part, which shall not be taken away from her.” Based on the Greek Septaguint,

Erasmus amended the verse to read simply: “Mary has chosen a good part.” This

alteration, which shocked early humanists,21 had the effect of reconfiguring the story’s

didacticism altogether; gone was a clear hierarchy between work and word, between

praxis and theory, between busy-ness and leisure assigned to Martha and Mary at

Christ’s feet. Suddenly, the two personifications were roughly equivalent—Mary was one

“good” among two. Erasmus’s substitution was a philological thunderclap, one that had

the effect of posing the sisters as dual aspects of the single soul; faith and works, the

Basel edition seemed to imply, were not only coincident but unriven elements of a

Christian life.

Vredeman’s painting, with its Greek and Latin signatures, and its colossal arch

cleaving the middle, seems to be about both Mary and Martha and about the translator’s

act. The Hampton Court picture is slashed by calligraphic ornament and lines, but is,

in a sense, dominated by only one: the tunneling arch which vanishes into nothing.
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Off-center as it is, the view heralds the painting as emanating from a particular point of

view, a view that bridges the paired realms of Martha and Mary. Now, the tension

between these separate realms is what is delivered to the viewer, a tension that is the

very subject of the inventoried “Perspect.” The painting’s basis in a specific engraving

meant that other versions—not-quite replicas—could and did exist: identically sized

versions after the Hampton Court picture, for example, are now in Bremen and London.22

Ultimately, the allusion of the painting is not just to Luke or to Vredeman, but to the

awkwardness of choosing in a translation from word to image.

The work of print in the age of architectural

reproducibility

Vredeman’s initial involvement with “perspective,” and, secondarily, the architecture it

constructed, was first through drawings. In the 1550s, while still living in Mechelen,

Vredeman began to design prints for painters and tapestry makers. The drawing

eventually used for the Martha panel, now in Vienna, formed part of a series of

24 architectural views, accompanied only by a title page with a dedication to Antoine

Perrenot de Granvelle, then cardinal of Mechelen.23 Granvelle was an ardent bibliophile,

antiquarian, and art collector, who, in 1558, had underwritten the massive drawing

expedition to Rome by the military engineer, Sebastian van Noyen; this trip resulted

in the series of engravings describing elevations and plans of the Baths of Diocletian

(Figure 0.5.). Hieronymus Cock’s firm, Aux Quatre Vents (at the Four Winds),

often took the subject of perspective as something akin to ruined architecture—

something whose efficacy derived from its formal adaptability, its suitability to other

media.24

By the 1560s, Hieronymus Cock (c.1510–70) had established himself as

the most innovative printmaker in north Europe. He had introduced an entirely new

set of themes into the Antwerp print market and taken subjects pioneered in Italy and

southern Germany—sophisticated sheets of ornament, Roman ruins, landscape—and

put them before the eyes of an unprecedentedly vast public. A former painter, Cock

was listed in Antwerp’s St Lucasgild by 1546, and traveled to Italy in 1549 and 1550.25

Employing a filial team of etchers—Lucas and Jan van Doetecum—Cock offered the

Antwerp market reproductions of Vatican frescoes as well as “vernacular” subjects like

Pieter Bruegel’s peasant scenes. Between 1551 and his death in 1570, Cock maintained

a stable of Italian engravers such as the Mantuan expatriate Giorgio Ghisi, who furnished

him with reproductions of antique sculpture.26 Between 1557 and 1565, it was Cock who

published Vredeman’s series exclusively, and for whom he would go on to produce nearly

200 individual images.27 Vredeman was ideal for a house eager to take on unorthodox

subjects, and to adapt recognizably “antique” motifs into a Netherlandish milieu. Aux

Quatre Vents was distinguished from other firms in Antwerp, like those run by Hans

Lefrinck and Gerard de Jode, for its savvy estimation of the heterogeneity of the

audience for prints—“let the cock cook what the people (volcx) want,” the punning motto
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of the Vents firm, was etched into a 1560 street scene designed by Vredeman in

the same Scenographiae series (Figure 1.4)—volcx a play on the name of Cock’s

wife, Volcken, who for a time operated his shop.28 If what the people wanted

certainly changed from year to year, it seems Cock’s reputation as an adventurous

chooser of subjects granted Vredeman’s work an imprimatur and marketability it

might not otherwise have seen. Vredeman’s setting of Cock’s shop into such a

plunging sceneography—a street with Netherlandish features but ultimately fantastic—

allegorized the reach of Aux Quatre Vents’ products, of which it was one. The firm’s

building in Vredeman’s print is presented as anchoring a world that could be anywhere,

at any of the “four winds” marked on the cartouche adorning the upper floor of

the facade.

By the 1560s, the real Antwerp of Vredeman’s youth, as we shall see in

Chapter 2, had come to rival cities like Paris, Basel, Nuremberg, Strasbourg, and Venice

in sheer volume of printed output. Close proximity to a deep-sea port, a relatively large

supply of local labor, and, perhaps most importantly, a high concentration of interested

and wealthy art buyers attached to the city’s spice trade and banking industry, insured

that demand for luxury goods and books was constant. The nearby university of Leuven

1.4
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provided an eager market for theological texts, and, at least initially, church authorities in

charge of monitoring doctrinal content rarely interfered. Although paper, typically one of

the largest costs in book production, remained particularly expensive in Antwerp,29 print

publishers were often quite bold in the nature and scale of their undertakings. By 1560,

the printing firm headed by French expatriate Christoffel Plantin was turning out texts

on no less than 22 presses—books devoted to everything from philology, horticulture,

and astronomy, to mythology, travel descriptions, and law.30

In the Netherlands the print trade retained professional associations with

woodcutting, glass painting, goldsmithing, and metalwork. “Prenters” were listed as

members of the St Lucasgild in Antwerp as early as 1492.31 As in Germany, the produc-

tion of prints there was legislated by the same rules overseeing other replicated objects:

floor tiles, clay figurines, wax seals, even ensigns and badges (Figure 1.5). The profes-

sionalization of these small industries remained a model for early engravers and

printers.32 Associations between print and, say, pilgrimage tokens were not new:

Gutenberg, an early innovator (if not the inventor) of the printing press, had himself

started out as a fashioner of Spiegelzeichen (mirror-badges) in Strasbourg before

he experimented with movable type.33 Forms and repeatable media in Antwerp were

likewise intermixed.

1.5
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Hieronymus Cock’s and, later, Christoffel Plantin’s operations in Antwerp

were in many ways grandiose streamlinings of late-medieval serial-object production.

Albrecht Dürer’s Life of the Virgin series, printed in Nuremberg in 1500, was perhaps the

earliest instance of a new, singularly bound “fine art print” dominating complementary

text, an example followed in the Netherlands by Lucas van Leyden around 1520. Lucas

and Dürer, in an extension of the painter’s craft, effectively consolidated control over print

production under one roof.34 Through the adoption of copper and iron engraving—more

precise and often quicker to execute than woodcutting—publishers’ intaglio processes

allowed a visual precision that was perfectly suited to new print subjects like cartography.

Engraved images had, of course, long elevated the selling price of books. But by

the 1550s, those “independent” subjects of engraving which had traditionally been

subservient to a text—ornament prints, for example—became, for many publishers,

high-end, independent items. Cock, as discussed in Chapter 3, issued designs

such as cartouches in elaborate, autographed suites. In this manner, the Aux Quatre

Vents firm was able to carve out a niche in an Antwerp awash with printed images:

not just by issuing new types and formats for prints (which appealed to collectors), but

by nourishing and updating the print medium’s traditional imbrication with older kinds

of craft.

In general, the print process in which Vredeman participated, even when

under the support and control of a single patron like Granvelle and a publisher like Cock,

remained a diffuse and largely businesslike affair. Following the examples of Roman

firms like the houses of Antonio Salamanca and Antoine Lafrery, Antwerp printmakers

seem to have doled out work on what are now called “reproductive” prints—works that

translated paintings or sculpture into line—to separate workshops and sites. In the

mid-sixteenth century, demand for Biblical histories quickly eclipsed that of mythology,

and Counter-Reformation bans on overly “artful” images, particularly after the Council

of Trent (1563), sent publishers scurrying to find non-controversial subject matter. Archi-

tecture, perspective, and landscape filled this need. Cock’s firm, for its part, was later

able to maintain distribution contracts with Christoffel Plantin’s firm (which also dabbled

in the publication of banned texts),35 which allowed his sheets to circulate throughout

Europe and, in several cases, to Spanish dominions overseas—inventories record

crates of kunstprenten being shipped to Mexico alongside dictionaries and missals as

early as 1568.36 Additionally, the audiences for Cock’s materials appear to have matched

that for Plantin’s books. Not only did both items travel along the same distribution net-

works (“history” prints, architectural books, and theological texts are listed in Plantin’s

entries for the catalog of the Frankfurt Book Fair between 1582 and 1589),37 but there

was also little difference in price—loose engravings of Biblical subjects fetched consist-

ently high sums, at two and three guilders. One must recall that Cock’s publications

(among them, Vredeman’s etchings), in contrast to their state today, did not always

appear in sets; we know that, particularly for craftsmen, ornament sheets were often

offered independently, and more affordably. In some cases materials from a variety of

different series would be brought together in a single luxury artifact, bound in calfskin

or fabric.
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But how were the prints actually produced? A drawing like Vredeman’s

early Vienna sheet (Figure 1.6) showing an Italianate colonnade in wash, was, in an

establishment such as Cock’s, the first stage in a sophisticated system of manufacture.

In Antwerp the idea of a single artist exerting a firm hold over his entire publication,

copyright, and sale remained quite rare, since guild regulations insisted upon firm separ-

ations between the tasks of figurschnyder and drukker.38 Put simply, the process of

making a print did nothing more than farm out the processes that artists like Lucas van

Leyden and Albrecht Dürer had controlled. First, an initial design would be produced,

usually by a painter. This composition, in ink or chalk on paper, would be engraved,

etched, or carved into copper or wood by another craftsman. Next, a printer would press

the resulting onto wet paper, and leave it to dry. Finally, a publisher, who often financed

all of these activities, would collate and distribute the image to local sellers and

dealers abroad.39 Cock’s and Plantin’s firms published and dealt prints. These tasks were

not, it seems, generally conducted under one roof. Around mid-century, Antwerp publish-

ing firms probably resembled offices rather than workshops, closer to hushed libraries

than bustling places of craft. In Cock’s case the actual presses were kept in his shop’s

basement, while the upper floors were reserved for engravers to take advantage of the

good light.40
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Dutch printmaking remained a business undertaking precisely by refashion-

ing, rather than replacing, older divisions of labor and responsibility. Van Mander

described Cock as a “merchant” rather than an artist, despite Cock’s long tenure in Italy

and his training as a painter; in turning to print publishing Cock seems to have abandoned

“true” art.41 Yet Van Mander reports that Cock “gave up art in order to deal in it,” indicat-

ing an implied worth to the paper products of the Aux Quatre Vents. Cock’s invention

subsisted in his management of the firm. In Antwerp the various activities connected

with printing were scattered among the small shops of the Lombardenvest, a neighbor-

hood known for the sale of paintings and textiles.42 In Cock’s case large stocks of finished

prints were kept on hand for sale on his premises, while preliminary materials (sketches)

were stored offsite. In the inventory of Cock’s widow, Volcken, drawn up in 1601, it was

revealed that the headquarters of “de vier winden” did not even keep copperplates on its

immediate site, and contracted out the act of printing to a master printer named Sander

Janssen some blocks away. Several of the copperplates in the same inventory, etched by

the van Doetecums, survive today reused as painting supports.43 In such an organization

the job of print design would have remained relatively insular in comparison to other

tasks tied more closely (both spatially and conceptually in the city) to the production

sites of paintings.

Vredeman, for his part, joined Pieter Bruegel, Cornelis Floris, and Lambert

Lombard in having his designs etched by the brothers Lucas and Jan van Doetecum.

Initially engravers of maps, the van Doetecums occupied a shop near the Arenberg-

straat,44 where they developed a mysterious technique of engraving. This mixed the trace

of the needle with that of the burin, which in itself attracted comment: “a completely

new and ingenious manner,” the German traveler Matthias Quod called it in 1609, “that

was not considered etching but pure engraving.”45 The allure of the van Doetecums’

technique was its capacity to evoke the effects of quick drawing and even wash, using

scraped and hatched lines. Their etchings mimicked the appearance of engravings—

much more time-consuming to make (and accordingly priced). Connoisseurs were

evidently delighted by the Van Doetecums’ cross-medium subterfuge, which Cock

promoted himself in unexpected ways; on surviving early impressions of Vredeman’s

first Sceneographiae print (Figure 1.4) a thin contour of acid residue was left visible in the

right-hand sky where the plate was bitten with acid. Seemingly engraved, this plate was,

in fact, etched, a subtlety early collectors would have adored.

As engravers the van Doetecums would have received double the pay nor-

mally allotted to draughtsmen.46 This may appear surprising today, but from a business

point of view such high value hardly seems strange: etching, in its materials and meticu-

lousness, remained largely an extension of metalsmithing; the van Doetecums, of

course, used the more expensive materials (copper), and produced the tangible objects

from which impressions would ultimately be pulled (plates). In doing so, they supplied

the tangible stuff that permitted print production to occur. Plates, once etched,

often became the most highly valued assets of a publishing firm: we know that in

October 1561, Cock was able to pay more than half the deposit on a new house with a

collection of his copperplates and other works of art.47
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The etchers were also granted relative freedom in their interpretation of

designs. Unlike preliminary drawings, engraved plates were protected by guild price

standards, since plates without presses remained relatively worthless. The large

numbers of Antwerp metalworkers who were employed as engravers suggests that a

very different kind of expertise than sheer draughtsmanship was called for at the stage of

print engraving, and Quod’s comments on the van Doetecums indicate that the specialty

was not without its own opportunities for creativity and distinction. Hendrick Goltzius, for

example, saw his asking prices rise in the 1590s, after he developed a way to simulate

etched line with a pen and paper rather than vice versa.48

Yet even though Antwerp prints were valued highly, and etchers paid more,

the very survival of so many designs originally destined for transferral suggests that

drawings retained a valued financial role in print publishing around 1560. Aesthetically,

drawings underpinned any collaborative print project, and it was the “inventor” who

showed ultimate responsibility for their contents. Countless intellectual property dis-

putes raged as prints became more profitable, as well as doctrinally inflammatory. In May

1558, the Guild of St. Luke hived off an entire sub-section for printers in order to shield

members from potential Inquisition charges. In a court case from 1567, meanwhile, the

block cutter Willem van Parys was charged with heresy for several anti-Inquisition prints

he had produced. When interrogated, van Parys, like any good employee under duress,

passed the buck, in this case to his boss, a minor publisher named Hans van Bauhuysen.

As van Parys claimed, it was van Bauhuysen the Inquisition wanted, since van Parys had

merely cut the images, not designed them. Why then should he be held accountable for

what they described? The two processes of drawing and engraving were categorically

separate, he argued, and responsibility for the invention of the image lay squarely with

the former. Apparently the Inquisition agreed. Van Bauhuysen, the publisher, was

arrested and sentenced to six years of civic exile, while van Parys—like the van Doete-

cums, an engraver—was released on bail.49

Even given this woodcutter’s very understandable desire to minimize his own

importance under interrogation, design remained a collaborative (if not solitary) process

behind printmaking. It was a cognitive act, wherein drawing contributed to a repository

of compositional ideas. The florid signatures Vredeman added to his early preparatory

drawings are explicit acknowledgments of his role (Figure 1.6). They denoted not just the

name of the author, but his exact function as “inventor.” Even the most accomplished of

Cock’s draughtsmen was not as consistent as Vredeman in appending this information to

his designs.50 In a preliminary print drawing now in the Albertina, however, the syncretic

role that Vredeman served was relocated and abbreviated when the drawing was

transferred to print (Figure 1.7), lodged into one of two upper-story windows near the

margins of the page. Here, it quietly affirmed Vredeman’s secondary status beside the

publisher’s, looking out from the building, in keeping with standard practice. Raphael had

first drawn a corporeal division between inventit and execudit when he entrusted

Marcantonio Raimondi with the cutting of his designs in the 1520s, and Giorgio Ghisi

carried it to Antwerp while in Cock’s employ. For the Aux Quatre Vents—and by

association Vredeman—this division of labor became conspicuously established as
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the dominant schema for Antwerp. Virtually no documents have survived regarding

payments or commissions for prints to Vredeman before 1575. But it appears (with one

exception)51 that, much like other draughtsmen, he never engraved his own designs in

these early years.

Instead, Vredeman entered into a very collaborative enterprise in which his

reputation was contingent upon the coordinated skills of others.52 At the most basic level,

the appellation “inventor” labeled the cognitive actor in print design, literally the creator

of drawing, who may or may not have been the same as the etcher or engraver. “To

invent” seems, in sixteenth-century painting theory, to have designated an imaginative

faculty desirable in young artists and architects. In a marginal note to his poem, “On

Foundation of the Free and Noble Art of Painting” (the “Grondt”), Van Mander claimed

that for painters “inventy” could only be developed by drawing from memory, not after

nature.53 It was crucial, he claimed, to learn to make art “uyt zijn selve” (from one’s self)

before turning to any copying of sculpture or figures. Primacy was placed upon the notion

of invention as the transference of an “idea” located in the artist’s own head. Rhetoric,

meanwhile, equated invention with the unveiling of the res, the subject, of courtroom

oratory, or as Cicero put it, “the devising of matter, true or plausible, that would make a

case convincing.”54 Vitruvius borrowed this definition of invention for his First Book,
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infusing invention with an even more vigorous mathematical overtone: “. . . invention is

the unraveling of obscure problems, arriving, through energetic flexibility, at a new set of

principles.”55 Adapting a design to fit an extant site or situation became the architect’s

challenge, as it had been the orator’s task and the printmaker’s charge. Inflected to a

medium between drawing and building, as in Vredeman’s prints, the domain of invention

lay at the literal periphery of the scene.

Books and building

On folio 266 of the Schilderboeck Van Mander was very specific about an episode from

Vredeman’s youth:

. . . in Kollum, while painting a panel in oils [Vredeman] came across a joiner

or cabinetmaker who owned the books of Sebastiano Serlio or Vitruvius

published by Pieter Koeck. Vries assiduously copied these out (schreef nacht

en dagh vlijtich uyt), the large one as well as the small one. From thereafter he

returned again to Mechelen, to a painter . . . who had him make various works

which incorporated architecture.56

Vredeman’s discovery of these books probably occurred sometime around 1550. The

works Van Mander mentions in the joiners’ keep are both identifiable: the “large” one

was a Dutch translation of Serlio’s Fourth Book (Figure 1.8), the “small one,” undoubt-

edly, was De Inventie der Colommen (Figure 1.9), a little quarto, which also appeared

in 1539.57 Both were by the same author, the polymath Pieter Coecke van Aelst (1502–

50). Coecke van Aelst was a tapestry designer and antiquarian, as well as, briefly, a

court painter to Emperor Charles V. He had traveled to Constantinople on diplomatic

missions and become famous for designing festival decorations in Antwerp. Coecke may

also have been, for a short period, the master of Pieter Bruegel the Elder (the painter

married his daughter, Mayeken), overseeing a large workshop in Brussels in the 1540s

which specialized in replicas of his own works, alongside painted versions of Italian

prints.58

Coecke van Aelst’s work on Serlio brought about an (unauthorized) Dutch

translation of one of the first illustrated architectural treatises in Europe. The original

Italian edition had appeared in Venice a mere two years earlier, in 1537 Van Aelst’s edition

itself served as the basis for the first English translation of Serlio. Although the first of van

Aelst’s works was initially printed in fairly large runs (probably around 1000–1200 copies),

the little book appeared in an edition of 650, or perhaps less. Exemplars of Die Inventie

der Colommen are extremely rare today; only two complete copies survive, in Ghent and

Wolfenbüttel, and of the first edition of the Regelen, less than a dozen.59 They seem to

have been relatively affordable and interesting to craftsmen, and sold well;60 in fact, their

modern scarcity testifies to the wide use they may have seen in workshops. Clearly,

seeing the books, if Van Mander is to be believed, was a revelatory experience for
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Vredeman. In Van Mander’s retelling it is only after this exposure in Kollum that the young

artist devoted himself entirely to architecture, first in paint and then, as we have seen, in

print.
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Coecke van Aelst’s Die Inventie was a remarkable pamphlet. Van Mander

claimed “it brought the light to our Netherlands and helped the lost art of architecture

onto the right path,” while the humanist Lampsonius named it as the only Dutch book to

discuss the building styles of other countries.61 A pocket-size translation of Vitruvian

fragments, Die Inventie was not an entirely original composition. In 1511, Fra Giancondo
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had famously published a “complete” version of Vitruvius’s manuscript, which became

the first illustrated architectural treatise to appear in print.62 Containing rather crude

woodcuts that showed schematic diagrams of structures like the Colosseum and the

Pantheon, this version, too, appeared in a “pocket” edition in 1513, but was overhauled in

a folio version of 1522 by Cesare Cesarino, which soon became one of the most widely

copied books of the sixteenth century. Van Aelst’s Die Inventie was one of a flurry of

imitators and, like them, contained content that was only partly new.63

Pieter Coecke van Aelst turned to a specifically Netherlandish tongue to dis-

cuss column types, volute design, and geometric ratios. Like Serlio, he afforded woodcut

illustrations relative predominance in the tract (Figure 1.10), and used columns to

distinguish, as Serlio had done (Figure 1.11), the difference between three kinds of

architectural representation: plan, elevation, and view. The few printed treatises on

architecture available in the Low Countries hitherto eschewed this kind of visual

exegesis; Leon Battista Alberti had famously refused to illustrate his own (manuscript)

treatise on building, De re aedificatoria, insisting that architectural principles could be

more effectively understood when read aloud, in the form of a dialogue;64 in this, he

followed the original format of Vitruvius, who omitted diagrams, it was thought, in order

to keep his audience more select, to keep architecture a discourse between enlightened

practitioners and patrons.

Coecke van Aelst’s illustrated version of Serlio, aware of this tradition,

was thus to include an important—and quite beautiful—acknowledgment of its novel

approach towards printed illustration. It explained how the Vitruvian dialogue was

thrown open to anyone viewing its pages:

. . . in the following Book we may read not only what the Romans had

built, but also [what] authors have described to us in figure (as you may see

them here) piece by piece, not only how many rods, ells, feet, & palms, but

also the minutes thereof, and what compass they contained, all perfectly

described.65

Coecke van Aelst showed elevations, cross-sections, and diagrams of the architectural

orders, and offered a saleable summary of antique plinths, columns, and capitals based

on composite ratios. These were drawn less on visual experience of specific Roman

monuments than on older printed images. Most Dutch readers would not have known

original marble structures from Italy; what they would have been familiar with, Coecke

intimated, were images of “antique” structures from prints and altarpieces. Die Inventie

served as a book of patterns more than an explication of theory. In fact, Coecke van Aelst

admitted that he was not exactly clear what Vitruvius is describing at times.66 His work

contained not just the paper templates for the model forms of building, but the implicit

argument that printed images themselves were valid, even vital, tools for making

buildings.

Vitruvius’s goal had been to justify the idea of architecture as a chiefly intel-

lectual activity. Coecke van Aelst sought to bring this notion to a body of intellectuals and
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guild-based practitioners without disavowing craft altogether; on the cover page he

described his audience as “painters, sculptors, and stonecutters, and anyone who takes

pleasure from antique buildings.” Written in Flemish, Die Inventie sought to vernacularize

Vitruvius’s dichotomous notion of “Wat Architectura is”:
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Architecture, that is to say, overbouwmeesterie 67 depends upon many other

arts and fields of training, which furnish the rules to make all works

come about. These consist in two aspects: carpentry, and explanation [or

deliberation]. Carpentry is itself traditional and familiar practise of using

the hands to bring forth works, using whatever materials are necessary.

Explanation is a faculty whereby built things are set out, a knowledge of the

correct proportions which they contain.68

The rhetorical division between theory and practice was entirely new in Netherlandish

building, and the isolated activity of “setting out” (uytleggen)—a mental pursuit—was

clearly quite strange. Coecke van Aelst was thus forced to, in effect, introduce an occupa-

tion (“the architect”) into a Dutch vernacular that literally had no word for it.69 As Hessel

Miedema has shown, Vitruvius’s terms of fabrica (crafting) and ratiocinatio (reasoning

out) left Coecke at a loss in terms of Dutch equivalents. His difficulty lay not so much in

providing a direct translation for the antique words as in establishing a distinction between

the acts of planning and executing a building. Previously, both acts had been seen

as essentially practical pursuits under the domain of masons’ guilds.70 Vitruvian theory

clearly mandated that theory and technique were vastly different concepts, and
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hierarchically related—the former was by far the more important. “The architect ought to

be practiced in all accomplishments,”71 wrote Vitruvius, and Coecke van Aelst dutifully

transcribed how the new practice of overlegginge (planning out, prefatory drawing)

was something perfectible via training in the liberal, not the industrial, arts: arithmetic,

geometry, music, history, astronomy, optics, and rhetoric. On-site experience was still

required, but it was valuable only in when coupled with an artistic sensitivity that allowed

builders to “take hold of” (betrekken) architectural ideas in their mind.

But if the apprehension of mental images was the prerequisite for any

architect’s ability to “design” new structures himself, Coecke van Aelst seemed to

imply, than a different section of the artesian population (that is, those who simply pro-

duced drawings) seemed eligible for the appellation “architect.”72 In the 1540s, divisions

were quite new in the Netherlands between the people who conceived buildings and

those who constructed them. In Antwerp in August 1542, for example, a carpenter from

Utrecht named William van Noordt was accused of making designs for capitals in the city

cathedrals without being a stonemason. In his defense, he called a series of witnesses

from the local guilds: Philips Lammekens and Pieter Teels, master masons at the

Onzelievevrouw cathedral; Rombout de Drijvere, a clynsteker, or carver of foliage for

capitals, Rombout van den Loocke, a carpenter and stone cutter, and Pieter Frans, a

younger Antwerp mason. These individuals cited examples of local work by non-

craftsmen: an Italian painter named Tommasso Vincidor, who had designed the Buren

castle, and a goldsmith, Jan van Nijmegen, who had geordonneert (laid out, designed)

several different houses in Antwerp.73 Quite stunningly, van Noordt even produced

quotations from Alberti and Vitruvius, which were recorded by the court notary:

“. . . architecture is an art,” he apparently testified, “which embraces all of the other

arts.”74 The sum conclusion of the witnesses was that construction was indeed

the domain of masons and sculptors, but design remained the responsibility of the

architect; the latter’s task could not be subsumed under the heading of any one art, in a

manner akin to painting, woodcarving, and carpentry. Rather, architecture consisted in an

understanding of all of these practices.75

Whether or not Coecke van Aelst’s publications of 1539 were solely respon-

sible for the professional legitimization of this more theoretically oriented occupation,

their theory certainly provided a textual basis for differentiation between tasks in the

Netherlands. The “emancipation” of the builder, like the artist, from guild restrictions

was quite sporadic in the southern Netherlands, and even more so in the north. The

prints, however, suggested that the domain of the Dutch architect might be the domain

of the image, or more precisely, the domain of images. Indeed, in a second court case

from 1565, the sculptor Willem van den Broeke was sued by the city of Antwerp for

producing drawn designs (patronen), which could not be built. In his defense, van den

Broeke—who was cited in 1577 by Vredeman as a model “architect”76—stated that

architects were “the schoolmasters of the masons,” and need not be troubled about the

executability of their plans. Masons, van den Broeke explained, “brought the designs to

life,” but “would not be able to lay one single stone without the oversight of architects.”

The city council, however, disagreed. The masons were paid to redraw Broeke’s plan
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and take over the practical matters of laying foundations and installing staircases for the

design.77

The old idea—never hegemonic—that painters or even goldsmiths could

be the effective creators of buildings granted a new independence and primacy

to preliminary designs, just as it imputed social distinctions to a craft where

previously there had been few. As the Antwerp cases suggest, designs most often

took the form of drawing—discrete manual utterances. Again, from Coecke van

Aelst’s Vitruvius:

In general, and particularly in architecture, there exist two things: that which is

signified [het gene dat beteekent], and that which signifies [datter beteeket].

That which is signified is the thing proposed; that which signifies is the

demonstration, expressed through professional precepts.78

Such a schematic breakdown, which sounds not a little like contemporary semiotic

theory, speaks to a division between form and matter, theory and practice. But it instates

no aesthetic hierarchy per se. “That which signifies” is not just the architectural sketch,

but the act of making the sketch itself. Coecke van Aelst’s translation singles out the

formal obdurateness of datter beteeket—that which signifies—rather than run beyond it

to images. Within the pre-Socratic notion of the signifier–signified, cognates of signifi-

care meant to “show by signs”—through drawings, effigies, or ritual practice.79 As

Coecke van Aelst goes on to explain, drawing transmitted invention to craftsmen or

patrons whole, who then rendered physical the form of the building. The 1565 court case

in Antwerp saw Willem van den Bloecke rely on precisely this distinction in drafting his

worthless design for the new town hall.

Drawing had remained the chief form of building design among Italian

theorists since antiquity—both Alberti and Serlio reiterated draughtsmanship’s function

as a nexus of painting and building.80 But it had never been upheld as an autonomous task

of the architect in the Netherlands. Coecke van Aelst—a translator and a designer of

engravings—thus introduced a new division of labor between invention and building,

much like that imputed to printmaking. He sharply honed the idea of what the architect

actually does; that is, he onderwerpt, he designs. This was a resolutely modern

distinction: architects today rarely make buildings—they make pictures of buildings.81 Yet

this is no less distinct a practice than the carving of a porphyry capital or the cementing

a brick wall—it involves its own set of physical materials (ink, paper, compass) and

knowledge of craft methods (perspective, proportion), and, above all (as today), the

sponsorship of a wealthy patron on its behalf. Yet as Coecke van Aelst’s title metaphoric-

ally suggested, Die Inventie van Colummen sought to explain the cognitive aspect of

architecture (inventio) as one that literally propped up (Colummen = columns) all its other

aspects.

In his Architectura (1577) Vredeman wrote that Serlio and van Aelst, along

with Vitruvius himself, made architecture “an excellent art, which garners praise for its

masters.”82 Even more than Vredeman’s citations and visual liftings from these authors,
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two borrowings from Coecke van Aelst’s theory stand out in Vredeman. First, there is the

fundamental contribution of van Aelst and Serlio towards making books a vector for

architectural discourse in the Netherlands. Particularly through the dissemination of illus-

trations, both authors introduced the notion that architecture was not just about marble

and stone, but also ink and paper.83 This was done in different ways: Coecke’s Vitruvius

was a book of theory aimed at craftsmen in the tradition of earlier German books, like

Hermann Ryff’s Vitruvius Teutsch, which insisted on the intellectual sophistication of the

architect interwoven with the skill of the mason. Second, Serlio’s books were practical

guides, concerned not only with the status of a building’s practitioners but with the

technical know-how of creating drawings—images of architecture that could be

used by painters or sculptors as well.84 Serlio had supplied a repertory of visual forms that

were meant to be transferred within the context of the book—dominating the adjacent

text and offering the reader the opportunity to “select” premade patterns for use.85

As books, such materials exemplified the idea that architecture could be a recombination

of refashioned parts, not just a rote grasping of rules. We will return to this point in

Chapter 3.

Vredeman’s declared capacity as “inventor” articulates a discourse of archi-

tectural design conceived of as translation from form to form, of culling and rendering

from parts. In making his images Vredeman is not preparing to build, he is really

building; the image is the project.86 C. H. Peters saw Vredeman’s worth in this, his

vernacularizing of columns transmitting a typology of architecture.87 Far from system-

atizing a set of precepts, however, as we shall see, Vredeman’s own chains of visual

translations instated new loci for old forms of creativity, ones still rooted in serial

production, still reliant on resonances between different versions rather than on one

version’s fidelity to a single prototype. “One should do best to follow the simulacrum

of perfect form,” the humanist Pietro Bembo wrote of translation, asserting the pri-

macy of the sign itself—as opposed to the signified—as the grounds for emulation.88

Vredeman’s works, like the translations he worked from, can be understood as mul-

tiples conditioned by and for an aesthetic of re-use. They are specific kinds of results,

which, again like Zeuxis’s Helen, were used (and praised) for their citation and

refashioning of known things.89

We can recall Van Mander’s anecdote wherein Vredeman is said to have

“assiduously copied out” Coecke van Aelst’s two books he discovered in Kollum, over

and over.90 The processes of repetition, long vital to the training of any young artist, is

here installed at the font of Vredeman’s historiography; in spite of (and in fact because of)

the technological advances of print, a young artist’s replication of a named type

(Vitruvius), as much as the prototype itself, marks his skill and judgement. To repeat

(practiseren, ritrarre) in the sixteenth century was to do much more than what today

means simply to “copy;” indeed, prints often tightened some still-loose processes

of translation, but often remained uncommitted to semblance or even visual similarity.

In fact, William Ivins once suggested that it was specifically the technique of cross-

hatching that prevented sixteenth-century print from ever imitating the world entirely.91

Without color, prints always carried connotations of a building’s loss or lack; Vasari
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lamented that engravings tended to “rob the image of something.”92 Print publishing

sped up and spread out an older aesthetic of artistic copying, but it did not make archi-

tectural theory, at least in the Netherlands, clearer, “scientific,” or more standardized

than before.

Perspective roles

André Chastel suggested that Renaissance painters became interested in architecture

purely as a conveyance for perspective, a nod to certain antique means of structuring

surfaces.93 To be sure, the focus in many “architectural” paintings (Figure 1.1) was

indeed less architecture than architecture in perspective. By the sixteenth century, this

apparent coupling had a long history. In 1537, Serlio quipped “perspective would be

nothing without architecture and the architect nothing without perspective,”94 a com-

ment that is interesting for its insinuation that perspective was literally invisible without

application to physical objects. Brunelleschi, a goldsmith, had begun to experiment with

perspective chiefly as a means of surface decoration.95 Serlio’s application of perspective

to stage design (Figure 1.11) was chiefly a result of his study of the antique, though

it had seen limited use in drawing as a form of architectural practice. For architects,

perspective was one of the three modes described by Vitruvius for describing a building.

Scenographia joined ichnographia (plan) and orthographia (elevation) as a vehicle

through which architectural inventions were given form. Although scenographia could

be used in the planning of a building or theatre, Vitruvius claimed, it differed from the

other types of projection in that it could also designate a subject unto itself—in fact, in

Book II of his manuscript Vitruvius deemed perspective of use not for built architecture,

but chiefly for its representation.

Indeed, early modern architecture had very little use for perspective in the

construction of buildings. Alberti was explicit about its place in architectural practice:

. . . whereas the painter takes pains to emphasize the relief of objects in

paintings with shading and diminishing lines and angles, the architect rejects

shading, but takes his projections from the ground plan and, without altering

the lines and by maintaining the true angles, reveals the extent and the

shape of each elevation and side—he is one who desires his work to be

judged not by deceptive appearances but according to certain calculated

standards.96

Perspective—or “shading”—co-opts painting’s ability to evoke an object’s appearance,

but not to describe it precisely. The use of perspective by painters, Alberti states, is

categorically different from the architect’s in that it deals with impressions (“decep-

tive appearances”): that is, it provides a vivid means of representation, but one

that is inherently inexact. Most Netherlandish layouts that survive today from the
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sixteenth century are ichnographic, in ground plan, since scenographia was notoriously

prone to inaccuracies. While perspectival images could describe the appearance of a

built (or potential) building, they famously lacked the structural precision needed to

guide on-site work.97 Raphael wrote that perspective’s utility lay solely in paintings

of architectural features; at the close of his famous 1519 letter to Pope Leo X

about the construction of St. Peter’s in Rome, perspective was rejected as too

capricious a means to record monuments; “with perspective it would be impos-

sible—or at least exceedingly difficult—to resolve things to their original form,” he

concluded.98

Early perspective drawings by architects were therefore most often taken

from buildings rather than to them. Only rarely would such scenographic representation

prescribe a building’s shape. On the whole, perspective images were for the purpose

of personal record or study, and in at least one case they were even responses to texts;

sometime after 1530, the architect Giovanni Battista da Sangallo annotated his first-

edition Vitruvius with tiny pen drawings in the margins, copying Serlio’s three categories

of stage designs—Comic, Tragic, and Satyric (Figure 1.12) out to the side.99 Perspective

here formed a literal response, not a premonition; the scenographic mode sacrificed

any pretenses to pure instrumentality. Representations of perspective—inherently

“deceptive”—dwelt in this cognitive realm of copying out.

In the Netherlands the relation between architecture and perspective

acquired theoretical backing in Coecke van Aelst’s translations. An (unauthorized)

French translation of Serlio’s second Libro appeared in Paris in 1545, before the Dutch

version (Antwerp, 1550), and its woodblock illustrations were immediately taken up

by painters and designers, including Coecke van Aelst in triumphal arches for Charles V

and Philip II’s 1549 entry into Antwerp (Figure 2.17); moreover, Pieter Aertsen and

his pupil Beuckelaer, as we have already encountered, used Serlian elevations to

structure interior scenes.100 Serlio’s Italian and “modern” connotations were exploited

by northern copyists, who put forward new, “Italianate” architectonics (and not just

the istoriae they staged) as a kind of picture lifted (consciously) from engravings in

books.101

Hubert Damisch has noted that as a designation of picture type, “perspec-

tive” is different from landscape, still life, or portrait: it “seems to imply an emphasis on

the form of representation” rather than content, where “the monstration takes the form

of a demonstration.”102 That is to say, with perspective a painting’s structure becomes

uniquely declared as a subject when named as such, or, as one reviewer of Damisch

claimed, “it overflows the particular epoch that invented it”.103 Indeed, for art history,

perspective remains a transhistorical phenomenon. Much of the literature devoted to

perspective, and Vredeman’s place in its history, has been directed towards surveys of

its origins, and, rightly enough, to its proximity to writings in early science. Perspective

compositions in the Quattrocento are traditionally paired with an epochal point of

modernity—the beholder as determinant of the “world picture” rather than guild or

Church, the rationalization of space and the reorganization of the picture surface as the

potential subject of a painting.104 Art-historical recuperations of these moments have
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followed the model of a perspectival picture itself, looking back to a stable and visible

point. But by the sixteenth century, as we will see in Chapter 5, perspective had become

a myriad of pictorial practices, characterized largely by an unexpected materiality. By

Vredeman’s time perspective was increasingly arcane and obfuscatory, and architecture,

or more specifically architectural representation, remained the key vehicle for its expres-

sion. Just as Sartre once said of color, there can be no perspective, except that of

something.105

In a series of prints from 1560 Vredeman’s perspective became its own

theme. In the 20 etchings published by Cock, narrow basilicas and whimsical loggia

level themselves at the viewer. The vanishing points are off-center; the architecture,

encrusted with queer forms, repudiates any claims to clarity in order to foreground

the partiality of a single viewpoint. In one sheet (Figure 1.13, H.46), devilish caryatids

scowl atop a raised platform above a garden courtyard, supporting three vaults beneath

an elaborate dwelling seen from below. The print’s frame allows only an oblique

view of the structure and a squat topiary at the far right. Very few specifics about the

settings are provided that would help build the structures depicted. It is the perspective

itself, tunneling into the page (“like a railroad track,” wrote Janzten), that provides the

drama.106

Unlike Cock’s Roman ruins (Figure 0.6), Vredeman’s etchings describe an

architecture hardly decaying and mottled, but freshly completed. The flinty outcrops and

bushy sprigs of Cock’s sheets are replaced by smooth floors and trapezoidal marquetry

receding quickly into the background. Vredeman promotes “antique” architecture

(the orders and rustication of the structures are clearly described) as a new vehicle for

displays of perspectival expertise. Perspective, for Vredeman, becomes the component

of a pattern book, an attenuated species of ornament.

It is precisely the contingent aspect of architecture in perspective—its

dependence on the caprices of vision—that made Alberti so upset, and what Vredeman’s

prints engage. The play of “deceptive appearances” Alberti decried in scenographic

images of buildings was fickle and unreliable; it sprung not from disinterested and

measured qualities in a structure, but from a singular viewing experience. Vredeman’s

jarring, distended composition lends credence to Alberti’s gripe about perspective’s

impracticality for building. But it also points to the main difference between Vredeman’s

works and those of his Italian, German, and French forebears. In the 1560s, Vredeman’s

prints did not form part of an architectural or perspectival tract intending to aid technique

(that task would wait until 1577 and 1604, respectively)107, nor did they evoke some

wistful piecemeal antiquity: they were patterns. It was their seriality that remained vital:

the Scenographiae sheets exploded the single viewpoint of perspective, relentlessly

repeating it as a plurality, page after page. As prints, objects of private contemplation,108

the etchings wilfully diffused their origins in the Vitriuvius translation. As Roland Barthes

has said of texts, their “vanishing point is ceaselessly pushed back.”109 The drama of

Vredeman’s early sheets, like the Mary and Martha painting (Fig. 1.1), subsists in their

imaginative deferral, across translations, of a single pictorial source.

1.12
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Collaboration in perspective: Mary and Martha
once again

Sixteenth-century painting, Alois Riegl argued, depended at its most rudimentary level on

the internal articulation of motifs, and only secondarily upon the functioning of these

motifs vis-à-vis a beholder.110 Like architecture, ornament uncluttered by figuration

bore the potential to lay bare the internal structure of a work—not to make it legible, but

to dramatize its confrontation with the spectator. As we shall explore in Chapter 3,

Vredeman’s ornament prints magnificently disrupt the contiguity of frame and world

on spatial terms—as flat and two dimensional, they seemingly turn in on themselves,

trapping elements at the surface. Yet at the same time, the ornament print in Vredeman’s

day entered the world as handleable, bodily thing.

Perspectival compositions, by contrast, allegedly define a contiguity with the

viewer through the fictional extension of space. They ask for conversation. Indeed, Serlio

stressed that perspective was “better taught orally, face to face.”111 While Van Mander

inveighed against the overbearing doorsien, the looking-through, “too much of which,”

1.13
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he claimed, “is a hindrance.”112 Riegl saw Netherlandish art as a crucial and unrecognized

juncture between these twin poles of “object-emphasis” (ornament) and “subject-

emphasis” (perspective). If modern art wholly privileged the viewing subject, he claimed,

early Dutch painting still clung to the “medieval” integrity of the object. It preserved

a sense of separateness in an era when perspective’s entreaty to the single beholder

via a functional “window” threatened to lie about what was actually there.113

In the Hampton Court Mary and Martha (Figure 1.1, Color Plate II) Vredeman

signs his name twice. Yet the staffage, the figures of Christ, Mary, Martha, and the

disciples, were not painted by Vredeman. As with most of his panels from the 1560s,

they were probably the work of another artist, in this case Gillis Mostaert, an artist

from the village of Hulst.114 Like Jacob Grimmer and other contemporaries, Vredeman

frequently collaborated with Mostaert in the 1560s (“a good master at figures, especially

when they were somewhat small,”115 claimed Van Mander). Mostaert added figures to

several Vredeman paintings, to the grisly Massacre of the Roman Triumvirate in Tarbes,

and a painting now in Bückeberg (Figure 1.14), and a tiny panel recently discovered in

a German private collection.116 Like the Martha, these paintings all derive from spatial

templates in Vredeman’s prints, and they nestle their fable within an elaborately

architectural format.

The practice of collaboration was not just a division of labor. Vredeman

relied upon it throughout his career as a painter, and it would come to dominate the

architectural specialty he established, whether at the behest of dealers or of particular

patrons. By the 1560s, Antwerp’s art scene had begun to make collaboration both

aesthetically attractive and economically viable for painters, and the role of second (or

third) hands in the making of “perspective” pictures, specifically, had a long pedigree.

1.14
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Vasari, for example, attributed “una Venizia in prospettiva e S Marco” to Alberti, “with

figures executed by other masters.”117 And Edward Norgate, after viewing a series of

architectural vedute, concluded that anyone could (and did) finish a perspective work.118

In Antwerp the often-formulaic character of architectural subjects surely contributed to a

kind of assembly-line technique, and in a Netherlandish milieu, workshop production, as

with other genres like still-life and landscape, insured that perspective pictures were

churned out with astonishing speed and efficiency.119 Market demand was not every-

thing, however. Vredeman’s Court paintings, commissioned in Prague by Rudolf II in

1596–98, for example, were “figured” by Dirck de Quade van Ravensteyn (Fig. 4.8), while

Vredeman’s son Paul, a lifelong collaborator, appears to have added staffage to at least

two of his father’s paintings from the same series.120

Dealers’ inventories reveal similar examples; in 1615, the Amsterdam wine

merchant Albert Martsz sold “een stuck perspectieff gedean bij den Ouden de Vries

waaring Pieter Isaacx de beelden gedaen heft,”121 while decades later the Antwerp firm

of Forschoudt sold “1 perspectief van de Vries, de figuren van Martinus van Cleef,”122

and, in 1669, the same house bought a Calling of St. Matthew which purported to be “van

de Vries, de figuren van langen Peer [Pieter Aertsen].”123 The city of Antwerp even paid

one Peter Leys “te voyeren [to bring out] ende stofferen van kleyne figuren,” a Vredeman

perspective in 1583.124 Even when the exact identity of a collaborator was known and

revered, it was clear that the human figures were often secondary to the architecture

within the context of the picture; a lost canvas by Vredeman “met prachtige Gebouwen

pronkt” was described as “gestoffered [adorned]” by Sebastian Vrancx, apparently some

years after the initial composition.125 In an architectural piece, the human figures, and any

istoriae, were, in effect, the ornament. These embellishments increased the market-

ability of the paintings; there is little to suggest that relatively “unstaffed” paintings by

Vredeman were necessarily incomplete or less valuable.

Vredeman’s frequent assertion of authorship over the perspective view itself,

alluded to in the familiar “Vries inv.” appended to his panels, as to his prints (Figure 1.7),

suggests his awareness of the possibility for collaboration on the works at a later

stage. Like printmaking, he often intimated that his hegemony over the “conception” of a

work was fundamental, but all the same a preliminary in a larger process of production,

one which in no way precluded the additions, alterations, and effacements of other hands

and brushes. A lost painting from Wörlitz, for example, once bore the rare inscription

“Vredeman Vries fec. Inven.” in Vredeman’s hand,126 a case of the artist distinguishing

between—and at the same time subsuming into his own personality—the twin acts of

picture-making. The architectural specialty relied upon a division of labor to impart both

financial worth and narrative sense.

The presence of other hands in Vredeman’s paintings has prompted scholars

to set aside the figures as marginal to the works, or to overextend implausible evidence

suggesting their authorship by Vredeman himself.127 To do so might be to forsake the

larger summative operations of works like Mary and Martha as a whole, and to overlook

a historically grounded method dealers and artists used for attaching value to art,

particularly in the Netherlands.128 Mikhail Bakhtin famously described the ways that
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narrative in literature is generated through an intertwining of different voices, a polyphony

in which all sources compete and interact within a work. In Vredeman’s panels such

voices, as different hands, conflict as well as coexist, to produce an object whose every

detail cannot be accounted for by a single explanatory rubric.129 With Mary and Martha,

for example, the shearing of attention prompted by the myriad spaces, surfaces, and

figures is far from ludic, and is paralleled by the profusion of hands at work in the original

painting, and its ceaseless, multilayered re-iteration of visual and textual sources.130 This

seems not Bakhtin’s dream of a pure dialogism, but what Walter Benjamin called

“distraction.”

No less than Vredeman’s print series, which as we saw earlier were collabora-

tive enterprises, the painting, a physical thing, assumes a reception that is as de-centered

as its production. The visual elements of the Hampton Court picture (vault, doorway,

Christ) stand, like the artists who painted them (Vredeman, Mostaert), not as alternative

poles, but as amplifications of one another; exchange between them mirrors the

beholder doing the same. The result of this polyphony, however, is not simply some

happy pluralism of viewing for the single viewer. If anything, the perspective insists upon

the work’s elusiveness as a visual totality; in tandem with the decoration and the dual

Greek and Latin signatures, Vredeman’s architecture furnishes a visual alternative to the

seated figures of Christ and Mary. And although perspective supplies a container, that

tableau, like Vitruvius’s scenography, is upheld blatantly as fiction. In perspective the

architecture sheds all claims to be a functional window. A viewer’s experience might be

anchored very securely to separate elements of the work—the barrel vault, the kitchen

doorway, the figures of Mary and Christ; all are embedded within the place of the

painting itself. Yet the narrative of the work—indeed the subject—resides not within the

isolated personifications, but in the tensions Vredeman’s architecture articulates

between its different parts. The composition depends upon this tension to relate; the

aggregate of different hands, planes, surfaces, colors, depths, even signatures, ultimately

models the viewer’s confrontation with the narrative. Vredeman’s painting enacts—as

well as describes—a perspective of multiple views. Mary and Martha declares itself a

contemporary translation of a Biblical event, but one torn between the past and present:

a stranger in the house of the here-and-now.

*

To invent, in early modern Europe, meant to discover as well as to create. Cicero con-

sidered inventio the first stage in the preparation of a rhetorical discourse, important not

simply as an imaginative activity, but as the process of unearthing worthy topics to

explore. “Inventio est excogitatio rerum verarum aut verisimilium,” he wrote—invention

is the discovery of things true or probable.131 Both Plato and Aristotle associated

invention with discovery, while the German version of humanist Polydore Vergil’s De

inventoribus rerum (Of Inventors) of 1533 rendered invenire as synonymous with

Erfindung—making, discovering, and finding.132 In the Grondt, Van Mander named

inventy as work “of one’s self” (uyt zijn selve). It was this selecting of subject which

preceded ordinatie, or arrangement.
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This chapter has attempted to trace how a dichotomy between invention

and execution was applied to architectural theory in the sixteenth century, and how a

parallel distinction was in place for printmaking and often for panel painting. Invention

was in both cases wholly imbricated with execution and rhetorical flourish. Indeed, Van

Mander related how Hendrick Goltzius once “invented and engraved some little histories

of Lucretia himself.”133 Goltzius, in this story, did not conceive of the tale (Livy did), but

his choosing was a subset of inventy. The achievements of selecting and giving form to

an invention intimates the kind of dynamism at stake when trying to isolate artistic

originality in early modern architecture.134

With his euphuistic signature on the Vienna drawing (Figure 1.6), Hans

Vredeman at once cites and restages the building theory he read as a youth. Vredeman’s

prints represent ends in themselves, functioning not simply as models for further works,

but willful statements of an expressive encounter with past theory and past traditions.

These were traditions recoupable only in versions—Italian as well as ostensibly Dutch.

Vredeman’s “architectural” designs, perhaps, thus abet the paradoxical project of a

printmaking medium newly professionalized in early modern Europe, wherein authorship

is certified by the very act of being diffused, among new hands and eyes. Few sites were

to be as nurturing of such maneuvers as Antwerp, to which Vredeman now turned.
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Chapter 2

Antwerp: the
city rehearsed

The festival apparatus, the improvised scaffolding with all the special
splendor and thrills . . . this is the motive of the permanent monument.

Gottfried Semper1

Antwerp was like a world, one could lie concealed there without going
outside it.

Antoon Verdickt, 15582

2.1

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, The Town

Hall of Antwerp,

1564–65. Woodcut,

H.181.

Kungliga Biblioteket,

Stockholm.
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“A new town hall is needed,” pleaded the magistrates of Antwerp to the Spanish crown

in August 1560, “. . . the present one is too small, too narrow, and too old. The decrepit

ruin is a danger to its users, far more than one would expect.”3 Writing to the regent of

the Netherlands, Margaret of Parma, the city governors thus proposed a colossal

replacement building for the Groote Markt, the city’s main square. This building was to

be constructed according to designs (patronen) the city had commissioned from local

artists years before. In order that royal representatives in Brussels could better under-

stand the proposal, the magistrates even included copies of the plan with their com-

plaint.4 Within a month the Spanish crown had allotted 100,000 livres for a new stadhuys,

and in her reply Margaret even cited the measurements the enclosed drawing had

described.5 An astonishing four years later the new town hall of Antwerp was nearly

complete.

When Hans Vredeman de Vries depicted the building around 1565 (Figure 2.1)

accolades for its size and the swiftness of its construction had already begun to

stream in. “Unparalleled in Europe . . . a wonder of the whole earth,” wrote the

Italian mapmaker Virgilius Bononiensis.6 In Vredeman’s giant three-block woodcut,

known today only through a unique impression in Stockholm, the building is shown

dwarfing groups of human passersby, its splendid Serlian facade juxtaposed sharply with

a recessed avenue to its south. Twin obelisks atop its central elevation bear the tiny

inscription “SPQA”—Senatus Populusque Antwerpensia—a boastful nod to the example

of Republican Rome. Unlike other contemporary images of the town hall, Vredeman’s

sheet refused to isolate the building as a frontal stage, but instead framed it within the

urban fabric, nestling it among other pakhuysen, or warehouses, on the central square.

The woodcut included verses eulogizing the winning project, fusing visual and textual

entreaties:

Voy donc, amy Lecteur, une chose qui semble Impossible estre, mais verite, si

assemble.7

[Come look then, dear reader, upon something which seemed to have been

impossible, but indeed was constructed].

Apart from the architecture itself, the town hall’s assertion of civic autonomy was indeed

quite incredible, even in a place such as Antwerp, traditionally afforded great latitude by

central authorities. Antwerp, for all its affluence, remained a city in the Holy Roman

Empire, and few viewers would have regarded the brashness of its architecture (along

with its representations) as ideologically inert. Not long after the print appeared, civic

authorities stepped up the suppression of increasingly frequent civic revolts, and the

vicar-general of Mechelen, Maximilian Morillion, wrote: “It would be a good thing to

make [the Antwerpeners] erase their SPQA which they inscribe everywhere, on their

buildings and edifices, pretending to be a free republic.”8 What Vredeman’s audience

might visually infer from even pictures of buildings—a kind of small-scale architectural

propaganda—could be cause for concern, if not outright censure.
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The previous chapter examined how independent images of architecture,

their conception, execution, and reception, responded to new print technologies to

articulate ideas of invention in the Netherlands. We must now attend to the artistic and

social realities of a specific urban landscape—Antwerp—where Vredeman’s work

engaged these issues most visibly. The following chapter will survey the historical

coordinates of Vredeman’s art and its strategies in and for the Scheldtstadt of Antwerp, a

city where he worked on and off from 1561 to 1585, a city which, “for an intoxicating few

years,” as Simon Schama put it, “was European civilization.”9

It was not just in the town hall print that Vredeman located himself at the

center of Antwerp’s dynamic town fabric. As early as 1577 he was involved with the

physical refashioning of Antwerp’s infrastructure as an engineer, re-designing a fortress

on the city’s south flank. Vredeman belonged to a chamber of rhetoric in Antwerp in the

1560s, and of course, worked as a print designer and painter for Hieronymus Cock and

Gerard de Jode between short trips away after 1570 and 1585. His multiple appellations

in the Antwerp archives reflect diverse services for the city: In 1581, he is “ingenieur”

(engineer), in 1583 “schilder” (painter), in 1585 simply “onderwerper” (designer).10

None of these faculties, of course, was without confessional and political charge. When

Vredeman’s town hall woodcut (Figure 2.1) was republished as a copper engraving in

1565, for example, the insolent “SPQA” was effaced from the facade—evidence of how

seriously printmakers, as well as authorities, considered architectural utterances imputed

to the public sphere.11

Vredeman’s work in and for Antwerp was concerned with no less than

the question of how certain visual complexities of urban life could be addressed,

suspended, or constructed by architectural and rhetorical representations. His rhetorical

performances, which have hitherto received little scholarly attention, offer clues to the

ways his architectures were designed. In terms of civic space, as Michel de Certeau once

argued, the seemingly mundane practices of everyday urban life—repetitive, bodily,

patterned—while increasingly subject to centralized control in early modern capitalism,

remained under market conditions the sole places for creative appropriation of space—

fugitive sites for the making of individual meaning, potential resistance, and unpredict-

ability.12 Yet in Antwerp, those activities which have, in the past, come to be seen as

creating utopian, carnivalesque sites of “discursive” interactions with the urban fabric—

places of poetic freedom and “exchange”—increasingly seem to have been less so;

indeed, civic and imperial authorities actively promoted social “exchange” as an

extension of their power. “Public” was a murky concept in early modern Antwerp.13 I will

argue along such lines that Vredeman’s practices and—not insignificantly—his chosen

medium of print, actively and repetitively engaged the alledag of the early metropolis.

His designs were not a reflection, an escape from, or outright resistance to, Antwerp’s

architectural reality, but a means to architecturally transform it. As in his town hall

woodcut, Vredeman saw the city as a landscape, not a model for a place but a place

unto itself.
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Expansion, wane, and social pragmatics

Before the fifteenth century, Antwerp had little to distinguish it from Northern inland

ports apart from a brisk trade in peat, and a biannual fair. Around 1400, however, English

cloth merchants, banned from rival markets in Bruges and Ghent, became attracted to

these fairs for the contacts they allowed with bankers from the Rhineland and southern

Germany. By 1450, these bankers, and the precious metals they controlled, attracted

a third group of individuals—Portuguese merchants, eager to obtain the silver and

copper needed to maintain their spice trade in West Africa and southern Asia.14 In 1501,

Antwerp’s position at the center of these activities was formalized when the king of

Portugal recognized the city as the central distribution point for spices for all of Europe, a

move which made Antwerp suddenly attractive to shipping, finance, and commerce

representatives throughout the world.15 Thanks to such triangulation, by 1520 the

city began to occupy a position in international trade rivaled only by Italian centers such as

Venice and Genoa. Like those cities, Antwerp rapidly developed an independent banking

industry, eventually lending money to Emperor Charles V and lesser heads of state at

staggering rates of interest.16 Combined with the increasing volume of international

trade, this financial industry fueled a virtually unmitigated period of economic growth in

Antwerp until 1560. The presence of Antwerp’s almost perpetual trading fairs was crucial

in this development. It was not just merchants from England, Portugal, and German lands

who settled in the city to take part in these soon-permanent markets, but local craftsmen

from smaller towns who supplied the retail, transport, and service infrastructure they

required. This infrastructure, in turn, provided an impetus for broadening extant trade fairs

dealing in textiles and handcrafts, which, finally, led to an increasingly sophisticated

commerce in high-end luxury goods aimed at the New World and the European

hinterlands—paintings, jewelry, clothing, books, and prints.17 Antwerp’s population

soared. In 1526, there were around 55,000 people living inside the city walls, where

a century earlier there had been less than 20,000. By 1568, the number of citizens

reached 104,000, a number paralleled north of the Alps only by Paris.18 Jaw-dropping

accounts of visiting foreigners testified to the city’s prosperity and pace: in 1550,

the English humanist Roger Ascham exclaimed: “Good God! Antwerp is not just

the richest emporium in Brabant but in the whole world!,” while, in 1567, Guicciardini

suggested that Antwerp should serve as the economic exemplar for any European

city.19

Antwerp’s economic and cultural prosperity in Vredeman’s day was depend-

ent upon its location, its access to new technology in banking and shipping, and above all,

its immigrants. The city magistrates, or wethouders, went to great lengths to insure that

merchants and financiers of any national or religious stripe were not harassed by the

Spanish authorities, and that civic privileges were respected at all costs. This was a

key reason why the city became so attractive to legions of wealthy English, Italians,

Germans, Danes, and Poles who settled there, and it surely influenced the decision of

less-prosperous, skilled men and women from the Flemish countryside to emigrate as
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well. Lutheranism had arrived in the city through German merchants in the 1530s, and

Calvinism spread to Antwerp via France starting in 1545. Thus, before the abdication of

Charles V in 1555, Antwerp’s relative freedom resulted in a tense, but fairly peaceful

situation between the city and central government representatives in Brussels and

Madrid.20 Charles V was able to borrow funds from Antwerp’s bankers to finance his

numerous wars, while the wet, guarding the interests of merchants themselves, quietly

guaranteed the city a degree of urban autonomy otherwise unthinkable: more than six

Antwerp militia companies and a civic guard were tolerated in the city itself.21 And

although Charles was ostensibly dedicated to Roman Catholicism, most Calvinists within

Antwerp’s business community remained unmolested in his reign.22 Much of this

changed when Philip II succeeded Charles V as emperor in 1555.

During the initial years of Vredeman’s stay in Antwerp (c.1562–65) religious

tensions prompted by Philip’s policies, as well as inflation, resulted in periodic rioting.

Evangelicals often took advantage of the disorder to preach political resistance rooted in

scripture. Banishments, imprisonments, and executions were increasingly directed

against openly practicing Protestants. At the same time, beginning in the 1560s, political

and economic factors colluded to gradually stem the city’s demographic explosion; by

1591, Antwerp’s population had fallen from a high of over 100,000 to just 46,100.23 The

causes and extent of this downturn have become the subject of considerable debate,24

but what is clear is that iconoclastic riots of 1566, along with their subsequent quelling by

the Duke of Alva in 1567, made Antwerp a less desirable place to do business. Through-

out the 1560s the government launched initiatives to centralize government in the

Netherlands and to suppress heresy, founding new dioceses and outlawing any dissident

faiths altogether. Cardinal Granvelle, the enthusiastic art collector (and a dedicatee of one

of Vredeman’s print series),25 sought to quell disturbances through church teaching rather

than military action, and was a vocal advocate for the establishment of a new bishopric

in Antwerp. While initially Philip’s regent, Margaret of Parma, succeeded in protecting

2.2
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Antwerp’s rights and the cherished privilege to try (or dismiss) its own heretics,26 this

privilege was ultimately forfeited by 1562—the same year that Vredeman moved from

Mechelen. In 1576, the town hall was burned by rampaging unpaid Spanish troops, a

blatant symbol of the compromised state of civic security that had developed over the

course of mere decades.

Even after the confessionally aligned destruction and political violence, immi-

grants continued to be attracted to Antwerp in droves. Any walled city, even a chaotic

one, seems to have been preferable to a countryside riddled with bandits and rogue

soldiers.27 After Vredeman moved to Antwerp from Mechelen he married a second wife,

Sara van der Elsmaer, on February 10, 1562, in the Onzelievevrouw cathedral.28 In 1567,

his first of three sons, Pauwels, was born. Vredeman was occupying a house on the

Everdijstraat by the 1570s, but, interestingly, he does not appear anywhere in the records

of the St Lucasgild.29 Archives reveal that Vredeman was paid (handsomely) to design a

triumphal arch for the Antwerp entry of Anna of Austria, daughter of Emperor Maximilian

II, in 1570, but the artist fled the city suddenly to Aachen in 1572.30 His exit was likely

spurred by the so-called “General Amnesty” of 1570, an edict which, while touted as

an extension of tolerance to minority groups, in effect forbade Calvinists, Lutherans, and

Anabaptists from practicing their faiths in the city.31 Vredeman returned to Antwerp with

his wife and son only in 1577.

Antwerp sided with the Protestant North in the rebellion against Spain, and

instated a Calvinist government between 1578 and 1585. It was during this time

that Vredeman appears to have enjoyed his most productive period of work as both a

printmaker and architect, designing fortifications in the southern part of the city and mural

designs for the “palace” of William of Orange within the converted Antwerp citadel.32 In

1581, Vredeman complained to the wet that he was shouldering a disproportionate

amount of work on the city’s walls as a secondary engineer, and that his tasks were, in

fact, far more burdensome (“lastig”) than those allotted to one of the chief architects,

Hans van Schille.33 The same year, Vredeman personally petitioned the town council

requesting back pay for drawing plans, in a document that has survived.34 Vredeman was

taxed as a resident of the sixth district (wijk) of the city in 1584, a modest neighborhood

that was home to several Antwerp painters. He even served as a member of that wijk’s

civil guard (burgerlijke wacht) in 1585.35 On the Everdijstraat his next-door neighbor was

Cornelis Floris, the painter and designer of grotesques, who had won the competition to

design the city hall. After Floris quit the city in 1584, the painters Hendrick van Steenwyck

the Elder and Maarten van Valkenborch, one-time pupils of Vredeman and specialists in

architectural painting, moved briefly into his vacant house, before they, too, took flight for

religious reasons and went to Frankfurt.36

Vredeman left Antwerp by 1586, but the year before his departure he painted

the stilted Allegory of Antwerp’s Second Flowering (Figure 2.3) for the town hall.37 In

the canvas, structured like a rhetorician’s stage, the conquering Spanish general,

Alexander Farnese, hands the shield of Antwerp to Philip II, as female personifications

marked “Faith,” “Truth,” “Prosperity,” “Reason,” “Understanding,” and “Clemency”

crown the pair with laurel wreaths. On a stairway to the right, a fisherman and hunter,
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in caps, carrying fish, game, and mussels, climb towards this union as symbols of

Antwerp’s economic rebirth, while figures of Proprium Commodum (“Self-Interest”),

and Tyrannis (“Tyranny”) are driven aside at the lower left. Behind the tableau a

chronogram is inscribed in a panel, wherein the figures of “Peace” and “Righteousness”

embrace, illuminating a verse referenced simply as “PSAL[M] 85.” The passage is an

entreaty to God, which, in the context of the painting, wordlessly forms a plea from

Antwerp to Philip II: “Wilt thou be angry with us forever? Wilt thou draw out thine

anger to all generations? Wilt thou not revive us again, that thy people may rejoice in

thee?” The painting deftly appropriates the visual language of triumphal entries and

rederijker presentations to commemorate, significantly, via a question format, the arrival

of an as-yet undetermined future for the city. Yet in 1585, the panel’s rosy, rebus-like

allegory of restored Spanish rule begetting economic prosperity occluded real conditions

in the beleaguered city; Vredeman’s fellow architect, Francesco Marchi, had offered a

somewhat darker, perhaps more authentic view earlier: “. . . whoever sees the city must

inevitably think of a place where a fair has been held, and all the goods removed and the

shops left empty.”38 Peter Paul Rubens expressed a similar sentiment 50 years later,

comparing Antwerp to “a consumptive body, declining little by little.”39

2.3
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The ideal view

Was escapism possible in art? In 1562, Hieronymus Cock published 28 engravings of

fantastic cities by Vredeman de Vries (Figures 2.3a, 2.4, 2.5, H.85, 89, 88). They were

transferred by the van Doetecums, who applied their mixed process of etching and

engraving to cut shallowly into the plates. In one print (Figure 2.4) a broad, stony avenue

plunges through a dense patchwork of roofs. An open shop window in the foreground at

right is manned by a single figure in a large house beneath a crenellated attic. Faceless

human figures, dogs, horses, and soldiers with spears and pantaloons scurry across the

central space and into the darkened doorways of gabled houses which line the wide

street, itself of a width and straightness that was not unknown, but quite rare, in

Antwerp.40 Italianate rustication textures the two palaces in the immediate front, with

light falling from the left, casting a group of soldiers emerging from one house into dark

shadow. All of these falling shadows are set off from the cobbled street surface by the

van Doetecums’ diagonal strokes, which impart a sinister, grayish luminosity to the

left side of the street. This contrasts with the flat black of Vredeman’s windows and

doorways, more than 60 of them, which open up like facades and masks.

Beyond this city’s boundaries, the landscape opens up to clouds and earth.

The view roams over trees and a rumpled field, which passes a windmill and gives way

at right, alarmingly, to a denuded paysage of knolls, three torture wheels, and a gallows.

2.3a
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The wheels—a punishment reserved for thieves, murderers, and civil miscreants in

Brabant41—are stabbed into the tranquil countryside, their stalky points rhyming with the

upturned spears of the soldiers in the print’s left foreground. Such “gallows-fields,” or

galgevelden, were very real places outside Netherlandish cities in the 1560s, marked

on contemporary maps and reserved exclusively for the public execution of common

citizens;42 only military criminals could be executed in town, burned, or beheaded

like heretics and witches. The sense of future violence which emerges from the print’s

vertiginous collapsing of near and far stems from an air of surveillance. Vredeman hides

the left-hand city figures in shadow. The great print historian Hans Mielke once likened

the work to a “claustrophobic, nightmare world,” and, seen today, its juxtapositions of

black and white rectangles (Figure 2.5) educe the key effects of a hallucination, a bad

dream.43

Vredeman’s print is small enough to hold in one hand, and was usually pasted

into albums alongside landscapes. It appears to have been used as an intarsia model,

and its copper plate, along with others in the series, was sold in the seventeenth century

as an image from “a small Perspective book” (een cleyn Perspectiffboecxken).44 Placing

the viewer within the street, and at the same time above it, the print marks off the city

from the country with a slicing medieval wall. The views echo Bruegel’s contempor-

aneous vision of pandemic dread in The Triumph of Death. It is with Bruegel, whose

2.4
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Large Landscape engraving series of 1555–56 (Figure 2.6) was being re-published in the

early 1560s by Hieronymus Cock, that Vredeman’s city views have historically been

associated. Bruegel purportedly collaborated with Vredeman on an architectural mural

in the summer house of Aert Molckemann sometime around 1559, but this, if it

ever existed, is now lost.45 Cock knew both artists, however, and likely saw Vredeman’s

prints (much smaller in size, but like Bruegel’s Large Landscapes, etched by the van

Doetecums) as variants of an interest in topographies. Mielke first suggested that

Vredeman’s “city” images (Figure 2.3a) were products intended to capitalize on the

popularity of Bruegel’s Alpine Landscapes (which are, indeed, larger) in both format and

subject.46 And, in fact, the drawings Vredeman submitted for the 1562 series are chiefly

dated from before 1561, the precise year the Quatre Vents republished a separate set of

Bruegel’s landscapes, and a suite of Cock’s own spriggy Roman views (Figure 0.6).47

While Vredeman’s buildings are stylistically indebted to vernacular Flemish stone-

masonry (particularly with the stone gables, Figure 2.7, H.90), they fail to show the

architectural reality of sixteenth-century Netherlands, where most grand houses con-

tinued to be built chiefly of wood.48 The perspective thrust, however, completely

unprecedented in the Netherlands, was the series’s determining feature; when Philips

Galle bought the original plates for the series from Cock’s widow in the 1580s, they were

inventoried as “parspectiven van Vries.”49

2.5
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Eleven pen-and-wash preliminary drawings for the prints survive in Paris and

Berlin (Figure 2.11). The plates were eventually republished under the heading

Variae Architecturae Formae in small, oblong folios, with Johannes Galle issuing a fourth

and final edition in 1636.50 Inventories show that dealers and buyers referred to the

sheets as architectural capriccios, and Stadtslandschaften. In contemporary print collec-

tions, such as that amassed by Philip II of Spain at the Escorial, they appear to have

been bound and categorized as everything from landscapes to grotesques.51 Surviving

impressions in Ambras and Wolfenbüttel document their appeal to wealthy amateurs;52

Van Mander spoke of “twenty-six pieces [showing] palaces with views into and

from above, exterior and interior,”53 and the Antwerp tax collector Gerard Gramaye

owned a folio devoted specifically to different editions of Vredeman’s city designs.54

In Antwerp, Vredeman came into contact with Abraham Ortelius, the famed

maker of maps. With maps and landscapes Vredeman’s cities share a certain aesthetic

of ocular travel, of viewing the world from afar.55 Vredeman’s vistas (Figure 2.5, H.88)

position the viewer high above the ground, or looking up from it (Figure 2.7, H.90),

encountering successive hills and doors which diminish. This gradation effect was

the result of the van Doetecums’ wondrous transferal process. Even less so than in

Bruegel’s landscapes, in Vredeman’s cities, humans are present, but nominal. The few

figures one sees flit among the shadowy architectures (preliminary drawings reveal that

2.6
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such staffage was often added in separate brown ink, by another hand)56. Groups of

soldiers march up hills, dogs follow lansquenets, men accompany horses leading

prisoners away. Vredeman seems to transform the city into a grouping of objects, an

arrangement of shapes—his perspective casts views onto the urban fabric rather than

taking them from it; indeed, for Mielke, the engravings disclosed “the possibility not of

showing streets but of imagining them.”57 Largely denuded of people, the prints show

not the lived street but the dead space of the speculator.58

What did the streets of early modern Antwerp look like? The demographic

explosion in the first part of the century wrought a threefold increase in average house

prices between 1500 and 1567. During that time, property values rose even when an

average of 115 new dwellings were being constructed a year; between 1480 and 1526

this number had been only 66.59 This meant that between 1542 and 1567 more than 3,000

houses were built within the city walls, and rents still soared, an indication that the

influx of immigrants kept demand high and the city space increasingly dense. While

Antwerp’s walls were expanded in the 1540s, the lived-in area of the center remained

medieval in layout—a warren-like patchwork of small streets and alleys. In 1526, about

42,000 inhabitants were living in 8,479 buildings, while in 1580, there were 80,000

inhabitants for 11,000 buildings. The crowding was unprecedented: “. . . the greater part

of the inhabitants are so straightly lodged because of the dearth of houses,” wrote the

Antwerp city magistrates to Margaret of Parma in the later 1560s, “. . . ordinarily there

2.7
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are several households in one house, and very few rooms or places empty.”60 By the

time of Vredeman’s return to Antwerp around 1577, more than 1,700 houses were left

empty, with an additional 2,520 demolished, partitioned, or burned.

As Hugo Soly has argued, this revamping was often the result of the con-

struction of dozens of new street thoroughfares. More than 85 streets and four new

market squares were created ex nihilo between 1502 and 1583, 51 between 1540 and

1553 alone.61 A large part of this development took place in the carefully orchestrated

Nieuwstad on Antwerp’s northern flank, a project initiated by the banker-turned-land-

speculator, Gilbert van Schoonbeke (1519–56). Schoonbeke had won commissions

earlier to overhaul and expand Antwerp’s fortifications, and when the city extended him

the offer to develop the marshy northern section of the town (ostensibly to augment the

harbor’s mooring space) he developed a lucrative new source of rentable land.62 The

project failed as a commercial enterprise, but his speculation reconfigured the city’s

morphology deleteriously, adding almost a third of surface area to the city within the

walls. The new streets laid out by Schoonbeke adhered to a grid plan (Figure 2.8), with

straight vistas and buildings of uniform height, justified, in his communications to the

town council, as elements of venustas, or beauty, a concept (the town council claimed)

derived from Alberti.63 An aesthetic of urban magnificence linked, in essence, to painting,

thus drove one of the first urban planning projects in North Europe.

2.8
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In the interior of the old city the wethouders actively sponsored Schoonbeke’s

plans to clear new avenues, or improve older neighborhoods like the Vrijdagmaarkt. For

one 12-year period a new street was added to Antwerp’s fabric every six months.64 After

1577, the Calvinist council proposed similar measures; in 1578, it seized all ecclesiastical

properties, with the result that new streets were plowed straight through former

monasteries and cloisters.65 A remarkable drawing of the Predikherenklooster from

July 1582 (Figure 2.9) shows the design for a street, stretched across the top third of the

sheet through a former abbey complex. A kind of architectural iconoclasm (or an early

modern Hausmannization), the plan was one of dozens.

The construction of a citadel in the south of the city, for example, evicted

many citizens from neighborhoods of Antwerp, and plowed access roads through

otherwise untouched wijken, or districts. More insidiously, its construction called for

mercilessly high taxes on the population itself.66 Throughout most of Antwerp, dirt,

stench, and darkness continued to reign, and most private buildings and their surround-

ings, unlike the grand new public ones, remained largely unchanged architecturally; “. . .

the houses are poorly arranged, built in an ugly manner and usually of timber and earth,”

wrote one Italian visitor in 1557, adding “. . . however, the public buildings are of brick and

very large and beautiful.”67 Near the Schelde wharf dwellings remained small, cramped,

and blighted by vermin, and disease was rife. Pigs and wild dogs seem to have been a

constant problem in the streets, and, as the books of civic edicts (Gebodsboeken) reveal,

the public dumping of dung, blood, and animal entrails onto public passageways occurred
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with startling frequency well into the 1580s.68 Christoffel Plantin complained twice that

decade about rubbish pile-ups near his print shop.69 Indeed, industry impacted on the

quality of civic life for many, by dispersing noisy and smelly trades throughout the city.

When the French merchant Frans de Carter visited the Groote Markt in the 1570s, he

noted how the density “of people, carts, and horses” [van volke, wagens, ende peerden]

stopped Antwerp traffic for half-hours at a time.70 In the Nieuwstad the original plans for a

brewing industry had to be scrapped when the canal water became too polluted in the

1570s.71 And although the city authorities eventually developed a rather sophisticated

service for refuse collection—even distinguishing between three different classes

of garbage, picked up by workers at night—such measures failed to keep pace with

Antwerp’s increasingly packed neighborhoods, and the ever-growing number of

streets.72 The emergence of a hegemonic middle-class in Antwerp was to direct all city

spaces towards the smooth functioning of the market; yet despite Soly’s assertion, this

class seems simply to have amplified, rather than overturned, long-held medieval

definitions of street spaces in Antwerp itself.

The overall design of both Schoonbeke’s Nieuwstad and over 20 new streets

in the city core were touted as elements of urban beautification: the importation of light

and air to the city center were aimed at improving traffic through the overcrowded

city. The Groenplaats, an open square dedicated to shrubbery (which is very different

today) was one of the first public parks in Europe. Vredeman’s own designs for

perspectival gardens and fountains published in Antwerp (Figure 2.10, H 283) were

frequently set in urban contexts, but, more often, they were used to model private

gardens at court and country houses. Much to the surprise of visitors, trees grew

along Antwerp’s ramparts as well.73 Civic ordinances from 1585 reveal that the public

was even called upon to plant these trees, and urged the harvesting of herbs and even

spices on the walls during winter.74 John Evelyn witnessed these bushy improvements

decades after they had matured: “. . . there was nothing about this city which more

refreshed one that those delicious shades and walks of stately trees, which render the

fortified walls of the town one of the sweetest places in Europe,” he wrote. Records

indicate these were probably lime trees.75

Vredeman’s images appeared at a time when these civic improvements, in

the wake of the new town hall, were being intensely debated, and when the “public”

spaces of the city were becoming sites of what now look like official restriction and

policing.76 Particularly through their sharp perspective, Vredeman’s prints echo many

constructive methods deployed in Antwerp streets in the second half of the century.

Their emptiness also foretells specific dictates; a civic injunction of 1567, for example,

mandated that Antwerp houses burned in riots the previous year should be rebuilt in brick

with uniform facades, and, whenever possible, avenues laid without undue curves.77

And, at least once, Antwerp authorities concerned themselves overtly with the optical

effects of civic buildings: when the Vrijdagmaarkt, an open square created by van

Schoonbeke, was constructed, the surrounding houses were to be “built on pillars, in

order that one can see through them, and at the same time oversee the entire market,”

indicating an interest if not in surveillance then in what must have been a novel
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architectural transparency.78 Vredeman’s colleague Hans van Schille made straight

streets a part of his fortification-cities in a tract published in 1573.79

Vredeman’s cities could indeed model these proposals, but their tiny size,

ornamental character, and self-ascribed status as pattern prints make their connection

to architectural occurrences circumspect. Purchased by the same propertied amateurs

like Gramaye, who benefited from the freer movement of goods the new Antwerp

streets permitted, Vredeman’s prints more likely pictured the idea of city space as a quilt

of possessable patches, a new form of transferable good. The cities in the prints are

“neutral”—sites akin to the speculators purview, which, as patterns, are useful insofar as

they could be made into something else. Unstamped by any specific, lived, or historical

traits, Vredeman’s little worlds show scenes a merchant elite would recognize, wherein a

real-estate parcel—like a print—awaits valuation by and for use and exchange. Only out-

side the city walls (Figure 2.4) does Vredeman’s perspective keel upward and disperse,

to deliniate a rugged background with trees and torture wheels. The ordered city stops at

the wall, and with it the urban speculator’s gaze.

2.10
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The order of the street

The anthropologist Clifford Geertz describes how representations, as of cities, can “local-

ize” apprehension of the public sphere:

. . . any art form . . . renders ordinary, everyday experience comprehensible

by presenting it in terms of acts and objects which have had their practical

consequences removed and been reduced (or, if you prefer, raised) to the

level of sheer appearances, where their meaning can be more powerfully

articulated and more exactly perceived.80

In one etching of 1568 (Figure 2.10, H.283) Vredeman described the ornate facade of an

imaginary public structure, traversed by exterior staircases; in a rare inclusion, human

figures are accorded visual prominence—a woman and a child process towards a

fountain. Explaining a similar work in his Architectura of 1577, Vredeman wrote:

In this piece, unlike my others, no special or exact measurements have been

followed; instead just some regular forms and lines are included . . . The dis-

tances and placements are arranged so that anyone may appropriate from it

for their own needs [chascun a son comandement usurper], respecting the

particular appropriateness of each thing it describes.81

With its violent recession, the image might be prescriptive not of a particular palace, but

of the deliberate siting of that palace according to scenographic dictates. The immaterial

process of clearing such perspective spaces, what Spiro Kostof termed the architectural

Freilungen (disencumbering) of early town planning, overlaps with the making of

Vredeman’s images.82 Of the more than 200 new Antwerp streets designed by van

Schoonbeke in the sixteenth century, many were architectural manifestations of older

civic ordinances that had passively regulated Antwerp street life for years. The Antwerp

Gebodsboeken reveal fascinating evidence of these regulations, addressing perpetual

urban nuisances like filth, noise, and smell in tandem with the architectural appearance of

the city. The books also dictated everything from rules against drinking or dancing in

public, to restrictions on the length and width of doorsteps, to prohibitions against the

throwing of snowballs (fine, as dictated in 1535: 3 guilders).83

Civic order in Antwerp increasingly embraced tactics of deletion on both

social and architectural terms: clearing old buildings and relocating industry. An important

function of published civic edicts had long been to regulate where and when groups of

the population could potentially live and work; in 1530, the council ordered all brothels

off the “schone” Steenbergstraat, a then newly constructed and straight street near the

St Joriskerk. Employees and patrons were relocated to the Blyenhoek area.84 After the

crackdown on Reformed activity around 1566, the number of exclusionary edicts

increased; civic authorities wrestled with the problem of who, exactly, were supposed to
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be serving as police; on September 3, 1568, for example, a Spanish soldier was shot

“met pistoletten” near the Mier.85 Corporal punishments and taxes affected Catholics as

well as Protestants. The Calvinist government of 1577–85 was hardly different in many of

its restrictions; in 1580, for example, the singing of “seditious and scandalous songs”

(“sediteuse en scandaleuse liedekens”) was banned from the streets, while the same

year children were barred altogether from playing outside.86 Such rules dated to the

Middle Ages, but their expanded scale affected the physical character of the entire city.87

Soly has claimed that labor unrest was not uncommon during Antwerp’s large engineer-

ing projects, that the wet specifically targeted law-breakers on the newly built streets.88

Civic authorities were forced to step up surveillance and regulation of many previously

unmolested social groups, not just Protestants. In June 1569, a rule mandated that all

lepers and widows must register with the wijk authorities.89 Meanwhile, in an attempt to

combat Spanish edicts on billeting, the city required the registration of all foreign lodgers

with the authorities, and explicitly forbade the housing of soldiers outside specific

neighborhoods.90

The process of Vredeman’s sketch becoming a print forms a parallel to

these edicts’ apotheosis (Figure 2.11, Color Plate III). In four of Vredeman’s

drawings in Berlin for the 1562 Views, undesirable or incongruous human and archi-

tectural elements have been altered or deleted. In a rare surviving example of the actual

correcting process in printmaking, Cock (or the van Doetecums, or Vredeman himself), as
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if rectifying a proof, has taken an editor’s red pencil and slashed through certain parts of

the sheet with an “X”. The corrections, sometimes executed and sometimes not in

the final print (Figure 2.12), mark out figures clumsily drawn or awkward to the

composition.91 Clearly, Cock was interested in the appearance of his merchandise. But

in tandem with the subject matter of the finished print series—the city viewed—the

deletions echo not just the results of the edicts but the expunging processes at work

in Antwerp streets, wherein undesirables have mysteriously vanished; the street is

cleared, ready for use. Vredeman’s etching dreams the city street as an artwork, a locus

for speculation.

A woodcut from the jurist Jan de Damhouder’s 1555 Practical Book

on Criminal Affairs (Figure 2.13) reveals another take on these edicts. It demonstrates,

as an inscription at the top suggests, the harm cased by “uytworpinghe” (throwing out)

human waste from windows.92 In the woodcut two unsuspecting house-dwellers

nonchalantly empty their chamber-buckets into the streets below, as a pair of

well-to-do citizens unsuccessfully flee the twin showers of filth. The idea that the

practice of uytvvorpinghe is contrary to the appearance, and correspondingly

the character, of a clean, orderly city is intimated through the woodcutter’s structure

of the design—the street pattern conceptualized as an unblemished perspectival

grid.
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Governance of Antwerp, always a “question of privileges,” could turn any

such regulation into a combination of conflict and compromise between the sovereign

and the city. In Antwerp dictates for housing specifications on a dwelling-to-dwelling

scale can be found as early as the 1530s. These laws often drew upon an older

tradition of admonitory publications, which adopted the guise of moralia. Once

designated, certain physical or social elements were inimical to a regular, orderly city.
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But they pronounce this order overtly as artifice, as ostentatiously fashioned as if in

perspective.

Composing and questioning: triumphal procession,

a Brussels refereyn

In the Stockholm woodcut (Figure 2.1) Vredeman referred to himself as a member of

an Antwerp chamber of rhetoric, or rederijkerskamer, although his name appears

nowhere on their records.93 His rhetorical career has not been considered of great

interest to scholars, which is particularly strange given Vredeman’s dealings with Pieter

Bruegel.94 Two extant written sources testify to Vredeman’s rhetorical activity. The first is

the verses appended to the 1565 print; the second is the text of a refrein, or balladic

poem, Vredeman delivered at a Brussels literary festival in 1562. An obscure quarto

edition of the competition’s poems was published in 1563 (Figure 2.14).95 In the book

Vredeman identified himself as a brother of the Peone, one of Mechelen’s three

chambers. Significantly, Van Mander makes no mention of Vredeman’s oratorical

activities in the Lives, as he did for other artists involved with rhetoric, such as Hans

Baltens or Jan van Scorel.96 All that survives is the printed text of his oration.

Like printmaking, rederijkerij was a collaborative and inherently urban pursuit

in Flanders and Brabant. Originally founded to produce religious plays, Netherlandish

gheselscepen, broederscepen, or camersen “vander rhetoricken” were the descendants

of French dramatic societies and poetry clubs from the Middle Ages.97 Rederijkerkamers

were imbricated with the social and often with the physical context of cities and large

towns. Confraternities decorated buildings and streets for processions, gave public

performances of religious dramas on temporary stages, and organized competitions,

plays, and civic pageants on feast days and religious holidays. Rederijkers frequently

worked in tandem with civic militia, pilgrimage brotherhoods, and guilds. Even small

cities in the Netherlands boasted at least one chamber of rhetoric by the middle of the

sixteenth century. Leuven had two; Mechelen, Amsterdam, and Brussels each had three,

and, at one point, Antwerp had four.98

In Antwerp the Violieren chamber of rhetoric had formally merged with the

artists guild of St. Luke in 1480, so that contemporaries spoke of the “rhetorijcklicke

Schilder-Gildt van Antwerpen.”99 In fact, Van Mander detailed the rhetorical activities

of several painters; Jan van Scorel was described as “a good musician, poet, and

rhetorician,” while the landscapist Jacques Grimmer was “an asset to the rederijkers and

actors in their plays.”100 The painter and print designer William van Haecht, for example,

authored several poems for competitions. Artists Pieter Baltens, Marten de Vos, and

Hieronymus Cock were all registered members of the Violieren in the 1560s, where,

along with Vredeman, they would have encountered the cartographer/publisher, Ortelius,

the banker and art-collector, Hans Frankert, and the city treasurer, Gillis Hooftman.101

The secretary of the Violieren, meanwhile, was, Vredeman’s fellow engineer Hans

van Schille.102
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The relationship between the practises of vernacular rhetoric and the visual

arts in sixteenth-century Brabant and Flanders was intimate and complex, extending not

just to shared themes and practitioners but to common strategies of composition

and address.103 We have seen how rhetorical categories of organization, borrowed from

the writings of Cicero and Quintilian, structured much of the art and architectural theory

in the Low Countries in the sixteenth century, shaping Coecke van Aelst’s translations of

Vitruvius and Serlio, and the painting theory later essayed by Van Mander in the Grondt.104

Informed by antique tenets, architects and artists, like poets, increasingly relied upon

standardized forms and “places” for composition, reviving an interest in architecture’s

role in communication and persuasion. Theorists such as Serlio advocated a language

of compositional models which could be deployed in different contexts, not just for

functionality, but also to impress and/or instruct beholders.105 A phenomenon like the

doorsien (a view or vista), for example, was presented by Van Mander as a painterly
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device based on rhetoric; the active “seeing through” worked like a rhetorical gambit, to

draw the beholder into a composition. In his discussion of the doorsien, Van Mander, who

was a rederijker himself in Haarlem, was simply carrying over rhetorical structures, such

as antithesis, into the realm of the visual arts.

Rederijker presentations in the Flemish vernacular were hardly classical in

style. Orators continued to deal with topics as varied as war, food, art, and politics. This

placed them at odds, sometimes violently, with the civic authorities. Rederijkers were

frequently accused of nourishing Reformed ideas and fomenting civic dissent. When

the citizens of Ghent rioted over tax increases in 1539, Spanish authorities blamed a

rhetorical festival held that year for farming insurrection; the observer Richard Clough

wrote that “those plays was [sic] one of the prynsypall occasyons of the dystrouccyon

of the towne of Gannt.”106 The following year, an imperial decree even forbade the

possession of the Ghent poems published after the event. Meanwhile, in 1558, Spanish

authorities actually beheaded the facteur (playwright) of the Antwerp violieren, one Frans

Fraet, declaring him guilty of pronouncing heretical poems.107

Like executions, presentations of rhetoric were well-attended spectacles,

staged in the most public sites in town. Landjuwelen—large group competitions

between entire chambers—were elaborate pageants that included processions,

tournaments, and feasts that could last for weeks. The smaller cousins of the

landjuwelen, refreinfeesten, usually brought together single entrants of chambers, who

each represented a single kamer. Refreinfeests are recorded in Antwerp in 1556, 1559,

1561, 1562, and 1564, in Brussels in 1559, 1561, 1562, in Breda in 1564, and in Lier

in 1564.108

The main attractions at such events were dramatic responses to a question,

a predetermined vraghe, prepared weeks in advance. Before the iconoclastic riots of

1566, these vraghen often revealed a surprising degree of latitude with regard to

controversial subject matter; the fraught question of “Wie in sheeren Tabernakel

woonen sall?” (Who shall dwell in the house of the Lord?), for example, was freely

debated at a refreinfeest at s’Hertogenbosch on March 16, 1547. However, after 1560,

when an edict of January 26 outlawed the performance of chamber plays and ballads

without prior censorship,109 topics became more subdued. In 1562, a s’Hertogenbosch

competition debated “Waer in smensen victorie meest gelegen is?” (Where does

human victory most strongly manifest itself?)—a relatively non-religious topic by

comparison.110

While the spele evan sinne—a kind of morality drama, literally “a play of

meaning,”—was the most common form of reply to the vraghe, chambers had two other

alternatives at a landjuweel. They could stage a disputation between two people

(arguacie), or an explanation (presentatie).111 Whereas at a refreinfeest a single orator

would generally speak as a representative of a single chamber, at a landjuweel the

spele would necessitate collaboration of many participants, on stage and off. Sets and

costumes had to be designed, songs composed and memorized, attendant festivities

arranged. Awards would finally have been granted, but prize categories were not limited

to the oratory performance itself; best entry decoration, best delivery, best prologue,
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even best celebratory feest were appropriately recognized as well, suggesting that

the visual aspects of the rhetorical presentations were in many cases just as valued as

the purely oral ones. In fact, the great literary competitions that were documented in

publications, the two landjuweels of 1561 in Antwerp and 1562 in Rotterdam, were

remarkable for their lavish stage designs, as much as their conscious skirting of poten-

tially controversial topics in the city. The Violeren’s vraghe for the 1561 event “Wat de

mensch aldermeest tot conste verwaect?” (What best awakens man to the arts?), for

example, stimulated replies that were decidedly non-confrontational: “love” (Diest),

“Truth” (Mechelen’s Lisbloeme), “God’s spirit” (Leuven), and “Utility and Profit”

(Brussels’s D’Maris Crosten).112 As was customary, the participating kamers would have

received word of the vraghe in advance.

Nina Serebrennikov has suggested that the spele van sinne produced by the

Mechelen Peone, in Antwerp in 1561, had some input from Vredeman.113 Vredeman was

living in Mechelen at the time and had worked previously on festival decorations, a task

allotted specifically to the town’s rederijkerkamers. The Peone had won first prize (a silver

chalice) at a competition held in Herenthals in 1510, and took second prize at the 1561

event, for their prologhe.114 The main spele at the latter produced by the Peone proposed

“Dbevoedsaem aenmercken van d’exellencie der consten” (Understanding of the

excellence of the arts) as reply to the invitation’s vraghe.115 In the play, an allegorical

figure of man begins a conversation with personification of “Wisdom” and “Under-

standing,” who is introduced to the figures of “Portraiture” and “Sculpture.” Two female

figures representing Pictura and Statuaria emerge from behind a curtain. “Wie is datte?”

asks mankind; to which Understanding replies:

That is noble portraiture

The build and shape of every creature

Calmly done after life

Rendered and adherent to it

She is to be learned among the liberal arts

Since she is silent poetry.

Reason then adds:

And she can be seen presently

As founded upon Geometry,

Perspective, and other new discoveries [vonden]

Which render works artful and ornamental.116

Even within the turgid style of the play, the “new discoveries” of perspective and

geometry, two of Vredeman’s concerns, stand out; no other chamber mentioned the two

arts so explicitly. The concept of “stomme Poetrije” likens the art of the rederijker to that

of the painter, an ancient trope indeed.117 Horace’s famed simile ut pictura poesis fueled

visualizations of the relation between the arts in painting and in print, and in both Antwerp
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and Mechelen painters, stonemasons, and goldsmiths were frequently among

the members of the chambers. In Antwerp authors of the Peone’s 1561 spel, Philips

Ghysmans and one Frans de Coster,118 would, as was customary, have conferred with

their brothers before the play was produced; Vredeman’s explicit involvement in the

production can therefore hardly be discounted. Perspective, in the Peone’s presentation,

became a bestower of both order and ornament.

The actual stages erected by rederijkers concretized this perspective within

the city street. Painters were generally entrusted with constructing the stage structures

for rhetorical competitions.119 The double-arched facade for the 1561 Antwerp landjuweel

(Figure 2.15) was designed—like the Antwerp town hall—by Violeren brother Cornelis

Floris, based on the prints of Serlio’s Second Book.120 The image is known today through

a woodcut in Silvius’s account. Placed on the Groote Markt, its stylistic rhyming with the

in-process Stadhuis must have been impressive. In his account Silvius connects this

elaborate toneel to the amphitheatres of the ancients.121 The apparent novelty of a kind

of permanent stage was underlined in a historiated description:

. . . and so desirous was the community [ghemeynte] of seeing poetic pro-

ductions and plays, that the city of Athens ordained a beautiful structure be

built, called a theatre in Greek, which took the form of a semi-circle . . . So

beautifully constructed was this building that all the citizens and inhabitants

of Athens had sufficient space to sit, from which they all could easy see,

perfectly hear, and thus fully understand the plays [. . .].122

Silvius goes on to urge the construction of a similar structure in Antwerp. An enclosed

woodcut of the “Greek” amphitheatre, lifted from Cock’s 1551 prints of ruins, paralleled

the form of Floris’s landjuweel stage.

Most commonly, the rederijker platform was a humble affair: a flat wooden

stage and curtain placed in the middle of the street. A painting by Frans Floris, known

today through a 1565 engraving by Cornelis Cort (Figure 2.16) reveals a sharpened view

of a stage during a performance, witnessed by scattered observers.123 The temporary

character of such stages emphasized the street setting as a clear backdrop, in complete

contrast to the woodcut of the disembodied floating toneel by Cornelis Floris (Figure

2.15). Indeed, most rhetorical performances in Vredeman’s time adopted the urban set-

ting as an intrinsic, even potentially dangerous element of the production. One Antwerp

edict from the days before the 1561 landjuweel, for example, prohibited spectators from

climbing on the town hall’s scaffolding and on the stage itself during performances.124 In

Ghent regulations were issued against carrying knives, torches, and halberds near a

rhetorical stage. And a fascinating edict of 1539 forbade “anyone to carry, cover, or

disguise himself in order to enter the play”;125—urban masquerade literally impinging

upon the traditional rederijker structure.

An important sub-species of the landjuweels were the smaller festivals

known as refreynfeesten. These brought together members of chambers for the

presentation of individually written poems. The entrants could choose to compose
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verses around a stok, a particular phrase or subject, or to answer one of several vraghen.

The Violeren hosted the first recorded festival in 1480, and the large rhetoric festival in

Ghent in April 1539, sponsored by the Fontaine chamber, included a refereyn competition

as well.126 Like the landjuweels, the referynefeest gradually backed off from socio-

religious flashpoints as topics; whereas the vraghe at s’Hertogenbosch on March 16,
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1547, was the touchy “Wie in sheeren Tabernakel woonen sall?” (Who shall dwell in the

house of the Lord?), in 1562, contestants had to ponder the lighter issue of “Waer

in smensen victorie meest gelegen is?” (Where does human victory most strongly

manifest itself?).127

It was at a refereynfeest hosted by the Brussels Corenbloem that Vredeman

de Vries delivered an oration on July 24, 1562. The vrage was “Wat dat de Landen can

houden in Rusten?” (What best keeps the land at peace?).128 Vredeman’s answer

(“Wysheyt”—Wisdom) was couched in a long poem extolling the virtues of inner

revelation:

Wisdom, full of zeal

It is a power of God to be looked upon as the font

Of all artful eminences;

Because Wisdom spies all, because she is discreet

And above all skilled in the attainment of triumph.

She lays unwise follies bare

For she is prudent, full of love, and understanding.129
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The somewhat turgid language of triumph and unveiling is descended from the traditional

form of the refrain in ‘t vroed, that is, a lyric pertaining to didactic matters. There is also a

faintly Protestant character to Vredeman’s entry: he celebrates the internal abidance of

God’s law, divine scripture, and direct communion with the spirit, unmediated by church

teaching. In fact, the phrase “prudent, full of love, and understanding” appears to have

been lifted straight from a 1553 book by the spiritualist sect-leader, Hendrik Niclaes, as

we will see in Chapter 4. Radical spiritualists were commonly among the elites attracted

to—and often punished for—rhetorical activities.

Vredeman opted to direct his composition towards an elaboration of a given

theme (“Wisdom”) rather than towards any argument. As Dirk Coigneau has shown, the

referyn or refereyn or refrein form among the rederijkers was a peculiar invention of the

fifteenth century, rooted in “imitation” of a particular poetic model rather than in com-

position of new subject matter.130 Before it became a competitive vehicle, the refrein

would be a conversational meeting-point for members of individual Flemish chambers,

who would gather to elect a member to compose a poem on a given theme; other

members would then be judged simply on their ability to amplify and repeat this topic,

that is, on the eloquence of their enunciation.131 The textual “theme” of the refrein was

therefore of secondary importance, and it became execution by the participant that pro-

vided the grounds for real excellence and, indeed, invention. The situation approaches

Vredeman’s Scenographiae (1560), or the Architectural Views (1562), which repeated

manifestations of a similar architectural “place”. At refreinfeests speakers consciously

abandoned the deliberative academicism humanists like Erasmus had hoped to revive, in

favor of more vernacular verse rooted in poetry and even song; here, the visual functions

of actors, their gestures, facial expressions, and bodily movements, were far more

important than “content” alone.132

In the sixteenth century, orators assumed a dramatically different stance

towards their audiences than in antiquity. Classical rhetoric took for granted the idea

of a shared cultural heritage among speakers and listeners, one it was the orator’s

task to acknowledge and praise. By Vredeman’s day, no such coherent cultural

tradition existed. In fractious Antwerp, rhetoric became predicated instead on the

creation and explanation of individual, realms; as Michael Halloran has put it, “rhetoric’s

task became not the inhabitation of the listener and speaker’s shared world, but

the creation of a world from the self.”133 Accordingly, it was during the sixteenth

century that the word “rhetoric” accrued its modern-day connotations of pedantry

and hermeticism.

An increasingly popular strategy for the refrein form was the use of “places.”

Mark Meadow has argued that under the influence of the Liège-born orator Petrus

Ramus, North European rhetoric underwent a so-called aural-to-visual shift in the early

sixteenth century, wherein tropes and propositions of a presentation would increasingly

resort to metaphors of space.134 “Shapes,” “lines,” and “rooms” became the things

constituting speakers’ presentations, rather than a linear sequence of terms or

arguments in a speaker’s mind. Erasmus, for instance (who loathed rederijkers), sang the

praises of visual example and “living symbols,” which, he claimed, “brightened” speech
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on any topic.135 Orators would increasingly aim to show rather than tell, exhorting

listeners to “see,” or “view” points rather than aurally intuit them.136

While hardly reliant on such strictly antique modes or oration, Vredeman’s

address was, in effect, demonstrative rather than argumentative; his poem was

epideictic, its roots lay in oration aimed at praise, blame, and the evocation of pleasing

effects.137 The resulting style is anything but pure Ciceronian. Ornate, flowery, abstruse,

even grotesque. The verses adhere to the fanciful style outlined in contemporary text-

books like Matthijs de Castelijn’s Const van Rhetoriken, published in Brussels six times

between 1555 and 1616.138 Elocution, Castelijn stressed, rather than inventie, was the

main point of speech. To be avoided, Castelijn wrote, were “exordiums, positions,

division, narrations, argumentations, egressions . . .,”139 such as antique Roman doc-

trines of deliberative rhetoric. The refrein style, which Vredeman’s verses exemplified,

privileged delivery, performance, and display at an individual level. The play, as it were,

was intended not to prove but to demonstrate through a deliberately arcane enumeration

of wisdom’s attributes. The Greek orator Hermogenes described this ekphrastic sheen

as a function of individual repetition: “the style must contrive to bring about seeing

through hearing.”140 In his 1562 Brussels composition Vredeman repeated a single line

at the end of each verse: “de Wijsheyt, want zij brengt in praktijk: Vrede, Liefde,

en Trouw”) (Wisdom brings forth tranquility, love, and faithfulness). This so-called

stokregel, repeated four times, reiterates a celebration of God’s law, divine scripture, and

direct communion with the “spirit.” However, the structure of the poem winds almost

circuitously through a sequence of Wisdom’s attributes (she is “free/devoid of hypocrisy,

amiable/brave and kind/just, merciful, gallant and helpful”). The epideictic nodes of

the poem form a wandering, itinerant parallel to the last kind of urban performance

Vredeman staged in Antwerp, the ceremonial entry.

Festive objects

Vredeman’s refrein, aimed at the passionate disclosure of a world, speaks to his

earlier participation in the blijde inkomst tradition. We know from a short passage in Van

Mander that Vredeman, along with 1,726 other Antwerp artisans (233 of which were

painters), took part in the preparations for the ceremonial entry of Philip II and Charles V into

Antwerp on September 11–14, 1549. Vredeman appears to have worked specifically on

arches.141 It is probable that in these tasks Vredeman was introduced to the idea of large-

scale festival tableaux for the first time, as well as to the intricacies of presenting imma-

terial themes (such as Wijsheyt) in visual terms. Charles and Philip’s entry necessitated

the construction of elaborate temporary stages in Antwerp’s streets and periphery,

including a wood and pasteboard town hall.142 This Aula Temporalia, designed by the

painter Lambert van Noordt, would have stood on the Groote Markt, where it housed

banqueting chambers and a large viewing tribunal, all arranged on three sides of the

Markt. Here, poems were presented to the sovereigns and to Antwerp’s body politic

during the festivities themselves.143
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In his 1550 publication on the Antwerp entry Cornelis Grapheus illustrated the

Aula with a large two-block woodcut that folded out of his quarto edition (Figure 2.17); the

extended format cleverly matched the manner in which van Noordt’s Italianate tribunal

angled around three sides of the Groote Markt. The sham structure, claims Grapheus,

was made of

. . . painted architecture and many Doric columns, arranged on the ground and

so artfully constructed that it appeared to be made not of painted wood but of

living stone.144

The woodcut illustration not only illustrated this structure but, falling out of the book,

emphasized the building’s disruption of the flow of the city. Of course, citizens could

not attend the banquet that took place inside this fake Stadhuis, although they could,

Grapheus reports, pass through the great arch constructed beneath its tribunal.145 The

resulting effect, redoubled by the book, supplied the veneer of a dialogue. Citizens

regarded Charles and Philip (ensconced in royal viewing boxes at the center of the

“square”), while the sovereigns, in turn, regarded them from atop the central archway.

Greeted by carefully scripted songs and speeches, the royals would have arrived

after processing along streets artificially straightened by decoration, to stop at tableaux

vivants, and watch—and be watched by—the population, as actors and rhetoricians

delivered addresses from stages. Ostensibly, the “dialogic” character of the entry was

its key, as was its reliance upon a dynamic of repetition and pattern.146 At several nodes

on the itinerary, Philip’s cortège would be obliged to respond to prepared chants read by

the populace itself—promises of respect for civic rights exchanged for oaths of fealty.

Yet the formalities of who was to stand where, what decorations to look at,

and in which order they were to be viewed, both on stage and off, were all carefully
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scripted by the civic organizers under Grapheus; indeed, prizes of food and drink were

offered to the neighborhood that could lure the most spectators to the parade route.147

That the design of the pieces recalled Serlio’s woodcuts is hardly coincidental—Coecke

van Aelst, who designed the stages, had copied Serlio’s woodcuts in 1539 for his own

book of architecture. As Meadow has noted, the form of the Roman arch allowed for the

simultaneous presence of both concrete threshold and fictive tableau.148 Serlian

architecture was resolutely “modern” to many Netherlandish artists in the mid-sixteenth

century, and, even shorn of inscriptions or tableaux, it would have bodied forth

sufficiently “antique” connotations for viewers.149 Indeed, the Porta Caesara, a heavy

permanent gate at Antwerp’s eastern edge, built in the Tuscan style, was one of the few

permanent structures left unadorned for Philip’s entry, since it alone seems to have

manifested a suitably antique architectural vocabulary. Yet the festival architecture

in Antwerp would have been most extraordinary for its temporary nature; Grapheus’s

book emphasized the decoration as a once-only affair. Its task was not so much an

obliteration of the everyday, as a juxtaposition of the mundane with the splendid.150

Vredeman’s city prints echo the utopian endeavors of the festival organizers,

transplanting a spacious, facade-driven vision of rhetorical “place” onto a web of extant

streets. In Antwerp the ceremonial preparations called for more than just tableaux; civic

ordinances mandated increased street maintenance, suspension of trade activity

producing offensive noises and smells (such as tannery and smithing), and the rounding

up of potential human troublemakers, during the weeks before the spectacles.151

For a temporary period, the festival transformed the city into a visual and social

utopia. But this ideal, recognized as ephemeral, was contingent upon the proximity of

commonplace buildings and structures. The inkomst adhered to the form of an

allegorical poem. Its efficacy derived not just from a glib transmission of symbols, but

from an awareness of the materiality of that symbolization’s bearers—stone, paper

pasteboard, or wood. In fact the scenery of rederijker competitions and royal

entries was valued in quite physical terms. An edict of September 23, 1549, two

weeks after the entry of Philip and Charles, ordered Antwerp citizens who still kept

“fragments” of the festival architecture in their houses to return them to city authorities

at once.152

Possession of remnants of the civic performances was one motive behind a

new type of publication in the sixteenth century: festival books. Triumphal entry rites

were not, in and of themselves, new in northern Europe. Yet the complex architectural

vocabulary deployed to host them was, and publications like that of Grapheus in 1550

explained the iconography and enabled the legal rites of the entry to take a handleable

form. Vredeman’s own ceremonial designs appeared in the lavish La Joyeuse &

Magnifique Entrée de Monseigneor Francoys, a folio published by Christoffel Plantin in

1582153 (Fig. 2.18.) This work described decorations crafted to welcome Anjou, brother

of the king of France, to Antwerp in 1581. Anjou was invited to lead the States General

of the Netherlands in 1577, when the Antwerp city council—then officially Protestant—

became increasingly displeased with the demands of the Hapsburg representatives

in Brussels. In 1576, William of Orange, Stadhouder of Holland and Zeeland, expelled
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Spanish troops from Antwerp. After months of negotiations with England and France

trying to recruit a new regent, Orange settled on Anjou, a second-rate military leader,

who, penniless and Catholic, was popular neither with the States General nor with Ant-

werp’s Protestant city leaders. However, as brother of Henri III of France, Anjou retained

the lukewarm support of England (he had, in fact, been vainly wooing Elizabeth I in

London when he received Orange’s call). Anjou sailed to Antwerp from Flushing in early

February 1581, leaving less than six days of advance notification for artists to prepare for

an official ceremony to crown him Duke of Brabant.

The entry took place on February 17. The author of its written descriptions is

unknown, although Frances Yates suggested that Lucas de Gheere, the rhetorician who

had designed Anjou’s entry into Ghent six months later, oversaw its textual program.154

We know that iconography of Anjou’s tableaux was devised by Vredeman himself, and

he is recorded as being paid by the city council to “layout, oversee, and organize”

ephemeral stages and direct young male actors.155 Like Charles and Philip’s entry in

1549, the 1581 program relied heavily on imagery of a “Burgundian” renaissance; one

float, described on folios A1r-B3v of Plantin’s book, shows an effigy of Anjou beside

those of his ancestors, Philip the Good (b.1419) and Francis I (b.1515), both great patrons

of French letters. Yet unlike the 1549 entry, which had emphasized the monarchs’

symbolic conquest of Antwerp in 1581, Anjou was confronted with imagery thematizing

the limitations on his royal power. One stage contained a personification of Antwerp

addressing the Duke’s cortège directly:

Feerce furie, moodie rage, unbridled ire

Stout foirce, hot violence, cruel tyrannie

Nought booted me, ne furthered my desire

In keeping of my wished soverignity

The surest waie for kings to govern by

Is mildness matched with a prudent mind. 156

The sum effect of such pronouncements, in tandem with the décor, was the equating of

peace and temperance with a kind of Flemish cultural rebirth. A ceremonial car crowned

with a fleur de lys presented Anjou as an Apollo driving out the “hellhounds” of Discord,

Violence, and Tyranny. The expulsion of despotism—in effect, Antwerp’s concern after its

break with Spain—resurfaced throughout the printed book: Vredeman’s arch in Plate

XVIII showed Anjou dispersing pasteboard clouds of “Envy” and “Slander.”157 It was

important, warned the actors and the prints, that Anjou did not repeat the mistakes

of predecessors like Philip, in neglecting his obligations to the city. Legally, this was

audacious: Anjou’s inkomst struck down the same succession of Hapsburg power that

the 1549 book, and Philip and Charles’s entry, had intended to ratify. A long colonnade of

12-foot-tall painted pillars on the St Michalestraat, designed by Vredeman (Figure 2.18,

H.469), appeared as well. Plantin shows this stage as a vista, read at horseback height.

Within the book the effect of this print is a jolt: suddenly, Anjou’s view slides into that of

the reader. This was precisely the political equivalence the inkomst hoped to secure:
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while the entry assured Anjou a symbolic wealth that he, an itinerant duke constantly

strapped for cash, did not know in reality, the book rendered his “acqusition” of the city

something witnessed, instead of simply told.

The panoramic view of Antwerp that opens the book reveals the rickety

wooden stage designed by Vredeman upon which Anjou had been crowned. It is almost

hidden, at center right, on the city’s outskirts (Figure. 2.19). In the following plate

(Figure 2.20) the same structure suddenly appears again, this time facing the viewer as a

formidable classical edifice. Plantin lowers us from the cartographic space of the map

into the extraordinary setting of the entry: by permitting us to see the flimsy backboard

of Vredeman’s stage first, he recapitulates—for viewers, and sovereigns—the

juxtaposition of the real and ideal worlds. Presenting Anjou as Apollo, and staging the

Burgundian Renaissance in Brabant, he achieves a spectacular suspension of belief.

Grapheus even hand-colored versions of his entry book, which sold for nearly double the

price of black-and-white editions (in May 1581, 24 copies of a similar book were

purchased by the members of the Antwerp city council).158 The allure of this type of

project to the merchant classes of Antwerp seems obvious: in underwriting, designing,

and promoting the coronation spectacles, the urban elites increasingly saw themselves

as co-contractors in a royal agreement, rather than, as with Philip’s entry of 1549, its

humble bindees. The book permitted these elites mastery, even possession, of the

aristocratically ephemeral.

As dealers in the still-new world of financial notes, property speculation,

and securities,159 the festival-book consumers would have readily understood simulacra-

based transactions. Ownership of a ceremony’s likenesses (contrafeyten) func-

tioned as an extension and legitimization of the ritual itself. The prints after Vredeman

were part of the event; they reified the festival’s status as an occurrence that crossed

all media, yet are lodged in a particular place and time.160 William McClung has described
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this process elegantly: “. . . festival books are both acts of homage and salvage

operations, testimony to the fact that epiphanic moments will not permanently transfer

the celebrant to a dimension beyond the clock.”161 The early modern entry book, like the

architecture it described, attempted to put these moments—and an awareness of their

disappearance—into the hands of the urban elite.

Recounting how great theatre, seeking truth, should vaunt its own artificiality,

Berthold Brecht claimed that “what is ‘natural’ must have the force of what is

startling.”162 The refashioning of familiar streets and themes, which was part of both

Vredeman’s rhetoric and his ceremonial décor, relied upon an Antwerp just visible

beneath its scaffoldings, cloaking but not obscuring the native with the new. The under-

pinnings of Vredeman’s printed townscapes too, it seems, lie not within the fragile

category of slavish “realism” or its opposites. If anything, it is the distance that they, as

ostensible fictions, posit between the actual and an ideal of Antwerp that was crucial; as

Louis Marin has suggested of utopias, such distance imparts to the works a necessary

instability which mandates the bridging action of beholders.163 In Vredeman’s engravings

sprawling new streets are cleared of trash, malcontents, and disease, but also scoured

of any fixed set of players, like the toneel of the rederijkers. Nowhere within Vredeman’s

cityscapes does one encounter a church. One looks in vain even for a non-signatory
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inscription—we recall the Mechelen vicar’s complaint about Antwerp’s “SPQA.” This

reconfiguration of clear reference, while echoing an experience not unknown to

émigrés like Vredeman (think of his bowdlerized city hall print), also parallels the

evacuation of conventional values and relationships from the city under pressure of

market-based realities.164 Like a stage set or royal entry route, with house doors

and windows transformed into rows of shadowy masks,165 the city in Vredeman’s
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engravings is a black-and-white backdrop for civic performances. Vredeman’s empty

cities challenge viewers—in serving as patterns for other artists—to literally fill the

streets themselves.

Walks in the city, walks in the country

Urban itineraries exist only by contrast with the world extra muros. The woolly country-

side, barely visible at the periphery of Vredeman’s walled cities (Figure 2.4), is a foil

and frame for the empty architectural spaces at his composition’s heart. Windmills,

cliffs, and hillocks appear often in his preliminary drawings (Figure 2.11). Although in the

ten Berlin drawings and single Paris sheet for the series of 1560 and 1562 Vredeman was

largely responsible for the architecture, Cock, or someone in his workshop (or both),

occasionally made small additions and modifications to the human staffage, as we have

seen. The skeletal groupings of figures in the sheets appear in black ink, as opposed to

the brown wash and pencil of the main compositions.166 These correspond almost

exactly with the forms added to other sheets associated with Cock’s circle, such as a

pen-drawing now in Amsterdam by Frederick van Valkenborch, and with another, different

set of drawings and prints produced by the so-called Master of the Small Landscapes

(Figure 2.21).167

In 1559 and 1561, Cock published 44 etchings after these anonymous

landscape designs. The resulting sheets, republished in 1601 and in 1612, remain an

attributional quagmire.168 Variously ascribed to Hans Bol, Cornelis Cort, Joos van Liere,

Gillis von Coninxloo, Pieter Bruegel, Jan or Lucas van Doetecum, and, at one point,

Vredeman himself, the works are unsigned and unlabeled. The small pages depict

villages, farmers, and languid cattle among thin trees and thatched houses. Some

show shepherds at work, or the outsides of barns and inns. When published, the

scenes were touted by Cock as recognizably local sites of recreation; a title page

described them as “various cottages and attractive places . . . all portrayed from life

(ad vivum), (Figure 2.21) mostly situated in the countryside near Antwerp.”169 As in

Vredeman’s city prints, the faceless calligraphic staffage of the Landscapes has been

hastily inserted to adorn (or, as Cock’s opening text claims, verciert) otherwise self-

sufficient compositions. Yet localization of the scenes outside Antwerp, alluded to in

Cock’s title, imparts them an intelligibility Vredeman’s ideal cities lack. As Peter Parshall

has pointed out, within the landscape prints, a naer d’leven character of the Flemish rustic

idyll obviates the viewer’s expectation of a clear istoria—the works are to be valued less

for their hosting of a particular narrative than for their evocation of a real, habitable

place.170 Yet as images ad vivum, they are also useful “to” the life, as well as from it—that

is, useful in engendering other kinds of art. This was precisely the function served by

Vredeman’s cityscapes.

The formal relationship between the Small Landscapes and Vredeman’s

cityscapes was noted as early as 1977, again by Hans Mielke, who assumed that the

landscape setting of the former series was aimed as a deliberate contrast to the nebulous
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“urban-ness” of the city views.171 It was during the sixteenth century that real landscape

became defined by a conjunction of, not a contrast between, city and country.172 Indeed,

contemporary images of Antwerp often pictured this symbiosis in prints documenting

the city and its urban outskirts, or in plein air sketches made from atop far hills. In a

sketchbook from around 1540, now in Berlin, an anonymous draughtsman pictured

the exterior of Antwerp from various angles, describing the masonry walls and the

steeple of the recently completed Onzelievevrouw cathedral (Figure 2.22). Years later,

Joris Hoefnagel may have established a similar, more macabre contrast in a sketch of the

village of St Polten, outside Vienna (Figure 2.23). As Vredeman had done, Hoefnagel

drew, from the inside out, the surrounds of the city from a hillock lined with execution

victims, their corpses swelling in various stages of decay.173 Such sheets relocated once-

marginal features of the landscape to a picture’s center.

During the 1560s, travel through the countryside, as through the city,

was becoming increasingly dangerous, and it is simulated wanderings that both the

Landscapes and Vredeman’s series idealize. The rustic plaetsen advertised on the

introductory page to Cock’s landscapes are not so much houses and cottages but roads

between them, just as Vredeman’s city views show less fantastic architectures than

their flanking boulevards and canals. In both the Landscape etchings (Figure 2.21) and

Vredeman’s city views (such as Figure 2.5) the place of passage is the focus of the

compositions—muddy, perspectival, hilly, or claustrophobic. In fact, this harkens back to

a previous generation of Italian landscape prints depicting the act of traveling, as well
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as the more local example of prints after Bruegel by the van Doetecums. In Bruegel’s

print of 1555–56, for example (Figure 2.6), onlookers are placed on a hilltop before a

sprawling Alpine landscape crossed by serpentine rivers and roads. The viewpoint lingers

high above the plunging valley, yet is offset by the intimate tree and the two peasants in

the immediate foreground, along with a third figure who begins a descent with a horse

and cart. These peasants mediate not just between the city viewer’s experience of the

print and the expansiveness of the rustic countryside, but between the twin realms of

rest and travel; to look into Bruegel’s landscape is to be confronted by the potential for

either tranquillity or action. Viewing it, like an atlas, enables travel without toil. Our glance

ceaselessly travels from rock to crevasse, treetop to church spire, ocean to river.174 As

Joseph Koerner has noted, the sum effect of the print is to present us, as viewers

outside, with the lived process of a journey rather than with the simple product of that

journey itself.

Cityscapes, too, entertained a history of this passage, as, for example, in

German illustrations from perspective handbooks. The modelbüch associated with the

printer Hieronymus Rodler, published in 1531 and 1546 (Figure 2.24),175 used the city to

juxtapose urban flatland with hilly foil. Cock’s staffage from both the Small Landscapes

and Vredeman’s prints are (more often than not) mobile—soldiers charging forward on

horseback, peasants strolling dolefully on foot. It was common enough in Vredeman’s
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Antwerp to speak of the rejuvenative properties of movement through open spaces; “We

must go for walks out of doors,” Seneca had written, in a passage once cited by Abraham

Ortelius, “so that the mind can be strengthened and invigorated by a clear sky and plenty

of fresh air.”176 Later in the Grondt Van Mander likened the workings of perspective to

that of a natural panorama:

Work enjoys a fine arrangement, delighting the senses, if we allow there a

view into a vista [doorsien] with small background figures and a distant

landscape into which the eyes can plunge. We should take care sometimes to

place our figure in the middle of the foreground, and let one see over them for

many miles.177

It was important that this vista be lived, however: “make your landscape, your town,

your water cultivated,” writes Van Mander, “your houses inhabited and your ways

trod.”178 Later Van Mander described Vredeman’s prints as using the “doorsien,”

a device to draw the beholder into and through a framed composition, as if walking. If

De Certeau has described the way moving through a place inscribes in it an

alternative, subversive species of ownership,179 Netherlandish views tended to be

aimed towards the opposite: conjoining the sequential experience of viewing rural vil-

lages or city streets as a stamp of official possession. In the southern Netherlands it was

usually at the behest of property owners—large and small—that maps, for example,

were made.
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In 1561, for example, the painter Jan de Hervy was paid by the city of Bruges

to make a map of a newly commissioned canal.180 And when the Small Landscapes were

reprinted in 1600, the title page, which had described the subject matter as “Various

cottages,” was discarded for one labeling them as “the country-houses of the Duke of

Brabant.” Map-making involved the same skills (and hands) that designed tapestry, or

published prints. Lucas van Doetecum, Vredeman’s etcher, was commissioned in 1567

by the Deventer town council to make a survey of the marshy land south of the city. His

watercolor-and-ink map (Figure 2.25) traced the flow of the Ijssel south to Zutphen,

combining profiles of the adjacent towns with a plan of the river’s width.181 A map of

1583 by Vredeman, now lost, could have looked like this.182 Known only through the

record of a payment made to the artist for “een sekere caerte van Brabant,” the work

apparently depicted the road from Antwerp to Maastricht, running southeasterly through

the region of Kampen. The map hung briefly in the Antwerp Stadhuis.183  Like the

triumphal entries, here such a work inscribed upon a space—by the act of picturing
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it—testimony to ownership. It became the product of a rural itinerary sprung from

a decidedly urban perspective.

*

We conclude, then, where this chapter began, at the center of town, at the Antwerp

town hall (Figure 2.1). The jagged, foreshortened signature at the far lower right of the

Stockholm sheet published by Hans Lefrinck, “VRIESE FEC,” refers to Vredeman’s act of

cutting. The print seems the only one Vredeman incised as well as designed himself.184

The woodcut was executed in the years before the town hall would be burned by Spanish

troops, and the city would begin its slide towards economic and cultural parochialism. In

signing the woodcut as “Vredeman Vriese, violiere,” Vredeman conjoins his activity as a
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maker of visual and verbal fictions, likening his audience to that which would have

observed the same building—under construction—behind Floris’s sham town hall in

the landjuweel of 1561. Rather than modeling a future project, the print was a lavish

project itself, necessitating three separate blocks.185 “We hope that you will help it

forward, rather than let it fall behind,” Vredeman later urged his audience in a print.186 It is

precisely this language of transit, of moving forward in order to stay put, of—ultimately—

making the city strange in order to keep it familiar, that constituted the aesthetic of

urban spectacle. So too was the motivation of Vredeman’s uncanny city prints, in which

repetition dissolved all “meaning” into form.
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Chapter 3

Guidebooks to chaos

Albrecht Dürer paused in his 1525 book on measurement to assuage readers’ fears about

his patterns: “I do not put these things down for you to follow exactly,” he said, “but so

that you can take away from them [genumen] what you require, and use them as

a starting point.”1 Personal selection, Dürer implied, was always part of using his

examples. Decades later, this advice was pictured by a fellow Nuremberger named

Christoph Jamnitzer (Figure 3.1). The etched cover of Jamnitzer’s Grottesken Buch, a
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suite of ornament engravings, showed a market stall roofed with masks, where a

merchant stood patting a large folio on its side. Craftsmen and cavaliers crowd around the

stall, dressed in cloaks and bearing swords. They point at the merchant’s bug-like,

winged grotesques with drooping bodies and antennae, which bounce on shelves and

flutter around the landscape, some flapping just beyond eager buyers’ grasps. As three

men depart into the background with their new purchases, other patrons rummage

through a large basket filled with still more fantastic bodies. Jamnitzer’s title page labels

the scene with a couplet: “The schnacken Markt [literally, ‘snail’ or ‘scroll market’] is now

open/Take from it as you please.”

Dürer’s process of acquiring fantasia is here imagined, nearly one century

later, as a mode of personal selection, culling from a suite of prints. The merchant-

ornamentalist, supplied by a gigantic pattern book, purveys insectile grotesques, which

seem to change shape before their users’ very eyes.2 As Dürer went on to declaim in an

unpublished manuscript: “I wish to set free for everyone all the various things I’ve

described—which I’ve also myself varied, so that, if one so desires, one can leave nothing

be as it is shown here.”3 Jamnitzer’s ornaments, as if heeding Dürer’s injunction, acquire

transformed lives of their own once they leave their sheltered stall.

Like Jamnitzer, Vredeman struggled to make a living supplying “ornament”

designs to other craftsmen throughout his life.4 These designs are the subject of this

chapter. Starting in 1555, Vredeman created drawings of tendrils, brackets, volutes,

garlands, cartouches, caryatids, strapworks, entablatures, and grotesques, which he

submitted first to Gerard de Jode’s firm (Figure 3.2, H.25), and then, beginning in 1562, to

Hieronymus Cock. By the 1580s, these books of florid, bulbous designs could be found

as far afield as Riga, and cut out and pasted into print albums in Sicily and Spain.5 While

ornament prints have played a large, if curious role in the reception of Vredeman and of

sixteenth-century Netherlandish art in general, the precise function of these materials

has proven difficult to historicize. Early modern writings on the use of ornamental motifs

said very little about print. The unprecedented portability, tactility, and multiplicity

of architectural engravings, as we have seen, stunned contemporaries like Lomazzo,

who often saw them breeding a decline in artistic quality. Ornament prints supplied a

vocabulary of designs that could be used to make and adorn other things: woodwork,

furniture, buildings. For collectors, ornament engravings meant a new species of

possessible object, one which made visible—as Vasari marveled in 1550, “the maniere

of all artists who have ever lived.”6

The category that Vasari installed at the core of art history—style—has

long seen ornament as an index to cultural investigation. Heinrich Wölfflin, in his

1886 dissertation, was an ardent advocate of the notion that an organic, almost bodily

sense of history was detectable in the minutiae of visual production. “The pulse of

the age has to be felt,” he wrote, “. . . in the minor or decorative arts, in the lines of

ornament, of lettering, and so on . . .”7 Indeed, during the formative years of a critical

art history, the idea of style in things provided a bulwark against the rootlessness

and disorientation of capitalist modernity, supplying a “kernel” (Wölfflin’s word) of a

vanished, once-communal Gemeinschaft, now supplanted by fragmented, technological
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Zivilization.8 In Wölfflin’s nostalgic view, ornament became a totem of creative spirit—a

primitivist Formkraft (force), which could be apprehended (“felt”) but not consciously

detected. Ornament thus required a history scoured of mass-production’s taint, predi-

cated as it was on an almost cultic sense of social collectivity. Print technology, in such a

history, was the first symptom of modern loss, wherein instrumentation obviated old

ways of making art. Indeed, when Adolf Loos published his ironic Ornament und

Verbrechen (Ornament and Crime) in 1908, he assailed machine-produced decor

specifically, claiming it betrayed the Trieb, or impulse, of handicraft.9

But there is a reverse to this idea of ornament as a cipher for (collective)

identity, a reverse that Wölfflin himself later observed.10 This was the idea of ornament

as a marker of individualism, of anomaly and difference—a role it often played in the

late Renaissance. Grotesques, strapworks, hybrid monsters, vegetal homunculi,

animalian nudes—this was the stuff of ornamentum, “of strangeness and variety,”

wrote Montaigne, “filling empty space.”11 In court circles ornamental décor could

speak a visual patois of secrecy and deviation. At the same time, architecture,

embroidered with forms, relied upon ornament to supply an index to antiquity. In fact,

Alina Payne has argued that ornament was possibly the main concern of Renaissance

art and architectural theorists: “ornament,” Payne writes, “. . . stood as a claim of artistic

independence, a claim to licentia,” while at the same time declaring “immediately

and directly the successful appropriation and imitatio of antiquity.”12 Ornament in the
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Netherlands, repeatedly a subject of prints, incessantly invited comparisons with other

versions of itself from the past and present—forms in paper, wood, gold, or marble,

those very same “variations” pressed by Dürer upon his pupils.

Although a handful of art-historical studies have addressed Vredeman’s role

as a purveyor of forms for craftsmen, architects, and constbeminders (“enthusiasts of

art,” as he put it in 1565), no systematic attempt has been made to locate any theoretical

armature behind his type of sixteenth-century “decorative” printed engravings.13

Vredeman offers an explicit discourse on decoration in his illustrated tract of 1577,

the Architectura. Though Vredeman never visited Italy, he became one of the most

influential sources for Northern artists interested in “Italianate” forms. Like Jamnitzer’s

bugs (Figure 3.1), Vredeman’s prints thrived on an aesthetic of recombination, one

where printed forms were not so much copied as metamorphosed into new kinds of

objects.

Origins and fragments

In 1565, Vredeman designed two sets of prints on the architectural orders. These were

both published by Hieronymus Cock, one with a Dutch title, the other in German: Den

Eersten Boeck Ghemaect opde Twee Columnen Dorica En Ionica (The first book, on the

subject of the Doric and Ionic Columns),14 and Das ander buech Gemacht auff die zway

Colonnen, Corinthia und Composita (The other book treating the two Corinthian and

Composite Columns). A book on the Tuscan order, entitled Architectura 3e stuck de

Oorden Tuschana (A Third Part on Architecture, on the Tuscan Order), appeared in 1578,

after the first two had gone into second editions.15

The first versions of the sets of 1565 were published with 18 and 22 plates

of etchings, respectively, illustrating pedestals, volutes, and shaft capitals (Figure 3.3).

Scrollworks were shown encrusting gables with dormer windows (lucarnes), split

side-by-side into variants (Figure 3.4), or hovering, collage-like, around sheathed

entablatures cast in shadow (Figure 3.5). This page-assembly stratagem, while indebted

to Serlio’s Third Book, was entirely new in the Netherlands.16 Vredeman used etching

instead of woodcut, and probably looked to the more local example of column-books like

Hans Blüm’s Von den fünff Saülen for his source, a beautiful compendium of elevations,

available in Dutch translations in Antwerp by 1551.17 Yet in a letterpress poem at the

beginning of the Eersten Boeck Vredeman named Vitruvius as the immediate example

for his designs:

Since my youth I have occupied myself

With the teachings of Vitruvius and other books

From them I copied [gechopieert] the buildings of antiquity

As well as the five Columns, which I investigated and explored

[. . .]
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Because Vitruvius’ teachings are so correct and subtle

Nothing among them can be improved (such would be ignorance!)

Yet their demonstrations are at times rather difficult

While knowing painters, sculptors, and carvers

Are inclined towards things easy and pleasant . . .18

Vitruvius, or more precisely copies after Vitruvius, become the wellspring of the book.

Vredeman intimates that his act is one of translation. He goes on to name Serlio

and the architect Jacques Androuet du Cerceau, but refrains from stating that

his work will better their teachings; rather, his prints shall render them more approach-

able to craftsmen. Ornament, Vredeman went on, is the key area in which it will

do so:

Here one may seek, find, and use

Various isolated ornaments [cieraten]

They can be used in paintings, or without difficulty

To make things of wood; although anyone may draw from and employ [them],

According to whatever he deems best . . .19

3.3
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These entreaties are part sales-pitch, part explanatory program, but they repeatedly

insist upon application across media. The verses go on to list the columns as useful “in

paintings,” or “if made out of wood.” At the outset of the book, the architectural

features are introduced as patterns.

Beginning with the cornices (Figure 3.3), for example, Vredeman’s etchings

show parts of columns on separate pages, as detachable parts. He moves on to upper

entablatures and friezes, to top gables and pinnacles. Vredeman lays out these separate

elements symmetrically, using bodily oppositions: fluted Ionic bases are contrasted with

squat Doric ones (Figure 3.5), obelisks are set against flagpoles, round transoms against

square (Figure 3.13). This kind of asymmetrical relationship cast ornamental elements

against one another. The minute differences imply how the components are to interact

with other versions of themselves.20 While stressing the antique “correctness” of

Vitruvius, Vredeman here urges readers to extract and deploy forms according to

their own whims, for “with what one finds here one may do with what one sees fit.”21

Thus, as with Dürer and Jamnitzer, choosing becomes a key function of inventie.

Vredeman’s very refusal to explicitly prescribe one use or another aligns his works with

those Italian tracts on building that were gradually percolating to the North. In De re

aedificatoria, Alberti put it thus: “To contravene established customs often detracts

3.4
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from the general elegance of a building, while . . . there is no reason why we should

follow their design in our work as though legally obliged.”22 Judicious navigation of both

tradition and invention, echoed by Vredeman, was the mark of an accomplished talent

in design.

Pattern—ornament

In the late Middle Ages, the word “ornament” could be synonymous with “equipment,”

much as any type of appliqué work. In England sixteenth-century dictionaries referred to

“the ornaments of a ship” when describing rope and, around 1495, the Cornish poet

John Treviso named the human hand “a grete helpe and ornament to the body.”23 Along

with the five stages in the preparation of a discourse: inventio, dispositio (disposition),

actio (execution), memoria (memory) and elocutio (enunciation), ornament was one

of the buttresses of a rhetorical presentation. Quintilian describes it in specifically visual

terms:

Ornament brightens lucidity and acceptability. Its first two stages consist in

conceiving and carrying out your intention; the third is the stage that puts the

3.5
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polish on, and may properly be called “finish” [. . .] Underpinning all this is the

virtue of bringing the object before our eyes not only plainly but also concisely

and rapidly.

Ornament, writes Quintilian further, also alludes to its own presence: “it somehow

shows itself off, for it is a great virtue to express our subject clearly and in such a way that

it seems to be actually seen.”24 Cicero, meanwhile, had been uniquely architectonic in

his description, speaking of the way ornamented ideas “stand out from the others . . .

like those objects . . . in the embellishments of a stage or of a forum.”25 Only later was

ornament’s definition extended to the idea of excess or praise (laus): Petrus Ramus, for

example, spoke of being “ornamented” with a stipend from the French crown in the

1540s.26

For artists and printmakers, ornament was never a particularly circumscribed

category of thing.27 In fifteenth-century pattern manuscripts floral and acanthus motifs

appeared alongside studies of heads, columns, and animals, and, as early as the 1440s,

German artists were using a form of wood engraving to represent intertwined leaves and

nymphs on playing cards and small papers.28 In fact, the first etchings ever seem to have

been acanthus ornaments scratched into iron in the workshop of Daniel Hopfer around

1500 (Figure 3.6).29 If the early history of woodblock printing was linked to devotional

images, ornament was a genre associated with the history of intaglio processes proper.

Albrecht Dürer, for example, made ornament drawings for sword sheathing

while in the Netherlands.30 In Antwerp decorative etchings were pasted onto the exterior

of furniture and keepsake boxes.31 Flemish wallpapers have even been preserved from

the early sixteenth century, and fragments of uncut playing cards used as colored ceiling

paper from c.1520 have been discovered in a former Portuguese merchant’s house in

Antwerp.32 Other wallpapers survive from the early sixteenth century made up of printed

interlace. It seems that publishers sold ornament prints as both individual pictures and

covering tools: one Anthony de Leest, documented in Antwerp in 1582 as a “cutter of

figures and a printer,” dealt in decorative papers for ceilings in his shop near the Pand,

Antwerp’s central art-market area.33

Proliferation of ornamental pattern books, or modelbücher, in Antwerp, while

ultimately tied to earlier explosions of metalworking around Nuremberg, answered

a post-Reformation turn to less-narrative motifs, and soon found appeal far abroad.34

Heinrich Vogtherr’s Büchlin, issued with Dutch, French, Italian, and Spanish preambles

before 1556,35 included woodcuts of heads, feet, helmets, cuirasses, quivers, swords,

column capitals, and even hands (Figure 3.7). These were all culled from larger composi-

tions and, arranged artfully on separate pages, forming discrete patterns of their own.36

The Nuremberg firm of Virgil Solis issued thousands of pattern prints. Jost

Amman, a Swiss woodcutter in Solis’s employ, lifted entire figures from paintings by

Hans Baldung, Urs Graf, and Albrecht Altdorfer. Amman’s designs broke down the large

works into components, excerpting details such as fighting horses and drunken peasants

which could be re-used by artists and small-time publishers.37 Fractious notions of copy-

right and intellectual property in the German lands troubled this kind of appropriation:
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Solis was frequently sued, although rarely successfully.38 Amman’s editor, Sigmund

Feyerbend, attached a preamble to one pattern suite which justified this borrowing, using

germinative imagery: “One ought to be able to emulate the bee, who visits only those

blooms where the honey may be most easily extracted,”39 he opined. The allegory of

3.6
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the nimble, selective bee was itself a humanist trope (from Plato’s Ion) for judicious

scholarship, and Feyerbend invoked it, apparently, both to tout his pattern books and take

advantage of their role within a newly mechanized atmosphere of citation.

Feyerbend and Solis understood—in much the same way as Cock would in

Antwerp—that in the wake of the Reformation, artistic patronage trends were changing.

Princely courts had always been centers for stylistic innovation, but the emergence in

Germany and Flanders of a large merchant class interested in luxury goods, but less (or

differently) interested in church commissions, meant that “secular” objects in decorative

styles took up an increased share of craft production. Engravings and etchings permitted

the cheap and rapid transmission of styles and motifs for everything from chairs to

ceremonial floats. And in the case of prints used, say, as wallpaper or box wrapping, they

permitted the literal grafting of new styles onto old objects. Ornament prints also

appealed to collectors: the Frankfurt lawyer Paul Freher (1571–1625) amassed a sprawl-

ing collection of grotesque engravings, wherein eight series of cartouches by Vredeman

were pasted into folio albums alongside other Cock prints, including title pages by

Marcus Gheeraerts and Jacob Floris.40

Prints, after all, transmitted the crucial aspect that marked furniture, jewelry,

clothing, and interior design as new: style. Using prints, craftsmen could supply
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bourgeois patrons with relatively quick approximations of recent aristocratic fashion.

Michael Snodin has noted how from the sixteenth century through the nineteenth, great

bursts of ornament prints tended to appear “after, rather than during, the birth of a style

in a court centre.”41 This “delay” effect often resulted from printmakers and designers’

gradual assimilation of motifs cribbed from paintings or objects in aristocratic collections;

in Paris the designer Jean Mignon made etchings in 1552 and 1556 based on molding

executed by Italian artists at Fontainebleau in the 1530s, belatedly disseminating

motifs two decades after their courtly artistic flowering.42 Later, Aegidius Sadeler’s

engravings transmitted Hans von Aachen and Bartholomeus Spranger’s corpus of

“Prague Mannerism” throughout Europe, a generation after the fact.43 A renewed

interest in Albrecht Dürer’s work in the Netherlands around 1600, which will be examined

in Chapter 5, was indebted largely to engravings of the 1580s issued by Hans and Jerome

Wierix—both, incidentally, trained as goldsmiths—in Antwerp.

How much did time matter in these developments? In Vredeman’s Nether-

lands there was little idea of “new” as a marketing tool on the modern scale, to be sure,

but certainly one of “fashion,” or “manner.” The “Flemish” ornamental patterns in

Coecke van Aelst’s Generale Regelen, as we saw in Chapter 1, touted themselves as

contemporary versions of Sebastiano Serlio’s manner of building, just as Vredeman him-

self distinguished between “antique” and “modern” architecture—equating a modern

type with what would today be called the Gothic.44 Yet in the interest of a “local” fashion,

Coecke van Aelst’s book altered Serlio’s significantly,45 inserting 24 Latin block-letter

patterns (Figure 3.8) where Serlio’s had placed woodcuts of shields. Coecke van Aelst

wrote about the change:

I will not uphold these letters to be the best, but every one should take from

them as they see fit; it is also not necessary to take pains with every one . . .46

Coecke van Aelst’s alterations have been described as a Dutch “vernacularization”

of Serlio’s theory on ceiling carving.47 But the Generale Regelen’s intention, like

Serlio’s, was “to enrich with inventions those who may be poor in them.” Coecke

van Aelst’s book was itself an embroidering on Serlio. The recombinatory facility

of prints licensed, indeed mandated, a book on building which itself fused old

and new traditions. Such an aesthetic of ornamental admixture, of what Serlio called

mescolanza, derived from another concept in sixteenth-century art theory: the

grotesque.

The Netherlandish grotesque

In the Grondt, basing himself on Pliny’s account of Protogenes, Karel Van Mander

referred to a quixotic body of forms he called “grotissen,” “side-pieces,” or “by-

werks”—The artist Pieter Vlerick painted “an entire room of grotesques . . . worth a

great deal of money,” in Tournai.48 The forms Van Mander described were images
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of hybrid plants, animals, and sculptures, the lost ornament species bequeathed by a

vanished Rome. The Domus Aurea, the golden palace of Nero, had been excavated

haphazardly in the latter part of the fifteenth century, and the strange paintings found

in its treacherous underground grotte, or caves, quickly attracted artists.49 Frescoes of

griffins, centaurs, fantastic vegetables and foliages became rediscovered by torchlight;

painters lowered themselves by rope to collect fragments and make sketches. Raphael

used grotesques in decorating the Vatican loggia in 1518–19. French and Netherlandish

artists made pilgrimages to the Rome catacombs themselves—Van Mander and

Bartholomeus Spranger scratched their names on the Domus Aurea vaults in 1570–73,

leaving graffiti that are still visible today. Frans Floris probably saw similar paintings in the

1530s, before his own experiments in Antwerp with ornamental engraving.50 The prints
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Floris—and soon after, Vredeman—began to design for Gerard de Jode introduced this

new fashion for grotesques to the Netherlands, using it chiefly for cartouches, a tradition

adapted from scribal marginalia.

Vredeman’s early frames from 1555 (Figure 3.2) were distinguished from

previous grotesqueries by their use of “strapwork,” an imitation of curling leather or

parchment. The great print historian Rudolf Berliner regarded strapwork as one of the first

“modern” ornaments insofar as no precedents could be found in either antiquity or in

medieval manuscripts.51 In the early cartouche, Vredeman’s border work encloses Latin

type, still a novelty in the Netherlandish printing at mid-century.52 The text is from the

Book of Romans: “Let us not therefore judge one another any more: but judge this rather,

that no man put a stumbling block or an occasion to fall in his brother’s way” (14:10–13).

Horizontal black lines push the etched tablet off the page, as a tiny human figure trapped

within the unfurling scrolls glares outward, arms crossed, as if to underscore the

seriousness of this admonishment.

The monstrous heads and strange vegetal forms of Vredeman’s image

appear in a ornament drawing in St. Petersburg (Figure 3.9), where they play out a

resignedly quieter form of carnivalesque didactic. Frogs, goats, satyrs, and sphinxes ring

a drawing illustrating an obscure episode from Livy: Marcus Curtius, the Roman hero,

drives his horse into a chasm that appeared in the Forum in AD 342, in order to save the

city.53 To the drawing Vredeman appended the cryptic phrase “Doet” in the upper right

of the compartment. Alexi Larinov as suggested this might be a reference to the van

Doetecums.54

In Classical art theory the “grotesque” was both a specific kind of art and a

recipe for how it should be fashioned. In writings on art, grottesco found cognates

in fantasia (fantasy) or even imaginativa (imagination), and bore connotations of the sub-

terranean, the deathly, and the unseen (grotesque = grotto-like, from Vulgar Latin grupta,

crypt = hidden, from Greek kruptos). It also bespoke the licentious and the hybridic.

Horace supplied the most famous definition:

If a painter chooses to join a horse’s neck to a human head and to make

multicolored feathers grow everywhere over a medley of limbs, so that what

at the top is a beautiful woman ends below in an ugly dark fish—friends, at

such a show, try not to laugh.55

Vitruvius, a century later, left no room for gaiety, lamenting the efflorescence of

grotesques in his own day’s painting, around AD 70:

Monsters are now painted in frescoes rather than reliable images of definite

things. Reeds are set up in place of columns, as pediments, little scrolls, striped

with curly leaves and volutes, candelabra hold up the figures of aediculae, and

above the pediments of these, several tender shoots, sprouting in coils from

roots, have little statues nestled in them for no reason . . . these things do not

exist nor can they exist nor have they ever existed . . .56
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Vitruvius and Horace dismayed at such images less for their fantastic appearance than

for their inappropriate assemblage of isolated things. The forms were all the more

threatening for what they presumed about mankind’s bestial side, humanity’s inter-

connectedness to all levels of living beings.57 Along such lines, Vitruvius was invoked by

both Reformed and Church opponents of dangerous art. Gabriele Paleotti’s On Sacred

and Profane Images (1582) thundered against grotesque painting, writing “who doubts

that to give candelabra the shape of the faces of men with flames issuing from

their heads, or shells that spout rivers of water, or trees emerging from serpents . . . is

repugnant?”58 Vredeman’s fellow print designer, Cornelis Floris, was even fined by

representatives of the Catholic King of Denmark for “departing from the canons of good

taste in art” in adding grotesques to a funerary monument.59

Vitruvius had hit on an issue that vexed architects and painters of Vredeman’s

day: how to reconcile the “license” of grotesques (themselves sanctioned, so it seemed,

by antiquity) while maintaining deference to standards of decorum. This was, again, not

just a question of style but of epistemology. In his Trattato of 1584 Lomazzo pointed

to the special challenge that grotteschi presented to Neoplatonic concepts of meaning.

He compared grotesques to “hieroglyphics” which existed only to “feed the eye.”60

Measured against the viewed world, Lomazzo claimed, strapworks, flowers, human

bodies, tendrils and roots were legitimate subjects, but, once conjoined, these made up a
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realm purely of art. After all, Vitruvius’s opprobrium of “bastard forms of heads and

flowers” was not leveled at individual parts, but at their indecorous mingling. Not just

in formal terms were the hybrid, forms on grotteschi seen as an affront. More egregious

than their artificiality, it seems, was the grotesques’ potential to confuse.

What seemed most problematic for many commentators was the sheer

profusion of grotesques, a facet that clearly resonated with print. The engraving

medium, like grotesquery, bore a capacity for seemingly endless replication. Henri

Focillon once claimed that the effect of print was to demystify the strangeness of the

Roman grotesques: like the sealed antique grottoes poisoned by inrushes of Renaissance

air, mass-market engravings neutralized the writhing energy of the original antique forms

by exposing them to the world.61 As prints, Vredeman’s grotesques thus framed the

precise quandary of license and decorum that earlier theorists had wrestled with, now

twice removed from Rome. Netherlandish prints of grotesques suggested domestication

and disclosure of far-off antique secrets; but they also alluded to the “strong ego” of the

artist, or the publisher’s will to transform and vary that tradition.62

By pointing, however faintly, to ancient Rome and to their designer’s inven-

tion, Vredeman’s early grotesque etchings posited a double intermediacy between local

and distant bodies. Lomazzo implied that the omniscience of fantasy work was par-

ticularly galling in the sixteenth century, just as inventions like linear perspective were

making huge strides in the goal of “realism.” For, unlike perspective systems, grotesque

ornament seemed not to work by connecting art to reality, to legible text or narrative, or

to the beholder. Incapable of re-presenting something real, grotesques served only to

point, frighteningly, inward to themselves, as liminal decorations and framing devices for

“true” subjects nearby. The result, it was soon realized, was that the grotesque might

simply signify an artist’s own inventive ability, blurring the division between mimesis

and imagination. Vasari labeled grotesquery “a type of free and farcical painting,”63 and

the Neapolitan garden designer Pirro Ligorio, around 1553, wrote that grotesque

images “signified as much as possible the pregnancy and fullness of the intellect

and its imaginings . . . to accommodate insatiability of various and strange concepts

[concetti].”64 Such were the issues Italian aesthetics exported to art theory in northern

Europe: how to account for hybridic, self-enclosed elements of art that are not immedi-

ately legible, and that, like Jamnitzer’s squirming schnacken, seem to thrive on resistance

to quick interpretive capture?

In Lutheran Germany, in fact, grotesque decoration was prized for this facility

for strangeness. Around 1568, the Wittenberg satirist Johann Fischart wrote that the

goblins, heads, and gargoyles peering out from old choir stalls and column capitals in

Strasbourg cathedral amounted to a secret language of ornament, one that hearkened

back to early Christian cults (Figure 3.10). These grotesques, Fischart claimed, contrasted

with the beautiful altarpieces and sculpture in naves and chapels through their simple

rusticity, unadorned as they were with the lascivious colors and recessive effects.

Grotesque reliefs, he implied, sniped at official Church dogma from the margins,

returning true believers to, as Fischart said, “the old art/and what else [people] used to

believe.”65 For certain evangelicals, grotesques signified not just secrecy but godly
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opposition in the enemy’s very midst. The Huguenot architect Bernard Palissy designed

actual grottoes in Paris as part of landscape designs. Grotesques bespoke a subversion

(subvertere—“to turn from beneath”), an image of the early humble church hidden

beneath papist encrustations. It was mighty in its very shapelessness. As Calvin, repeat-

edly asked in the Institutes, “How many times since the coming of Christ has the church

been hidden without form?”66

It is significant that these discussions of the grotesque in North Europe

were so often couched in architecture. Vredeman’s own copying, as we saw in Chapter 1,

took place on the basis of a Flemish book of architectural prints—Coecke van Aelst’s

small books of 1539 (Figure 1.9). Coecke’s book embroidered only a little on Serlio and
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Vitruvius’s text, but his addition was significant. Of ornamental invention, or inventy, van

Aelst wrote this:

Although Vitruvius spoke of four manners of Columns, the Doric, Ionic,

Corinthian, and Tuscan, thus giving us the first and most simple ornaments of

Architecture, I wanted to add to these four a kind of fifth manner of column,

composed [gemegt] of the previous four simple ones . . . to be sure, the

foresight of the Architect must be such that he is able to, on occasion, make a

proper mixture [een menghinge behoort te maken] from the previous other

four, according to the nature of the subject.67

This idea of menghinge, or mixing, was Coecke van Aelst’s rendering of what Serlio

called mescolanza. The bringing together of multiple disconnected things was at the

very center of sixteenth-century debates about how to quote from, yet not copy, antique

and natural idioms. The painter Antonio Doni described assemblages of “animals, men

and heads” conjured from a splotch of paint, assemblages which existed only “in the

fantasia and my imaginativa, in the chaos of my brain.”68 The mental form-giving that the

grotesque symbolized was continuously explained in combinatory terms: in his essay on

friendship Montaigne famously compared his writings to “. . . these things of mine,

grotesques and monstrous bodies, pieced together from sundry limbs with not definite

shape, with no order, sequence, or proportion except by chance.”69 In North Europe this

combinatory tack was cultivated by the exceptionally fugitive status of antique texts

and ruins, distant not just in time but in space.70 Prints matched these conditions as a

metaphor for the dispersal, profusion, and recombination of dislocated forms. The

pattern engraving nourished an aesthetic in which craftsmen would take elements from

all over and judiciously recombine.71

For Vredeman, the idea of architecture drew precisely upon this trait of hybrid-

ity, hybridity wrenched from the intellect. Vredeman laid out menghinge as an explicit

pictorial strategy in the sheets of the 1565 Ander Buech. In sheet 13 of his Corinthian

page, for example (Figure 3.11, H.213), fragments are dispersed to all areas of the etched

page in a kind of jumpy, disordered flux. Loose arrangements of cornices, shafts, and

friezes lie suspended, cast from different angles, in different groupings, on different

scales. By the time the large sheets devoted to Composita appear (the order made up of

the other four (Figure 3.12, H.220), menghinge appears as a specific pictorial end. Light

falls across a vertical drum’s fluting from left to right, which alternates with the scrollwork

and calligraphic arabesques on the architrave at top. Smooth surfaces of the fascia clash

with the interlace and modillions above it. These are parts presented qua parts, as Alina

Payne has written of Serlio,72 a maze-like collection of possibilities, an architecture of

superabundance. Vredeman’s Composite is pictured as an act of assemblage and

recombination of the light and the dark, the vertical with the horizontal, the smooth and

the roughened, the antique with the Netherlandish, the historical with the modern. As

Vredeman wrote in the dedication to the 1565 Ander Buech: “It is no bad thing to adorn

the old with the new, within reason.” 73
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By embedding the parts in a reprinted suite of etchings, Vredeman’s book

ingeniously reiterates the idea of menghinge as ongoing repeatable process. The print

medium emphasizes the aggregate quality of his bits: these shafts and scrolls are not
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archeologically correct fragments, but local emulations of the antique, which drift and

recombine across the pages of a etched suite, astride other variants of themselves.

Architectural invention is here linked to precisely the cut-and-paste strategy that

3.12

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Das Ander

Buech, 1565, fol. 20.

Etching, H.220.
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and Fine Arts Library,

Columbia University.
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Vredeman adduces in his text, their visual assemblage enacting the very principle of

pictorial admixture Coecke van Aelst advocated. In Vredeman’s prints from 1565, the

process of menghinge—the undercurrent of the grotesque—emerges as a principle of

architectural design.

Vredeman even recruits a printmaking credit towards this combinatory

approach (Figure 3.3. H.198). Nestled in an architrave in an Ionic entablature on the left

edge of folio Q, an inscribed cartouche names Vredeman as designer and Cock as

publisher: “Vriese Inventor Cock Excudebat.” Vredeman deploys the past imperfect

form of the verb (excudebat—was being published, or, more literally, was being fashioned

or shaped) rather than the conventional excudit (published) or fecit (made). The disavowal

of the strictly past tense, and the use of the imperfect to sign a work (such as faciebat—

“was making”) was an antique practice described by Pliny. Michelangelo used faciebat

for his only signed sculpture, and Titian deployed it in three canvases.74 Included by

Vredeman here, the verb imparts the suite a suitably Italianate air. But it also addresses

the compendium’s status as a workable collection of parts; excudebat speaks to an

active state of recombining, implying ornament yet to come. And, in fact, Hieronymus

Cock and Volcken Diercx reissued Vredeman’s print three more times before 1578.75

Such re-pressing, a literal “re-making” of the image, parallels the act of the architect-

viewer who uses the print. Just as the plates are restruck, the architectural fragments are

potentially reassembled by each viewer of the page. Vredeman pictures ornament as an

ongoing activity instead of a set of inviolable rules; the “making” of the print is not

circumscribed off in the past as perfectly done, but presented as an ongoing gesture, an

incomplete act.

And Vredeman’s acts impacted the architectural world. In 1568, the Flemish

architects Johann Kramer and Wilhelm van den Blocke used gable motifs from folio E of

the 1565 Eersten Boeck (Figure 3.13) for the Green Gate (Zieolna Brama) in Danzig, and,

later, it was used for the roof transoms of the Haarlem meat hall (Figure 3.14).76 The south

end of the latter’s archway employed S-forms broken by colored keystones on the roof-

lines, taken directly from Vredeman’s Ionic and Doric models. English masons used

Vredeman’s prints for hearth décor in Oxfordshire,77 and van den Blocke later lifted

designs of Vredeman’s “Tuscan” order from the 1577 Architectura for the Danzig

Arsenal, in 1602–05. In 1569–70, one architect used gable tops from the Architectura to

line the cornices of the Schabbelhaus in the Baltic port of Wismar, and in Riga, a guild

house was renovated by two Dutch architects using Vredeman’s engravings (Figure

3.15).78 In mid-seventeenth-century Portugal masons used scrollworks for the facade of

the Santarém seminary (Figure 3.16),79 and in Spanish South America, loose variants on

Vredeman’s prints were applied to churches and specific portal sculptures in Bolivia,

Ecuador, Peru, and, later, the doorway of a Jesuit cathedral in south-western Mexico

(Figure 3.17).80 Seventeenth-century gables based on Vredeman prints have been located

in the Philippines.81

Craftsmen and architects tended not to follow Vredeman’s patterns exactly.

They fused them with local traditions. In the Riga guild house elements from the

1565 books were installed behind fifteenth-century sculptures in Gothic arches; archi-
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tects interwove the new elements of ornament among older interior features piece by

piece.82 Similarly, in two Spanish-built Jesuit churches in southern Mexico from the early

seventeenth century, Vredeman’s decorations from Das Ander Buech covered

pilasters inside local portal coverings. In frescoes from the palace of an unnamed

3.13
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Boeck, 1565, fol. E.

Etching, H.187.
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Andalucian conquistador in the colonial capital of Tunja, Columbia, built after 1585,

cartouches from Vredeman’s series of grotesques were appended to pre-fashioned

sillerias, or carved seats. As some of the earliest and most utilized patterns outside of

Europe, the decor tended not occlude native forms, but became synonymous with

them.83 Even if Vredeman’s gables always bore faint undertones of notre Niderlandi,

they held different connotations in Wismar than they did in Oaxaca. Far from being

somehow subversive, this architectural hybridity shored up, even constructed, the idea of

a dominant “order.”

In the two column books of 1565 Vredeman recognized that a rigid typology

of architecture, while evocative, was about more than reference. Factors like location

and use—as he would later explain in his Architectura, of 1577, made it clear that fixed

associations were applicable to the antique canon of the orders. Like his exemplar Serlio,

Vredeman eschewed strict patterns of architecture in favor of loosely articulated

groupings of forms. The etchings therefore established a kind of decorative thesaurus to

3.14

Vleeshuis, Haarlem,

1604, south dormer

window.
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3.15

Schwarzhaupterhaus,

Riga, Latvia, façade,

1581–1621.
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be used in the creation of larger assemblages. It is important that in print Vredeman’s

pieces are not shown to crumble or crack (as Serlio’s occasionally did), as if salvaged

fragments of fallen Roman structures. They are insistently new, not deliberately

unfinished.84 Whatever Vredeman’s religious loyalties (and we will turn to this issue in the

next chapter), it is not difficult to map the architectural prints onto a Reformist world-

view—the idea of dismantling a reigning “order” in order to refashion one afresh.85 It is

more likely, however, that Vredeman sought to scour architecture of any confessionalist

nuance whatsoever, so that his works could be useful to Church and Reformed

audiences. The overall gesture of using the patterns, as Vredeman wrote in 1577, was a

granting of “gutte ordinanz,” that is, the literal making of order where there was none.86

This was, ultimately, a capital-based model of architecture design, perfectly

suited to the trade-based locales where Vredeman lived and worked. Such trans-

formation of architecture itself into a fungible good, possible only with print, clearly

appealed to a bourgeois culture; design now became little more than a kind of shopping

trip (Figure 3.1). And if print allowed Vredeman to produce work that he was never able

to build himself, it also allied his designs with a whole tradition of ornament prints as

3.16
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a collector’s item. Yet as mute images that do not narrate, in the sense of, say, a history

print, they perhaps amplified the grotesque’s nuance of fantasia, of the grotesque not

just as creatural, but mobile and, above all, profuse—something similar to Jamnitzer’s

bugs, which also sprang from a large book: things endlessly mutable in medium and

scale once they entered the realm of the market.

Excursus: allegorical orders

There is little to suggest that the viewer of a town hall in Leiden, or of a drinking fountain

in Bückeburg, knew or cared that these objects derived from designs by Vredeman. But

as much as permitting the dispersal of specific designs, print introduced the very idea of

ornament to places that may not have known it, and naturalized as self-evident a model of

ornament as a separate and transformable thing. Vredeman’s books suggested that

every reader understood architecture and the orders as different things, and that some

readers didn’t really need to understand them at all.

Images “made for reproducibility” changed the cultural value of art objects in

early modern culture, for makers as well as users. As Walter Benjamin pointed out, print

insisted not just on a new estimation of the artwork in the eyes of the viewer (a category

famously termed “authenticity”), but also seemed to presage a new kind of viewer, the

individual accustomed to art as image, not as object. Architecture, Benjamin went on to

note, was the “prototype” of an artwork received in this distracted state.87 Sixteenth-

century print severed direct relations between designer and product in a different way.

3.17
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c.1600.
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With early modern print, form was no longer “worked-up” but created outright, if not as a

complete Bild then as a syncretic image of pre-fashioned parts. For Vredeman’s orna-

ment etchings, this status meant cleaving the relationship between the maker and the

supposedly “expressive” ornament an object bore. As Georg Simmel once pointed out,

successful adornment (Schmuck) needs to be somewhat impersonal to function, for it is

the public facet of a “wearer,” a neutral plane that should not be too hermetic, lest it not

be recognizable to all.88 Unique ornament speaks to no ‘typic form’ apprehensible by the

public, and thus runs the risk of letting its adornee be ignored. True ornament’s function,

in this reading, is to level rather than upraise.89

Yet Benjamin did not, in fact, mourn some auratic image deadened by replica-

tion. Ultimately, he was much more ambivalent. In a little-studied footnote to the

“Artwork” essay, Benjamin explicitly claimed that reproduction not only fed originality,

it preceded it: an art object “became authentic . . . during the succeeding centuries,” not

at the moment of its inception.90 Reproduction, in this reading, spurs the art-historical

yearning to recover an image’s “original” context, at precisely the same moment that it

occludes this context through a flurry of replicas. Benjamin’s question as to who rightly

“made” art—the expert art historian, the manipulator of images, or the cloistered genius

in the workshop—has been eloquently answered by Roger Chartier, in a discussion of

books from Vredeman’s milieu:

The book always aims at installing an order, whether it is the order in which it

is deciphered, the order in which it is to be understood, or the order intended

by the authority who commanded or permitted the work. This multi-faceted

order is not all-powerful, however, when it comes to annulling the reader’s

liberty. Even when it is hemmed in by differences in competence and by

conventions, liberty knows how to distort and reformulate the significations

that were supposed to defeat it. The dialectic between imposition and

appropriation, between constraints transgressed and freedoms bridled, is not

the same in all places or all times or for all people.91

If Vredeman’s books codified anything it was the idea that ornament was not subject to

a definition. In this respect, Vredeman’s situation recalls not “aura,” but Benjamin’s

earlier idea of allegory, which he emphatically linked to the grotesque.92 In the grotesque,

form is placed forever at a distance from its meaning, and accrues signification not by

matching up with fixed content, but by constantly deferring it. By failing to symbolize—

indeed, by remaining imperfect—the allegory reveals the void between material

and meaning, a chasm which is itself an ingenious expression of art’s unbridgeable

distance from what it strives to represent. Vredeman’s parts bundle, stack, and disperse,

thematizing their own drift from a fixed point of origin at the levels both of publication

history and of interpretation. They do not recoup antiquity, but establish their own

jumbled visual language in the space of antiquity’s absence, on and across the white

arena of the printed page.
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Columns and the aesthetic of Menghinge

Sixteenth-century discussions of decorum and license in architecture, as in painting,

centered on the debate between the ancients and the moderns.93 In the 1540s, Giovanni

Battista Sangallo proved himself one of the most vociferous opponents to unchecked

licenza in architecture. In a long missive to Pope Paul III he chastised a cornice designed

by Michelangelo: “here there is no qualita because the work should be done from

good memory according to the rules of Vitruvius . . . This one of [his] is neither Doric,

nor Ionic, nor Corinthian, it is willfully bastard.” 94 As with the grotesque, there

was a tendency for some theorists to lionize and at the same time vilify an artist’s

adeptness at mescolanza, or menghinge. The boundaries were never clearly drawn;

as Christoph Thoenes noted, the architectural orders (Doric, Ionic, and so on) vexed

study, since they seemed to cut some middle way between tradition and innovation: the

orders remained antique models, but models intended to be transformed.95 Vitruvius

complicated the matter through his relative silence on the subject of architectural

ornament.

Where does Vredeman come down in this debate? He was clearly worried

about the dearth of homegrown Netherlandish models for architectural decoration. His

full-fledged treaty on the orders, Architectura, Oder Bauung der Antiquen, was published

in March 1577 by Gerard de Jode, in French and Dutch versions. Here Vredeman

recognized that, while providing general outlines, the decorative precepts outlined in

Italian and French sources could not be imported whole:

We find in the books of these masters, and in the designs of still others, a kind

of style, adornment, and manner [mode, coustume, et façon] of building

perfectly suited to the particular country from which they derive . . . However

in these Netherlands of ours [notre Niderlandi], things are different. In our

great cities of business, where sites are small and very expensive, one must

strive towards making tall buildings specific to their site in which men may

conduct business up high, with the most light, yet always keeping in mind a

building’s situation and use.96

Vredeman thus outlines an awareness of the need for local license in certain aspects

of construction, and the importance of heeding decorum whenever appropriate. In the

Netherlands “things are different,” and Vredeman’s “antique” breaks down into

separate uses:97 Doric is for “palaces, town halls [Rattheusser] or the dwellings of great

gentlemen,” Ionic for interior chambers and hallways, Corinthian for “council halls,” the

Tuscan for citadels and fortresses.98 At the time of writing the tract, Vredeman was

back in Antwerp, courting the patronage of a newly restored Protestant town council.

This is likely why unlike the earlier column books, the Architectura offers textual explan-

ations on how the parts should be used. Agglomerations of décor that once floated

around on pages now cling to the bases of columns, animated with variant shafts and

strapwork (Figure 3.18, H.431).
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3.18

Hans Vredeman de Vries, Architectura (Antwerp: de Jode, 1577, 1581), fol. 23. Etching, H.431.

Herzog-August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel.
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The five orders of architecture, Alberti claimed, were themselves the originary

species of ornament, and choosing between them, an act similar to the composition of

an oration, was subject to the standards of decorum. Vitruvius had explicitly claimed the

body as the traditional bestower of meaning on an architectural space,99 and in Alberti’s

gloss this became a crucial point: “The building is entirely like a body composed of its

parts . . . in the whole of the building the column is the principal ornament without any

doubt.”100 The analogy of body-column was more than just metaphor. In the Architectura

Vredeman’s graded alternation of light and dark endowed the columns with a sense

of depth, of texture, and, through the changing conditions of brightness and shadow,

a sense of contingence.101 In very concrete terms it represented the closest thing a

building had to figural expression, to a literal face.102 The orders, Serlio intimated, were

how a building expressed—in Vredeman’s Architectura they spoke of the occupation and

social position of its dwellers.103 What mattered was less a fixed use for each order than

some differentiation between building types.

Dagobert Frey once wrote how such yearning for self-sustaining typolo-

gies represented a recoiling into medievalism, a wish for architectural stability at a

moment of social crisis.104 In the Theatrum Vitae Humanae series of 1577, first

published by Pieter Baltens immediately after Vredeman returned to Antwerp from

Aachen and Liege, six engravings linked the architectural orders to periods of earthly

life.105 The Composite allegorized childhood; the Corinthian, youth; Ionic, maturity for

woman; Doric, maturity for man; and finally the Tuscan, universal old age. The orders

now represented not just types of bodies, but different physical and mental states of a

single soul.106 They envisioned the orders as vast and complicated spaces, (Figure 3.19),

which included not just architecture in action, but a narrative of building’s physical

generation. Latin verses were added to the sheets by Baltens. For Composita/childhood

he wrote:

Behold the humanity, that God and Creative nature

Wrought from wombs of mothers, to fill a parent’s cradle;

Some are raised sweetly, beneath the soft shade

Others are left to the vicissitudes of fate.107

In Composita Dawn breaks on a courtyard of vigorous youths, who clamber over walls

and parterres around a cloistered lawn and courtyard. Their protectedness symbolizes

good architecture. In a final sheet Vredeman depicted “Ruin,” the absence of an order

(Figure 3.20, H.441). Allegories of death and time accost a decrepit human figure

in a shattered desert landscape. Fragments of sculpture and column entablatures lie

strewn across a desiccated, burning hillside as flames leap from a crumbling building and

storms lash a jagged cliff. The horror of the scene implies ethical consequences on

a Biblical scale for the rejection of proper décor; naturalized as extensions of human

existence, the columns are bodies which time will ravage and disassemble. The only

order not explained by antiquity, the Composite, is in Baltens’s series associated with

childhood—Vredeman links it to a building’s birth. Although referred to by Filarete in the
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1450s,108 the Composite order was basically an invention of the sixteenth century;

morphologically it dated to the late Roman Imperial period, but was not distinguished

from the Corinthian until far later. The Composite also differed from other orders in

that it bore no originary myth, and was conventionally a “free” column, a template unto

itself.109 It came about precisely through a collaging of pre-extant traditions, a process of

generative exuberance.

In his 1979 study, The Sense of Order, Ernst Gombrich described how orna-

ment signaled ruptures and continuities in the stylistic appearance of things. “Ornament

serves to facilitate the grasp of the object it decorates,”110 he wrote. The repetitive

decoration found in Renaissance pattern books, Gombrich claimed, affected viewers

mainly by recalling perceptual norms. These permitted one to experience general feelings

of repose, instability, or balance. Netherlandish ornament prints, however—and in his

book Gombrich here illustrated an Antwerp grotesque by Vredeman’s predecessor

Cornelis Bos—worry such a schema by “outraging our ‘sense of order’ ”:

It may be argued that the very possibility of reproducing and spreading

these designs through the medium of engraving changed the status and the

function of the grotesque. There is something self-contradictory in a pattern

3.19
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for dreamwork, a guidebook to chaos . . . The grotesque has moved from the

margin to the centre and offers its inconsequential riddles to focused

vision . . .111

The moment of the autonomous ornament heralds the breakdown of borders between

twin kinds of apprehension—conscious and unconscious, historical and now. Exasper-

ated with details in revolt, this reading sees ornament in print as a flooding of the frame,

an event that denies contemplative distance between subject and object, and presents

simply the pictorial “chaos” that perspective (what Doni, too, had called “focused

vision”) hoped to restrain. Perched on the margins of “representative” art (here, seem-

ingly, synonymous with “mimetic” art), Flemish ornament marks a betrayal of reference,

a literal omission of “human” legibility at the cost of the inconsequential and unformed.

How distinct were these categories of “pure” design and illusion in the six-

teenth century? Like many histories of décor, Gombrich’s compelling account never

really questions the idea of “internal” and “external” aspects of art. As Henri Zerner has

shown, not only can printed decorative motifs acquire vastly different associations in

different cultural contexts, but even the simplest arranging of shapes or patterns repre-

sents an intentional, artful act (Figure 3.7).112 Indeed, the transformation from chaos
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to universe, the fundamental creative gesture, wrought the first definition of the term

ornament in the West—kosmos. Heraclitus saw kosmos as a constantly recurring “kind-

ling and extinguishing” of the world.113 Greek architects later used kosmos to denote

friezes and triglyphs—those parts of a building’s entablature that, hosting sculpture, gave

a building sense. As Pythagoras described it, kosmos was the agency by which animals

and plants came into being; the Dutch scholar Franciscus Junius summarized the term in

an early modern context:

. . . the Good and great maker of this universe created the world after so

glorious and beautiful a manner that the Greeks together with the Romans, a

consent also, of the Nations perswading them thereonto, have called the

universe by the name of an Ornament.114

Ornament, here, is the notion of chaos systematized, denoting not a by-work but the

miasma of invention. Its danger subsists not in being pointless, but in saying too much, a

danger that print puts in the hands of myriad makers.115

Vredeman’s columns and cartouches—with their demons neatly bound, their

grilli restrained by straps—enfold this chaos towards an aesthetic of judicious hybridity.

They use the engraving medium to relentlessly and repetitively generate sheets that are

both images of ornamented things and, by turns, ornaments themselves.116 Frame

grafted onto text, “Italianate” theorems affixed to Dutch practice, they humbly envision

the grotesque scenario that was, perhaps, every truly artful gesture in the eyes of both

the “ancients” and the “moderns” in the sixteenth century: the re-forming of the known.

Ortelius’s intrinsic frame

As Vredeman de Vries’s prints were used prodigiously by craftsmen throughout the

world, dramatic shifts took place across scale, medium, and locale—from an Antwerp

etching to a Danzig balustrade, from desk-size sheaf to public-scale monument. Just as

frequently, however, Vredeman’s prints would be used as prints, to make other graphic

products. This often occurred with his early ornamental frames.

The grandest use of Vredeman’s cartouches was within Abraham Ortelius’s

Theatrum orbis terrarum, “A Theatre of the Terrestrial World,” the first modern atlas.117

Vredeman designed 30 pencil frames for Ortelius’s Album Amicorum, now in Cambridge,

sometime before 1573,118 and after this commission, seems to have been given extra

work. Thirty-six different frames from Vredeman’s sets of 1555 and 1560 were published

as text holders in Ortelius’s editio princeps of the atlas in 1570.119 Inside the Theatrum

Ortelius used grotesque cartouches to surround explanatory text or dedications. His map

of New Spain, for example, used a plate from Vredeman’s 1555 Multarum sheet, housing

a scripted identification of what is now North America. Elsewhere Ortelius combined

two cartouches on a page, as in the chart of Portugal (1570). In yet others he cropped

sections astride ornamental borders. The same cartouches would be re-used for different
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countries’ engravings in separate parts of the Theatrum; in a 1578 edition the same

Vredeman grotesque appears in both maps of ancient Egypt and northern France.

Filling out voids left by sea, desert, or unmapped terrain, these additions

allegorized the global reach of Vredeman’s actual prints. The cartography of the Theatrum

was largely the work of surveyors barely known to Ortelius, and many maps had been

published earlier. As editor—or “expert”—Ortelius’s role was largely limited to that of

editor and decorator. Yet when the atlas was republished in 1579, it included a very

curious section of maps of historical places, such as Troy, “Roman Gaul,” and the Land

of Abraham. This “supplement,” entitled Parergon, (Figure 3.21) contained charts that

were “in no way suitable to be integrated into our Theatrum,” claimed Ortelius, “whose

aim is to show the modern situation of localities.”120 Announcing its liminal status,

the section was marked by a title-page with a bare frame. Charts in the Parergon depicted

the world known by Ptolemy, Homer, and Strabo, Ulysses’s wanderings in the

Odyssey, the mythical paradises of Daphne and Tempe, the voyages of Jason and the

Argonauts.

3.21
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Even among these fabulous places a particularly disjunctive site within the

Parergon was Utopia, a chart that Ortelius seems to have drawn himself (Figure 3.22).121

Names of cities and rivers not described by Thomas More’s 1516 book were added by

Ortelius’s colleague, Mattheus Wackenfels, to whom the map is dedicated in a small

cartouche in the lower left corner. That cartouche was itself based on a 1555 print by

Vredeman (Figure 3.23, H.8). In the Parergon, Utopia was presented in the same format

as the modern maps in the main body of the Theatrum; in a calligraphic annotation

in a second half-cartouche at right Ortelius even named Raphael Hythlodorus, More’s

fictional narrator, as an eyewitness to attest the chart’s reliability.

The Parergon section offset the scrupulously observed topographies of the

atlas itself. In contrast to the main maps of the 1570 Theatrum, Ortelius signed all but

three in the Parergon of 1578; the parergal elements are the most personal part of the

atlas.122 Ortelius states that whereas the main part of the Theatrum contained “com-

pletely new countries” shown by myriad discoverers, and assembled by assiduous

observers, the Parergon was completely “drawn by me”—its far-off histories coming to

light only through a subtle gesture of selection.

3.22
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How auxiliary were such frames, such literal parerga, in a humanist milieu?

Ortelius was fairly blunt about the extrinsic status of his supplement. Van Mander named

“side-pieces” in antique wall paintings as “parerga,” and later subsumed the grotesques

in the Domus Aurea as a whole under this definition.123 The ancient philologist Galen,

meanwhile, translated in the early seventeenth century, was excerpted by Junius to offer

a different view:

Good workmen used to make some Parergon, or by-work for a document of

their art [specimen artis], upon the bolts and shields, oftentimes also do they

make upon the sword hilts and drinking pots, some little images over and

above the use of the work.124

Here, quixotically, the Parergon serves as a personal signature, a mark of craft. This is

consistent with one side of the sixteenth-century debate over grotteschi, viewed, for

better or worse, as sites of pure licentiousness and artistic self-expression. Unlike

ornatus per se, parerga seemed to work through a peculiar capacity for contrast, good or

bad. Plutarch wrote of parerga in painting: “the Artificers hit the true force and facility of

grace better in these sudden things (that is, parerga) than in the work itself.”125 There, the
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artistic flourish became synonymous with relief from ponderous decorum. Through such

an autographical function the supplement reveals what is lacking or incomplete in the

main work. The Parergon in Ortelius’s atlas, like Vredeman’s cartouches, brought new

worlds into view, not just by ascribing them the status of seen places, but by bracketing

their representations as craft.

*

Before ending his 1886 dissertation, Heinrich Wölfflin asked readers two questions:

What is ornament? The answer to this has been clouded by those many critics

who . . . inquired into the meaning of each part . . . I am in a more fortunate

position as I only need to know one thing: what is the effect of ornament?126

As Wölfflin would go on to argue, the real function of ornament (and specifically,

architectural ornament) lay in its capacity not to bejewel a structure, but to negotiate a

relationship to history. The volutes, scrolls, and leaves atop Greek temples, the distended

gargoyles scrabbling within Romanesque tympana, the pointed shoes of a Gothic

figurine—these insured a relation between object and scholar. Wölfflin called this com-

municative bond empathy (Einfühlung), a psychological conjoining of mood, body, edifice,

and (middle-class) spectator.

Wölfflin, however, was silent about the sixteenth century.127 He seemed

vexed by the strange excesses of strapworks, cartouches, caryatids, and foliages that

proliferated after 1550, and which appeared, untethered to narrative, to at once nourish

and destroy concepts that were again finding purchase in the nascent discipline of art

history—style, perspective, periodization. Although useful measures of a period “spirit,”

ornament appeared to resist stabilization or absorption by a viewer. Simple and quotidian,

it also seemed irresistibly tactile and direct. In these qualities Alois Riegl, in his early book

on folk art, was to see the fundamental importance of ornament: its disavowal of purely

visual address, and its aesthetics of proliferation.128 Under Riegl’s influence art history

would reshape Wölfflin’s empathy model to suit new, modern categories of spectator-

ship: abstraction, simultaneity, distraction. Ornament’s horror vacui, its aversion to fixity

and localization, would be for Riegl (as for his astute reader, Benjamin) a potent model for

relating old art objects to the present as a whole.

As this chapter has tried to show, any ornament modeled and applied—at

least in the case of one print designer, Vredeman—depends precisely on its embroilment

with aesthetic processes, with a capacity to allow art and architectural design to refer

to themselves in the midst of specific contexts. In early modern Europe this was not

a decorative gesture towards aesthetic autonomy, but a marking of, say, architecture

or sculpture’s engagement with other kinds of art-making; to return to Wölfflin’s terms

one last time, ornament’s main effect was to manifest the link between work and world,

by probing the intermediary distance. The point, I have tried to suggest, is not to see

Vredeman’s source books as valuable only in terms of what gables, columns, or book

plates they gave rise to in the end, but in terms of how their repeatability shaped habits of
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mind. In northern Europe the subject matter of ornament was never clearly defined. The

unstable status of the “supplement,” the frame, the periphery—the ancient phenom-

enon of the parergon—was bolted to any artistic utterance Vredeman and his publishers

made.

Taken as images, then, Vredeman’s prints essay art-making as a kind of

grotesque. But what of art-beholding? Surely Vredeman said nothing outright in his

ornament books about viewing. Yet rather than glorify and insure our relation to the work,

as, say, a perspectival composition might do, the effect of his designs may be to disrupt

easy contiguity with anything beyond surface, to transform the space of the page into an

implicitly antagonistic field. This field seems to site us squarely, awkwardly, before the

grotesque prospect of “endless variations,” teeming like Jamnitzer’s florid schnacken

(Figure 3.1). And yet Vredeman also marks the way all art is set apart from the world, the

way all art creates room for the mundane by contrast.129 Isolated in print, Vredeman’s

curling designs overrun his borders and spindle outward, sheathing his floating

entablatures, or entrapping text itself. Confronted with the impermeable screens of his

variations, we are no longer the subject—we have become the supplement.
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Part Two

PERSPECTIVE AND EXILE





Chapter 4

The vanishing self

Except among heretics, all Western metaphysics has been peephole
metaphysics.

Theodor Adorno1

4.1

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Trompe l’Oeil

Doorway with Self

Portrait, 1595.

Formerly Danzig,

Rathaus,

(destroyed.) 
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On September 8, 1585, the Antwerp town council endorsed a “General Pardon”

for Protestant citizens living within the city walls. All non-adherents of “de oude, Catholi-

jcke, Apostolijcke, Roomische Religie” (the Old Apostolic Roman Catholic Religion) were

granted four years to leave Antwerp or convert.2 Now 60 years old, Hans Vredeman

de Vries did nothing. Soon afterwards, name was checked off as a practicing Catholic in

a neighborhood census document.3 He was paid the sum of eight stuivers and six

grosschen for re-housing a guild altarpiece dismantled by iconoclasts, and, in August

1586, he successfully petitioned the town council—now actively promulgating the

Inquisition—for back salary as a fortification engineer.4 Yet that autumn Vredeman left

Antwerp quietly and for good. That his flight may have been for religious reasons has

been suggested by the fact that he was joined by two militantly Lutheran painters from

his neighborhood, Lucas and Maarten van Valkenborch. The group left for Frankfurt am

Main, where Vredeman stopped en route at the Protestant court of Duke Julius of

Braunschweig-Lüneburg, moving on to Hamburg in October 1592, and then to the

port of Danzig, an officially Protestant free city. Only two years before, Danzig had

seen iconoclastic activity similar to that in Antwerp of 1566.5 There, Vredeman was

commissioned by the town council to decorate a meeting room in the town hall.

A trompe l’oeil from this Danzig period contains Vredeman’s only self-portait

(Figure 4.1).6 Completed around 1596, the panel covered a large corner door in the town

hall’s summer meeting chambers. The building was deliberately destroyed in 1945.7

Today, the work is known only from photographs. In it Vredeman appeared to paint

himself standing behind a fictional doorway on a thin wedge of tiled floor. His face,

compressed between a painted doorjamb and a stoop, stares outward from this false

corridor. Vredeman’s bulbous nose and bristled moustache catch the light from the front

room, as his body is illuminated from the back—he is shown literally retiring from the

front room and heading into an antechamber. A cartouche above the portal, first noted

by the art historian Eugeniusz Iwanoyko, reads “DISPICE”—“look through with rigor”—

an ingenious reference to the legal responsibilities of the Danzig Rat, who would have

met to hear cases in the painting’s very room.8

Self-portraits in Protestant spheres of Europe often pointed out the “made-

ness” of a devotional image. By inserting his face within a work, an artist rooted a picture

within a particular time, illustrating the idea that any vision of the miraculous always

sprang from a particular point of view.9 Vredeman’s Danzig inscription recalled a late

medieval definition of dispicio—“to keep wide the eyes,”10 even in the grainy repro-

duction, which we encounter now with our own knowledge of the painting’s twentieth-

century loss, Vredeman sees us first. Overturned is the visual hierarchy regarding who is

inside and who is outside the door, or where and to whom thresholds apply.11

In the first part of this book we saw how Vredeman de Vries’s engravings

of the 1560s pictured a new way of seeing and knowing the city, a way in which

Renaissance perspective came to eschew a role as simple container of narrative.

Vredeman’s most ambitious elaboration of this experiment, which this chapter and the

next will explore, would be his Perspective treatise of 1604–05, written and conceived

while Vredeman was away from Antwerp. The Perspective was published in The Hague
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and Leiden around 1604, where Vredeman settled after 13 years of wanderings to (apart

from Danzig) Wolfenbüttel-Braunschweig (1586–91), Hamburg (1591–94, 1598–99), and

Prague (1596–98).12 Van Mander claimed this exile period shaped—indeed defined—the

perspective book: Vredeman had “been busy with [it] (hebbende daer een doende

gheweest) since the siege of Antwerp, that is, between times.”13 To make sense of how

these interstitial travels affected his idiosyncratic take on what perspective was and did,

we need first to bring these itinerant years into focus.

*

Confessional travel

Before Danzig, the first destination Vredeman reached in 1586 was Wolfenbüttel, the

wealthy seat of the Duchy of Braunschweig-Lüneburg. He arrived in May 1587 bearing a

gift of Seville oranges for the duchess Hedwig, herself a keen gardener and amateur

botanist.14 The Duchy of Braunschweig had become a prosperous entrepôt for credit and

trade between the Baltic and the German hinterlands in the late fifteenth century.

Enriched by traffic in silver, iron, copper, zinc, and salt from lodes in the nearby Harz

mountains, it remained under the protection of the Schmalkaldic League, a loose

federation of Protestant territories formed in 1550. In this respect, its wealth (as was

formerly the situation in Antwerp) afforded it some socioeconomic latitude with regard to

Imperial religious decrees; Duke Julius, who had studied in the Netherlands in Leuven,

professed to be a Lutheran.15 As sovereign, the Duke was an energetic patron of the arts,

collecting books, manuscripts, and even authoring several plays in German himself.16

Julius also employed numerous engineers and artists from the Netherlands. The

carpenter Wouter van Elsmaer, Vredeman’s father-in-law, was, in fact, invited to

Wolfenbüttel in the 1570s, and the engineer William de Raedt, who helped with the new

fortifications in Antwerp, was hired in 1574 to oversee Julius’s new canals and bastions.

Wolfenbüttel, along with the Saxon towns of Küstrin and Dömitz, was also one of the

first planned cities in the region, and its expansion was in progress when Vredeman

arrived. This expansion consisted of two activities: reinforcing outside walls, and laying

out new sections of the town and gardens ex nihilo. On these tasks in Wolfenbüttel

Vredeman worked directly with de Raedt, and with Duke Julius himself. Here he began

to deploy the scenographic designs published by Hieronymus Cock as a way to lay out

real streets.

But why, after all, did Vredeman emigrate from Antwerp? Nineteenth-century

scholars assumed that his motivation was a devout Calvinism.17 While there is indeed

much in both Vredeman’s earlier rederijker presentations and the iconography of certain

paintings to suggest a certain Protestant sympathy (thus complicating the 1585 Antwerp

wijk document listing Vredeman as Catholic),18 his religious affiliation was probably more

complex, and his peregrinations, as Hessel Miedema has rightly stressed, were more

likely spurred by several factors in collusion rather than sheer confessional drive. A need
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for work, and compromised demand for services in Antwerp, all motivated his (like many

of his fellow artists’) decision to travel.19 But based upon some imagery of his 1562

refrein, and archival evidence, it is not improbable that Vredeman may have been at least

loosely affiliated with a Protestant sect known as the Family of Love, a mysterious group

which attracted intellectuals from Antwerp’s elite, including Christoffel Plantin, Justus

Lipsius, and, again, Abraham Ortelius.20

The Familists flourished in Friesland, Brabant, and England between

1550 and 1600. They preached a brand of mystical natural philosophy, which called for

the strict separation of mental and physical life. In the Netherlands Familist writings and

commentary centered on the teachings of Hendrik Niclaes (c.1501–80), a Frisian

preacher who was accused of everything from polygamy to theft, by Calvinists and

Church officials alike. Niclaes, or “H. N.” as he was known in his contraband publications

(Figure 4.2), taught that Christ’s life, rather than his crucifixion and resurrection, was the

basis for all religious mediation. Believers should therefore seek only the inner appre-

hension of God, and give no regard to outward forms of worship: “the whole outward

world is very great . . .,” went one adage from Niclaes’s Dicta of 1574, “but the inward

world is, without comparison, much greater, inwardly, on us.”21

Familists preached conformity to established religious practices while

secretly adhering to one’s true beliefs. This Nicodemism was both a survival tactic

and an extension of Niclaes’s own belief in the unique authority of inner spirit. Critics

accused Niclaes of advocating a complete disregard for earthly laws, of preaching the

impeccability (freedom from all sin) of all believers, and at one point charged him of

espousing adultery and property disinheritance.22 H. N.’s numerous books—many pub-

lished by Christoffel Plantin using a false colophon from Paris—were consequently

banned by both Reformed and Church authorities, and Niclaes, like many of his followers,

was constantly moving from place to place. Artists, and in particular printmakers, seem

to have been among groups who found Familist teachings attractive: Dirck Coornhert,

who worked as an engraver for Cock in the 1550s, was a militant believer, and Cornelis

Bos, who Vredeman knew, appears to have fled Antwerp in 1540 for his Familist

sympathies. In fact Bos’s unorthodox religious leanings have been used to explain his

interest in grotesques.23

It is doubtful that one or another confessionalism legislated Vredeman’s

work uniformly. The teachings of Niclaes, laid out in flowery prose in works like the Terra

Pacis (1562), urged, after all, a complete withdrawal from earthly pursuits. Godlike repre-

sentations, “anything Figurely or Imagelike,” were to be distrusted.24 Niclaes’s books,

however, consisted of pages filled with poems on peace and spiritual concord in words

which echo in some of Vredeman’s own poetry. One of the eight steps Niclaes outlined

towards knowing God in his 1553 Spiegel der Richtigkeit (The Glass of Righteousness)

was an embrace of “a life full of love, peace and wisdom”;25 a line which Vredeman

seems to have lifted for his 1562 refrein on “wisdom” itself, which, as he put it, was “full

of love, peace, and understanding.”26 This gesture can be seen as of a piece with his

earlier experience of architectural books: Vredeman might well have encountered

Familist works as he encountered Vitruvius in translation—as a youth in Friesland.
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4.2

Hendrik Niclaes, Cantica (1573), title page.

Koninklijke Bibliotheek, The Hague.
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Hendrick Niclaes was in fact living in Emden in the 1550s, around the time of Vredeman’s

apprenticeship in nearby Kollum.

While it is, of course, impossible to say anything about Vredeman’s religious

affiliation for certain, he likely had at least a passing knowledge of Familist tenets.

At the very least, Vredeman probably found it exegetically convenient to subscribe to

the same kind of Nicodemism espoused by the Familists as he moved, post-Antwerp,

from city to city and court to court. Less an explanation for his work, the Family of Love’s

insistence on rigid separation between inner and outer lives, and between spiritual

and bodily seeing, certainly complicates our understanding of his theory. Yet Niclaes’s

aversion to “anything figurely or Imagelike”—an attitude shared by certain Calvinists—

may, as we shall shortly see, have factored in Vredeman’s turn to architecture as an

independent theme of painting.

For religious refugees in the late sixteenth century, there were four main

destinations from Antwerp: the northern Netherlands, the Holy Roman Empire, and, to

a lesser extent, England and France. Holland and Zeeland claimed independence as a

Protestant polity in 1579 at the Union of Utrecht. Cities like Amsterdam and Middelburg

quickly became attractive destinations for artists, since they hosted wealthy Protestant

merchants who collected art. More than 375 foreign-born artists registered in guilds in

the province of Holland between 1585 and 1630.27 Like most immigrants, artists would

often alight at one town before moving on; the painter Jacob Savery, for example, left

Antwerp in 1585 and went to Haarlem, and then Amsterdam; Mechelen-born landscapist

Hans Bol stopped at Bergen-op-Zoom before traveling to Delft, and then Dordrecht.28

Many printers and publishers followed this course as well: in 1586 the well-connected

William Silvius and Christoffel Plantin moved from s’Hertogenbosch and Lannoy, and

then to Leiden and The Hague.29

German cities, linked to the Netherlands through trade, were equally recep-

tive to many émigrés of Vredeman’s stripe. From Antwerp, artists, architects, printers,

and sculptors went first to locales like Alkmaar or Amsterdam, and then eastward to try

to pay to join local guilds. The more fortunate artists found appointments at imperial

residences around Munich, Vienna, and Prague. The Wittelsbach family of dukes in

Bavaria recruited several Netherlanders to decorate their palace at Landshut, including

Friedrich Sustris and Pieter de Witte.30 Artists also went to Hanseatic free cities around

the Baltic Sea, such as Danzig, Riga, and Tallinn. Some of Cornelis Floris’s pupils—

probably more for work than for any religious reasons—went to Königsberg.31 Hamburg,

in particular, became a large magnet for Protestant Glaubensfluchten. By 1585, the city

was home to more than 2,000 refugees from the Netherlands, among them painters

such as Gillis Coignet.32

Other artists went inland, or far abroad. Frans Hogenberg, another print

designer, went to Cologne.33 At least two Flemish painters went to the Viceroyalty of

Peru in the 1580s.34 The landscapists Gillis van Coninxloo and Anton Mirou settled in the

Palatinate of Frankenthal, a protectorate for Calvinists founded around 1555.35 Several of

Cornelis Floris’s other sculptor-pupils left Antwerp for Pomerania: Robert Coppens went

to Schwerin, and Philip Brandin, who used Vredeman’s ornament books, began working
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in Wismar. England was an attractive haven as well; Hans Eworth, a portrait painter from

Antwerp, moved to London in the 1550s, and Cornelis Ketel, apparently a Mennonite,

worked in and around Cambridge between 1573 and 1581.36 When Vredeman and his

son Paul stopped in Frankfurt in 1586 they would have been joined by émigrés from

Antwerp like Hendrick van Steenwyck the Elder, who, under Vredeman’s guidance,

began to specialize in architectural painting.37 On his return trip to Frankfurt, Vredeman

may also have encountered Joris Hoefnagel and Jan Sadeler, who worked there in the

1590s as painters of naturalia.38 All traces of Vredeman’s work in Hamburg, however,

have been lost.39

Wolfenbüttel-Braunschweig: cutting and pasting

In the Wolfenbüttel archives Vredeman is listed as Bauwervalter or Bauwmeister

(building supervisor, engineer, or architect).40 At the time of Vredeman’s arrival, Duke

Julius was overseeing work on a pentagonal fortification plan enclosing a new section to

the north of the city. This had been drafted by the Brabant-trained Strasbourg architect,

Daniel Specklin, who had also designed buildings at Zevenbergen and Utrecht. Like

Vredeman, Specklin was trained as fortification engineer, and would later pen a treatise

dealing with military architecture.41 Specklin’s Architectura von Vestungen (Figure 4.3)

contained engravings of mountainous, fortified enclaves. His projects, like Vredeman’s

Architectura, were intended as designs not just for protection but for modernization, as

the full title of Specklin’s book implied.42 Along with the architect de Raedt, Vredeman

was entrusted with implementing a version of Specklin’s models in Wolfenbüttel, and

designing a new residential quarter known as the Heinrichstadt.43

There is reason to believe, as Barbara Uppenkamp has suggested, that

Wolfenbüttel’s still-extant geometric street design was based on Vredeman’s 1560 and

1562 print series published by Cock.44 Julius had been an avid collector of Netherlandish

books on architecture, geometry, anatomy, and perspective, and the ducal library he

helped found in 1572 (which would later become the Herzog-August Bibliothek) acquired

first editions of Vredeman city etchings (such as the Scenographiae) as early as 1565. On

April 16, 1574, the duke himself even presented his nine-year old son, Heinrich, with a set

of Vredeman’s etchings bound in vellum, which he inscribed as a birthday gift.45 These

etchings may have influenced Julius’s vision of a new Hofstadt; in 1588, Vredeman

was paid to create a sketch of a fortified gate akin to those near the terminus of his

Scenographiae perspectives.46 While the gate probably went unbuilt, Vredeman’s

involvement with the design of a chancellery building, dating to 1588 (which still stands

today off the Marktplatz in Wolfenbüttel), cannot be completely dismissed.47

In Wolfenbüttel Vredeman was paid to design rows of trellises in Hedwig’s

garden in 1588.48 He also worked on a rectangular design of a vanished Lustgarten near

the castle, and later consulted the duchess personally on the selection of plantings. The

gardens constituted one of the most extensive collections of flora in northern Europe,

and Vredeman’s parterres, ornamental configurations of plantings in rows, seem to have
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won compliments for permitting extensive displays.49 Hedwig’s garden contained local

plants such as artichokes, laurel trees, and rosemary bushes, as well as exotica like

cauliflower, maize, pepper and tulips; most of these were gifts from aristocratic neigh-

bors, and the duchess even maintained a considerable budget for purchasing specimens

from abroad.50

In the employ of the duke, Vredeman was commissioned to travel from

Wolfenbüttel to Bremen and Hamburg to study local defenses in June 1587.51 Upon his

return he executed an astonishing two-sided watercolor (Figure 4.4, Color Plate IV),

which described a project for a sluice and lock-system, intended to float timber.52 On the

recto of the Wolfenbüttel sheet Vredeman depicted a single mill for moving felled trees,

along with a handwritten explanation of its parts; he keyed each point to a sequence of

letters describing stages in the wood’s movement through a gate. “A,” for example,

marked the place in the left center of the image where the wood approaches the sluice,

“C” the stage where a side canal powered a water wheel opening a gate, while “E,” at

the far right, denoted the stage where, as Vredeman’s inscription presents it, “die holtz

flussen” (the wood floats on). The illustration format was derived from contemporary

4.3

Daniel Specklin,

Architectura von

Vestungen

(Strasbourg, 1589),

plate after fol. Yiiir.

Herzog-August

Bibliothek,

Wolfenbüttel.
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instrument books, and probably supplemented an oral presentation to the duke or fellow

engineers; the sluice-mill at the time was a relatively new invention.53

Vredeman’s small watercolor stuns today for its informality. The looseness of

the mill’s outline, the drawing’s ruddy ochres and mute blues contrast starkly with the

blacks and whites of his sketches for print. The calligraphic descriptions on the page were

added in a separate ink,54 and, overlaying the watercolor, offered Julius the possibility

to use the design in several different ways. The verso of the sheet (Figure 4.5) depicts

three alternative settings for the sluice’s implementation in horizontal bands: the top

incorporates an artificial lake, the middle a single canal, and the lower a second sluice

which joins two waterways of separate heights. The elaboration of several alternatives on

a single page, and the sheet’s period appellation in the Wolfenbüttel archives as “Apriss”

(sketch drawing or prècis) suggests the image was no definitive template, but part of a

planning sequence, one that Vredeman oversaw.55

Multiple designs for single engineering projects—combined on the same

page—were part of Vredeman’s work while still in Antwerp. A large paper sheet now in

the Stadsarchief, for example, used movable flaps to illustrate six different reconstruction

possibilities of the town citadel, all viewable atop the same plan (Figure 4.6).56 Vredeman

combined older city documents with designs he had drawn up, in one case literally

cutting up an old parchment and pasting in his drawn fragments.57 On other parts of the

plan, Vredeman collaged sheets, using them folded to set to scale the placement of

potential bastions and waterways. In designing the citadel, Vredeman thus relied upon

the same recombinatory aesthetic that characterized his column books. Similar to the

4.4

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Design for

Lock and Water-

mill, 1587.

Watercolor, 25.3 ×
35.3.

Niedersächsisches

Staatsarchiv,

Wolfenbüttel. 
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verso of the Wolfenbüttel drawing, the Antwerp plan juxtaposed a sequence of different

designs with one another. The watercolors were not so much “solutions” to technical

problems, however, as steps in the engineering process. But they were also about

architectural drawing—exploring a way to lay out and infoliate multiple renderings of the

same subject.

After Duke Julius died in 1589 in Wolfenbüttel, his son Heinrich dismissed

many older court hires. Vredeman quickly left for Braunschweig, a mere seven kilometers

away. He was apparently still in debt to his father-in-law, Wouter van Elsmaer, for several

hundred thalers. Van Elsmaer brought a suit against Vredeman in May 1590, apparently

forcing Vredeman to pay,58 though this did not prevent van Elsmaer from collaborating

with Vredeman on a Lutheran altarpiece painted in Braunschweig the next year.59 Along

with his son Paul, Hans Vredeman was in Hamburg by 1591. While where, according

to Van Mander, he painted a trompe l’oeil mural in the Peterskirche for Jacob Moor, a

wealthy jeweler. The painting was destroyed by fire in the nineteenth century, yet was

referred to as a doorsien, a “seeing-through,” in the Schilderboeck’s account.60 The

doorsien, a term Van Mander used in the Grondt, in this case described a life-sized

painting of architecture or a fictional corridor, similar to the prints Vredeman had begun to

produce in Antwerp. It is a term this chapter will return to shortly, as it quickly became a

type of work Vredeman made synonymous with himself.

4.5

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Three

Scenarios for

Implementation of

Lock and Water-

mill. 1587.

Watercolor, 25.3 ×
35.3.

Niedersächsisches

Staatsarchiv,

Wolfenbüttel. 
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Danzig: the visible church

In the summer of 1592, Vredeman accepted an invitation from the Danzig town council to

serve as city Festungbaumeister.61 Danzig was an officially Calvinist Freistadt, having paid

the Prussian crown 100,000 zlotys in 1557 to guarantee religious freedom for a large

population of bankers and shipbuilders.62 As a Protestant bullwark against Swedish-

Catholic forces on the Baltic coast, the prosperous Hanseatic city had been heavily bom-

barded as recently as 1577, and the city council was eager to expand and develop the

city’s defenses; as in Wolfenbüttel, numerous engineers from Italy and the Netherlands

were recruited. Frederick Vroom, Peter Jansen, and the Bruges mathematician Simon

Stevin (who, in 1605, would publish a textbook on perspective to rival Vredeman’s) all

worked in Danzig in the 1590s.63 Although enlisted as fortification overseer for a year,

Vredeman was apparently released, abruptly, on May 26, 1593.64 Plans for new bastions

designed by his fellow engineer Anton von Oppbergen were, after much discussion in

the council, chosen over those Vredeman had produced, being “not as wide, tall, and

elaborate” (nichts so groß, hoch, und weitleuffig) and hence cheaper to build.65 In

October, Vredeman demanded compensation for his trouble, which he received.66 With

his wife and son he stayed on, even signing a petition in May 1592, along with 28 local

artists, asking the town council, unsuccessfully, to form a painters’ guild.67

4.6

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Five Designs

for the

Incorporation of the

Spanish Citadel at

Antwerp into the

City Walls, c. 1577–

78. Ink and pencil

with wash, 44.2 ×
59.5.

Stadarchief,

Antwerp.
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Hans was given work as a painter in Danzig until around 1596. He produced a

handful of church interior paintings for Protestant clients in the city, which, debatably,

initiated the specialty of the whitewashed church nave as an independent pictorial

subject. A signed panel by Vredeman from this period, formerly with a dealer in Münster,

is dated 1594 (Figure 4.7).68 The painting looks forward to the church interior theme

Pieter Saenredam would adopt in the seventeenth-century Dutch Republic. The empty

Gothic nave is scoured of all but the barest decoration, with arcades cleared and

old wall decorations covered over, and hosts only a baptismal font, whitewashed

tracery, and untouched stained glass. It is hardly coincidental that the space, bereft

of any congregants, recalls the black and white properties of a print: based on

Vredeman’s Scenographiae engravings of 1560, the panel may itself have functioned

as a modello to be copied by local students. We know that the mysterious Hendrick

Aerts, for example, a native of Mechelen, apprenticed with Vredeman in Danzig, and later

became a specialist in architectural pictures on the basis of such work. Three of Danzig’s

churches had, in fact, withstood Calvinist iconoclasm in 1590, just prior to Vredeman’s

arrival.69

Panels like the Münster piece have been associated with a specifically

Calvinist aesthetic of visual purity, of an attempt—it has been argued—to eulogize the

(unpictureable) Reformed idea of community.70 Calvin’s exordiums frequently invoked

architectural imagery: “. . . the face of the church comes forth and becomes visible to our

eyes,” claimed Book IV of the Institutes (1536), “. . . wherever we see the Word of god

preached and heard . . . there, it cannot be discounted, a church of God exists.”71 By

teaching that the church was within the hearts of every true believer who heard the Word,
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Calvin implied the importance of the church as an idea, just as he resisted the localizing

effect of any site-specific religious architecture:

. . . the days themselves, the hours, the structure of the places of worship . . .

are matters of no importance . . . for it will never happen that the same thing

will please all if matters are regarded as indifferent and left to individual

choice.72

For iconoclasts, the holy image affixed divinity to some material, thereby marginalizing

certain beholders. It was, they maintained, the bare church which became the means

to apprehend the divine. Read this way, painted views of a church’s emptiness—as in

Vredeman’s Danzig panel—come to symbolize, in effect, precisely that indeterminacy of

reference many Protestant theologians associated with any fashioned image. Empty

architectures can always communicate on their own; yet what they communicate, in an

ostensibly Calvinist way, is a forceful lack, an indeterminacy of signification outside of

themselves. Perhaps this is why the terms used by art historians to describe the Danzig

picture—and Netherlandish architectural painting as a whole—often seem so unsatisfac-

tory; terms like “clarity,” “purity,” “emptiness,” and even “perspective” are deliberately

accurate in their hollowness—they, quite literally, mean nothing.73

Michael Montias has demonstrated that church interiors from the Dutch

Republic appeared in the collections of Calvinists more frequently than that of Catholics

by a factor of four to one.74 Given such a rubric, church interiors’ abrogation of signs

might itself take on signification. Vredeman’s aestheticization of a bare nave in Danzig,

painted under duress, seems to offer a new kind of religious picture, with Calvinist

“austerity” now betokened by whitewashed walls. Perspective—which makes “visible

to our eyes” the church view to which it is introduced—becomes a cipher for an inner

knowledge that should not, and cannot, be given fixed representation. In a Reformed

setting perspective becomes an emblem of the limitations, rather than the powers, of

human sight alone.

Prague: passages at court

As recompense for the unused bastion plans in Danzig, in spring of 1594 both Hans and

Paul Vredeman were put to work on decorations for the summer chamber of the town

hall. There they completed a cycle of seven allegorical canvases, all of which survive, and

an oval ceiling painting, which has been lost. The Danzig Rat seems not to have been

exceptionally pleased with the latter work, and had it painted over as early as 1611.75

During work on this large ceiling in 1594, Paul apparently fell from some scaffolding and

was treated by the town’s barber-surgeon; the civic council bore the cost.76

Both Hans and Paul were gone from Danzig by December 1596. Paul

apparently went directly to Prague, while Hans returned to Hamburg once again, where

he decorated the house of a wealthy Antwerp émigré, a confectioner named Hans
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Lommel. Nineteenth-century accounts of the Hamburg works detail the paintings as

frescoes of illusionistic vistas and grotesques.77 Yet these frescoes, too, have been lost.

With his move away from Danzig, Hans de Vredeman gave up fortification engineering

once and for all to concentrate on a specific type of interior mural the previous town

hall trompe l’oeil (Figure 4.1) had hinted at, and which Van Mander’s account credited

Vredeman and his son with inventing: the so-called perspects.

Rudolf II’s glittering court in Prague, which emerged as the relatively tolerant

seat of the Holy Roman Empire after 1583, became the end destination for many

expatriate Netherlanders after the fall of Antwerp, whether by invitation or entreaties.78

The draughtsman Aegidius Sadeler, for example, reached the Bohemian capital after

short stays in Cologne, Mainz, and Frankfurt. Bartholomeus Spranger, Peter Stevens and

Otto van Veen also won appointments by the late 1590s, and were in residence

when Vredeman and his son arrived in 1596. Emperor Rudolf II (1552–1612), grandson

of Charles V, had moved the court of the Holy Roman Empire to Prague from Vienna

in 1576. The castle he expanded atop the Hradčany became an artistic colony, a site

of scientific experiment, and an enormous repository of art: Van Mander described it

housing “a remarkable number of outstanding and precious, unusual and priceless

works.”79

Prague had long been renowned for the small-scale production of painting,

sculpture, woodwork, and scientific instruments. With Rudolf, it acquired a sprawling

collection of books and prints, much in the tradition of other “Austrian” Hapsburg

residences like Schloss Ambras in the Tyrol, decorated under Rudolf’s uncle Archduke

Ferdinand II.80 The situation in the arts in Rudolf’s Prague, however, differed from

other court centers in two important respects; first, the scale on which collecting and

patronage was carried out was infinitely larger, and, second, painting in particular was

allotted special status. On April 27, 1595, the year before Vredeman’s arrival, Rudolf had

issued a Letter of Majesty (Dekret) asserting the exceptionality of the Prague painters’

guild, claiming that “because [members’] art and mastery is different from other handi-

crafts . . . it shall no longer be regarded or described as a craft by anybody.”81 While

ostensibly an elevation of painting’s status as an art, on a more practical level the imperial

decree’s formation of an official “brotherhood” at the Hradčany, as Lubomír Komecký has

argued, actually damaged the situation for most artists in the city.82 Most high-ranking

painters—Hans von Aachen, Bartholomeus Spranger, and Peter Stevens—were exempt

from guild restrictions anyway, as employees of the court. Rudolf’s gesture simply

empowered the intellectual status of painting, and in essence made court art the only

pursuit in which painters could actively compete without the protection of guilds. In 1603,

guild representatives even complained to Rudolf that “emancipation” helped them little

in terms of support, since they could in no way vie with court artists for large commis-

sions on an open market.83

The court at Prague castle, professionally and topographically elevated

from the rest of the city, thus became the real center for any innovation in painting or

architecture. By the time of Vredeman’s arrival, Hans Hoffman, Joris Hoefnagel, and

Guiseppe Arcimboldo—the first great generation of artists supported by Rudolf—had
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either died or moved on, and a new group of painters and sculptors, among them many

Netherlanders, now dominated the court: Hans van Aachen, Joseph Heintz, Adrien de

Vries, Aegedis Sadeler, Bartholomeus Spranger, and Dirck Quade van Ravensteyn.84

Spranger had been ennobled in 1588.85

Hans and Paul Vredeman collaborated directly with Spranger and Heintz on an

altarpiece, and worked with van Ravensteyn on four large architectural canvases which

survive today in Vienna, the first of which is signed and dated 1596 (Figure 4.8).86 These

works’ production was reportedly overseen by the emperor; Van Mander writes that

Rudolf actually “came to watch [Paul] painting,” a nod to the legend of Alexander in

Apelles’s studio, but apparently a not-uncommon practice in Prague.87 These archi-

tectural canvases were listed in an inventory of 1610–19 as “4 stukh perspectiff

von Pauln De Phyrss,”88 indicating that they were in imperial collections which had

been moved back to Vienna after Rudolf’s death. Three bear Hans’s as well as Paul’s

monogram. The first canvas shows an elaborate terrace and colonnade leading to a

garden and mountainous landscape. The central vault with a balustrade and two obelisks

is almost an exact copy of the ephemeral arch forms of Vredeman’s earlier Antwerp

triumphal entry decorations and the rederijker stage (Figure 2.15). The latticework

palace, in deep perspective, also hosts banquet tables, lute players, and an assortment of
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wildlife. Pelicans, peacocks, and turkeys roam throughout the palace amongst elaborately

garbed courtiers, apparently added by Ravensteyn.

Lothar and Sigfried Dittrich have suggested that this painting’s strangely

encyclopedic combination of imagery articulated an imperial iconography of the world:

nature and society collected, ordered and mingled under the aegis of the court.89 In

this light, the naturalia’s cohabitation with human staffage becomes a model for

an aristocratic utopia; by the late sixteenth century, this kind of specifically courtly

imagery for peaceful gardens of love, and for the genre of so-called “merry-companies,”

increasingly enfolded Biblical didacticism into allegories drawn from all strata of human

life.90

One telling inclusion in a painting from the Prague cycle (Figure 4.8),

however, was a small monkey, a common court pet, which appears beneath the

colonnades’ inner archway at far left. The crouching ape, an antique emblem of ars simia,

likely alluded here not just to mimesis, but also to the specific situation at Prague. Here

Vredeman’s representational skills would have jostled, unprotected by a guild, with

others for status; as Martin Warnke has written of hof culture: “Probably the most

important effect of moving to court was that the artist had to prove himself irreplace-

able,”91 In the Vienna work, one of the first paintings executed upon arrival in Prague, the

Vredemans and Ravensteyn thus offered the emperor a quiet assertion of their own

collaborative uniqueness among what must have been a stupefying array of competitors;

their art, in a literal sense, is capable not just of aping hof life, but, more impressively,

can “make” the court itself. Courtiers—like Vredeman’s staffage—are completely

interchangeable.

Prague would have supplied a daunting climate for any working artist. Rudolf’s

enormous royal collection and the separate kunstkammer, which by 1597 contained

close to 3,000 objects, was probably the only large-scale repository of freestanding panel

and canvas paintings Vredeman saw in his life. By the later 1590s, Rudolf’s galleries

contained works by Parmaginino, Titian, Correggio, and Dossi, as well as altarpieces by

Dürer and Cranach, Pieter Bruegel the Elder’s Months cycle and his large Tower of Babel.

Eliška Fucíková has shown that one of the most important side functions of Rudolf’s

galleries was as a study collection,92 and, to be sure, Vredeman, as Van Mander notes,

painted his own Tower of Babel not long after leaving Prague in 1598.93 Paul, for his part,

seems to have worked directly with the paintings in Rudolf’s galleries; by spring or early

summer of 1596, he was completing decorations for a so-called “Spanish Room,”

a Galeriesaal on the north side of the castle where Rudolf eventually hung part of his

paintings collection.94 On the ceiling of this room Paul and Hans apparently stretched an

enormous canvas showing illusory vaulting.95 In February 1599, the officers of the Prague

painters guild advised that Paul be paid 980 Bohemian schocken for the piece, “a work

painted in oils and called a perspective,” done in Rudolf’s summer study adjacent to the

new gallery.96

Vredeman père seems to have worked as a garden designer and an interior

decorator in Prague. In 1598, Hans was paid for “inventing” drawings of seven water

fountains, which earned him 85 thalers in total. Metal structures similar to these
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fountains were still standing in the Prague gardens in 1794.97 Hans also appears to have

designed a series of passageways in the south part of the Prague castle, “rooms which

permitted [the emperor] to roam throughout the court concealed, without having to be

seen,”98 reported Van Mander. Interestingly, these corridors connected Rudolf’s private

apartments to the kunstkammer itself.99 Although gone today, the mysterious structures

were described by the French traveler, Jacques Esprinchard, on his visit to Prague in

1598:

The emperor has great covered galleries in his castle through which he can go

where he will, even into his gardens and the playing court, without being seen

by anyone: to reach the gardens one passes over a large covered bridge which

is above the deep moats of the castle . . .100

If the trompe l’oeil of Vredeman’s earlier paintings was any indication, these tunnel

structures, if they ever existed in any concrete sense, would have resembled small

passageways embedded in the walls and the periphery of the castle; Rudolf’s uncle Philip

II, whom he visited in Spain as a youth around 1561, installed a system of secret tunnels

in the Escorial, which a courtier once described as “a long twisting passage, somewhat

dark” near Phillip’s personal quarters.101 Rudolf could have seen such a passageway

during the Escorial’s construction on his trip.

In Prague such passages’ routing near the imperial collections is itself,

perhaps, significant in light of the arguments Thomas da Costa Kaufmann has made

regarding Prague patronage of the arts.102 As Kaufmann convincingly suggests, Rudolf’s

magnificent collections of sculpture, books, scientific instruments, minerals, jewels, and

paintings represented a microcosm of his rule; to privileged visitors these objects’

arrangement in a kunst- and wunderkammer symbolized imperial power over the worldly

sphere. It was a realm mastered and ordered through mediating entities, from different

schemes of classification to alchemical symbolism and the writings of the ancients on

art. Moving invisibly through Vredeman’s hidden passages, then, Rudolf would have

let assembled curiosa, and his art collection, express his symbolic power to visitors and

keep his own body out of sight. His withdrawal from the fixed spaces of his castle foisted

unprecedented responsibility upon art to express his reign. In this respect, Vredeman’s

tunnel designs may have abetted a quixotic program of imperial representation, conceal-

ing the emperor’s “body” in order to permit his possessions alone to construct a royal

image.

Sometime in 1598, Vredeman left Prague, stopping briefly again in Hamburg.

Then, for the first time since his twenties, he returned to Amsterdam. By this time the city

was the bustling commercial center of the Province of Holland, and home to many

declaredly Protestant art collectors. Hans was listed in the Amsterdam archives as

“architekt,” and, in April 1601, attended his son Paul’s marriage to Mayken Godelet. All

three were residing in the Hoogstraat soon after.103 It seems likely Hans Vredeman then

spent the next three years designing illustrations and writing text for the large book of

engravings that would appear in 1604–05, the Perspective, before launching the failed bid
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for a professorship at Leiden in February 1604. Around a dozen architectural paintings and

some watercolors date from this Amsterdam period, usually made in collaboration with

Paul Vredeman.104 For these, Vredeman adhered to the Prague and Danzig formulas of

court interior paintings, as in the strange, undated canvas now in Mönchengladbach

(Figure 4.9)105 The single recessive colonnade probably gives some indication of what

the last trompe l’oeils at Hamburg and Prague may have looked like.106 Whether or

not Hans relied directly on paintings or sketches like this for the Perspective book

remains unknown.107 What seems clear, however, is that by 1600 the novel experiment

of Vredeman’s paintings, based on the counterfeiting of distance, and of space real

and fictive, he worked on at Prague and Danzig, had established a painted specialty.

Vredeman had solidified the way “perspectives” could effect more than illusion, and

make concealment a signature style.

Vredeman in the Schilderboeck

Of Vredeman’s days in Prague, Hamburg, Danzig, and Wolfenbüttel, many details remain

uncertain. What is known relies to a large extent on Van Mander’s Schilderboeck,

published in 1603–04 (Figure 4.10). This biography of Vredeman has itself become a

trope for the power of Dutch mimesis to attract and delight viewers of authority in cities
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or at court.108 Hessel Miedema has posed Vredeman’s “Life” as part of Van Mander’s

project to align Netherlandish accomplishments in counterfeit architecture with Italian

ones;109 Celeste Brusati, on the other hand, has taken Vredeman’s vita as a testament

to the Schilderboeck’s specifically Dutch interest in “the illusionistic possibilities of
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painting.”110 Jürgen Müller has read Van Mander’s account as a condemnation of brute

illusionism, in which “perspective work,” in its disavowal of narrative, represents the

coarsest departure from Italian historiae.111 Walter Melion, on the other hand, describes

Van Mander’s account as a self-referential meditation upon painting’s uniqueness. In the

Lives, Melion claims, “de Vries and his successors strive to elide representation into

nature herself, eliminating the threshold between the image and its referent.”112

To be sure, in Van Mander’s text, as in the Danzig self-portrait from 1595

(Figure 4.1), the pictorial abrogation of thresholds becomes, paradoxically, the manner

in which Vredeman distinguishes himself. In fact, it is in a preamble to Vredeman’s Life

that Van Mander likens the artist to a modern-day Parrhasius, who “had an astonishingly

high opinion of his art, was immoderately ambitious and prided himself on his skill,”113

manifesting this skill, as Parrhasius had done, through mimicry. The Parrhasius legend,

wherein a curtain is feigned to fool Zeuxis, imagined an art so powerful it deceives

not just nature but another outstanding artist. More broadly, the tale allegorized the

capability of painting to overwrite its own boundaries. As Van Mander presents it in the

Schilderboeck, Vredeman’s apparent mastery of backgrounds, like Parrhasius’s, pushes

his craft forward from other artists. These illusionistic performances are recapitulated in

Van Mander’s own repetitive and excessive description of the counterfeiting practices

themselves—as with myth, this retelling becomes in itself a conduit to art theory of the

past.114

But what does the Schilderboeck say about Vredeman himself, about the role

of his biography in his pictures? Van Mander describes several Vredeman mural paintings

that have been lost. Of his Antwerp period, for example, the Schilderboeck details a

work made in the palace of William the Silent, probably around 1580: “Vries made a large

perspective [Perspect] looking like a view into [doorsien] a garden . . . later some German

noblemen as well as the Prince of Orange were deceived, thinking it to be real building

with a view [doorsie].”115 Similar works appear elsewhere in Vredeman’s Life. For

example, Van Mander describes a commission executed for a chapel in the Hamburg

cathedral:

[Vredeman] went to Hamburg where, among other things, he painted an

epitaph in a chapel of St. Peters church for a jeweler, Jacob Moor—a large

perspective [een groot Perspectijf] in which Christ treads the Devil, Death,

and Hell under foot. Underneath these are two half-open doors, about which

many bets were made [daer veel om wort werwedt], for behind these one

sees, or saw, a landing leading to a stairway. Among other men a Polish

Wewode, or Duke, the loftiest steward to the king, is supposed to have bet a

thousand Polish guilders that it was really an open door. Others bet a round of

beer, a ton of butter, and the like; those who lost the bet cursed the painter’s

hands.116

Not only is the length, detail, and anecdotal scrutiny paid to this mythical painting remark-

able within the context of the Lives, but the effects the paintings stimulated in viewers
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are relayed with unusual vivacity. In the Moor story there is wit, intrigue, gambling, the

threat of violence, and above all, a rare appearance in the Schilderboeck of the

term “Perspectijf” to denote a painting genre. The equally rare variant of it, the familiar

“doorsien,” appears soon after in an account of another lost Vredeman work. Again in

Hamburg, Vredeman

made a small gallery in a garden for Hans Lommel, with a view into [doorsien]

greenery; directly opposite the gallery, in the same garden he painted upon a

wooden fence a prospect of an open door showing a pond with swans . . . it

was viewed with astonishment by many.117

The astonishment (vewonderen) aroused by the lost painting was again a function of its

architectural effects. Notable, too, is the use of illusionistic painting to depict a view

outside. Finally, in Prague, a third work described in the Schilderboeck elicited this

response. Vredeman executed large oak shutters for a collaborative altarpiece made by

three other artists: Bartholomeus Spranger, Hans van Aachen, and Joseph Heintz. Two

wings of this work, the sole components executed by Vredeman, survive in Vienna

(Figure 4.11), bearing a date of 1598 and Vredeman’s signature, noting his age as

72.118 A seam between the two doors of the altarpiece splits an architectural

recession with an Annunciation, with figures of Gabriel and the Virgin by Hans van

Aachen.119 The scene’s subject—Gabriel’s act underscored by the “heralding” capacity

of linear perspective itself120—unfolds across two wings, but is almost submerged in

Vredeman’s recessive architecture. Remarkably, the Schilderboeck details how the work

was made:

Vries painted a perspective [Perspect] onto the outside, to which end he

first had the doors smoothed flat, then, next to the join where they closed, he

placed a rectangular column so that the join is invisible; the emperor was

much astonished with this.121

Indeed, the revelatory theme of the shutter’s istoriae is complemented by Vredeman’s

own perspective structure, which “reveals” the subject to the viewers. The effect was

still similar, in Van Mander’s account, to one final work executed by Paul:

. . . a perspective [Perspect] in [a] small hall showing an open gallery leading

into a garden with a fountain; the Emperor, as if mistaken, often went to walk

through it.122

There are different terms in all four passages to describe the paintings: “doorsien,”

“perspect,” and “Perspectief,”123 which allude collectively to a type of illusionistic

canvas, as well as to a specific category of painted thing. All produce the effect of sur-

prising—or winning sponsorship from—men of power: Rudolf II, William of Orange, Polish

dukes, wealthy bourgeois like Moor and Hans Lommel. The accounts of the paintings,
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like many in the Schilderboeck, rely upon instances of secondary performance in

beholders: paintings dupe (as in the betting of butter and beer), arouse good-natured

astonishment or resentment (“cursed the painter’s hands”) or, in the case of Rudolf and

the false passage, physically impede movement through space. Vredeman’s paintings,
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that is, are activated through their revelation as fictions.124 Pliny’s dictum ars adeo latet

arte sua—true art conceals art—thus emerges as the lesson of Vredeman’s biography.

Yet if we consider where these descriptions from the Schilderboeck came

from, a further mystery appears. Karel Van Mander, for one, never visited Prague.125 As

Henri Greve noted in his 1903 study of the Schilderboeck’s sources, the Lives were

drafted on the basis of information gleaned through interviews, visits to collections, and,

above all, letters.126 Van Mander frequently referred to such correspondence in his work,

particularly in cases where letters went unanswered: the painter Marcus Gheeraerts’

son, to whom Van Mander sent inquiries, “did not think it his responsibility to write

[te schrijven] anything honorable about his father.”127 Of Heinrich Aldegrever, Van Mander

laments that he had little to report, since he had written to the town and to Aldegrever’s

descendants, yet “waited so long in vain, for full information . . .”128 Still later, Van

Mander, in the Netherlandish Lives, complains that he has not received written answers

sent to the hometowns of Hans Holbein and Crispijn van den Broek.129 However, Van

Mander must have received letters that he eventually used. Indeed, in case of Cornelis

Ketel, whose biography is inexplicably the second longest and most detailed life in the

Netherlandish Lives, Van Mander seems to have copied from a letter directly.130 The letter

practice explains the presence of so much detailed information in the Schilderboeck

about artists Van Mander could not have met, about artworks in cities he never visited,

and the details rendered in a prose style—as Paul Taylor has suggested—that was not

his own.131

The Schilderboeck texts were thus always authored by Van Mander alone.132

Indeed, in his introduction Van Mander admits that he copied from an expanded version

of Vasari’s Vite for information about several older artists—most probably the 1568

edition that included a small section on Netherlandish painters.133 And, like Vasari,

Van Mander frequently manipulated established biographical conventions to champion

local accomplishments in painting. A key element in this critical program, as with the

Zeuxis and Parrhasius myth in Vredeman’s Life, was the use of anecdote.134 And yet

classical topoi aside, there remains a scrupulousness about the factual details of many

lives in the Schilderboeck which points beyond simple rhetorical overture, or a pat slotting

of local hero into Italian modes of biography. Of the Danzig paintings by Vredeman, for

example, Van Mander devotes more than 20 lines to specific iconographic details, even

though he never visited the city. The same is true of Vredeman’s paintings for Lommel

and Moor in Hamburg. Van Mander seems to have taken his information from a second

source.

More than likely, this source was a letter, one written by Hans Vredeman

himself. There are, for example, flashes of unusual prose or diction elsewhere in the

Schilderboeck, which, as in Vredeman’s Life, suggest the presence of another hand.

Describing a church interior by Hendrick Steenwyck the Elder, Van Mander deploys the

conventional term “Perspective,”135 yet in Vredeman’s life the word “Perspect” suddenly

appears, and then vanishes for the rest of the Netherlandish Lives.136 In fact, “Perspect”

occurs six times in Vredeman’s own biography, yet in no other section of the Nether-

landish painters.137 Although Van Mander used “Perspectief,” for example, in the Italian
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section of the Lives to describe views of architecture by Piero della Francesca,138 he

adopts “Perspect” only to describe Vredeman’s illusionistic paintings of architecture. Is

this just because of the peculiar character of Vredeman’s art? Similar interiors, or fictional

views by other architectural painters like the Neffs, are mentioned, yet with different

diction entirely—they are often “metselrye,” or even “architecktur.”

This switching occurs specifically with the term doorsien.139 Doorsien is an

exceptionally uncommon word in print before the early seventeenth century.140 In the

whole of the Netherlandish section of the Schilderboeck the term (derived loosely from

Durchsehung—a seeing-through—a word used by Dürer and his copyists that we will

examine in the next chapter) is used only twice: once to describe a Hans Vredeman

painting for Lommel in Hamburg, and subsequently to describe a lost Mercury and

Psyche by Bartholomeus Spranger from around 1587.141 Whereas in the Grondt Van

Mander used the term “insien” (a looking-into) as a synonym for doorsien (a looking-

through), insien appears nowhere in Vredeman’s Life. Vredeman’s Perspective tract of

1604–05, which uses doorsien in its very title, was, in fact, published within months of the

Schilderboeck (as Van Mander describes seeing the book). Doorsien then suddenly

appears in two significant places around 1604: Chapter II of Van Mander’s Grondt,

published in July 1604, and Vredeman’s Perspective treatise, published earlier that

year.142

This matters, since the term doorsien is used only to describe two bodies of

work in the Netherlandish section of the Schilderboeck: Bartholomeus Spranger’s art

and Vredeman’s paintings; “doorsiende,” a variant term is, in fact, unique to the life of

Vredeman.143 Why is this? Although Spranger and Karel Van Mander worked together in

Vienna in 1577, Spranger went alone to Prague while Van Mander stayed in Vienna, and

thus had to rely on secondary sources for information about Prague. Van Mander, as we

have seen, praised Prague’s art collections effusively. But of all the Prague paintings Van

Mander mentions by name in his Netherlandish Lives, only a handful appear to have been

hung in the imperial collection itself and not in the Kunstkammer, a chamber invisible

to all but privileged guests like Spranger, who was officially a valet de chambre. Strangely

enough, among the few works Van Mander mentions at Prague were a Dürer altarpiece,

some Sprangers, and an architectural composition by Vredeman.144 Spranger’s life is

among the longest in the Netherlandish Levens, but concentrates almost exclusively on

his early career, focusing chiefly on works made before Van Mander and Spranger parted

in Vienna. In fact, the only later works by Spranger Van Mander knows of at Prague are

paintings that hung in public places, like a Mercury and Psyche. This suggests that Van

Mander’s information about Prague probably came not from Spranger himself (in which

case he doubtless would have mentioned the dozens of paintings done for and treasured

by Rudolf) but from another source who had only limited access to the galleries, and who

was able to describe specific Spranger works in detail. This person could well have been

Vredeman, who could have spoken to, or, as seems likely, written to Van Mander about

Spranger, including information simultaneously about his own life and that of another

artist. Since “Doorsien” was used in the Schilderboeck only to describe Vredeman’s

work and Spranger’s Mercury and Psyche, information about Rudolf’s court probably
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came from a single source. It could easily have been a communication by Vredeman that

furnished Van Mander with his information about Spranger’s time in Prague.

Hessel Miedema has noted that Van Mander “does not appear to have

actually seen any painting by [Vredeman],”145 and that he “does not seem to have been

much interested in iconography.”146 Yet consider this description of the painting cycle at

the Danzig Rathaus, where Vredeman installed his self-portrait (Figure 4.1) and which Van

Mander, we recall, had never visited:

In the new council chamber there are eight perspective pieces by [Hans] with

representations of government. Firstly Justicia and Injusticia. Secondly Con-

silium. Thirdly Pietas, in a modern temple. Fourthly Concordia. Fifthly Libertas.

Sixthly Constantia. Seventh the Final Judgment. The eighth is a piece which in

summer is placed in a fireplace with a perspective [Perspect] of an arch upon

which, on steps, sits Reason, with a dog from life representing Faith. These

hold Discordia, Seditio, Traditio, Calumnia Falsa, Invidia and all evil ravings

captive within . . .147

Even if such information was dictated to Van Mander, its detail suggests a relatively

unedited version of Vredeman’s own experience. The actual place the Schilderboeck

seems to have been written was Zevenbergen castle, north of Haarlem, in 1603.148 Since

Vredeman was living in Amsterdam at this time, a mere seven kilometers away, a

meeting between Van Mander and Vredeman almost certainly occurred. And while Van

Mander could have obtained many details in conversation, there is a specificity else-

where in the account (“a canvas two hundred feet long and eighty across”),149 which

gives the sense of a written account. More significant in Vredeman’s Life is the sudden

appearance (and disappearance) of words like doorsien and Perspect, which are found

nowhere else in the Schilderboeck.150 The unusual terms for such a significant subject

point strongly to the presence of a writing hand that was not Van Mander’s own.

I believe that, letter or not, there is much to support the idea that the bulk of

Vredeman’s biography in the Schilderboeck was written by Vredeman. While Greve’s

interview scenario explains for the wealth of detail in descriptions, it accounts awkwardly

for the inclusion of strange terms like doorsien in Vredeman’s life. Vredeman, we recall,

had used the term in the title of his Perspective tract. The text we now recognize as Van

Mander’s biography of the artist in the Schilderboeck was most probably a collaborative

autobiography, largely scripted by Hans Vredeman de Vries himself.

In the Schilderboeck account, to be sure, Van Mander appended the short

preamble on Zeuxis and Parrhasius to Vredeman’s Life. He may also have written the

account of Vredeman’s early career, as he elsewhere claims to have worked in the

Antwerp guild records and demonstrates familiarity with engravings by Hieronymus

Cock.151 But I agree with Paul Taylor’s reminder that “when Van Mander sat down to write

a life . . . he sometimes had a letter before him; the letter could be long, with little need

of editing.”152 If Vredeman did furnish such a document, it was not just via a wealth of

detail of his travels throughout northern Europe that he distinguished himself. Rather—
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significantly—it was through the particular uses of the terms Perspect and doorsien—

types of pictures that he aligned with his whole output. Vredeman would have inserted

into the Schilderboeck two words that made his specialty stand out as unique, on the

basis of his extensive travels. The elderly Vredeman would have included the terms not

just to isolate his work linguistically among the other lives, but to set his architectural

paintings, as Perspects, apart from more conventional perspectives known to

contemporaries.

Surely, the irony of using a term of dissimulation to distinguish oneself would

have redoubled a project of self-promotion on Vredeman’s part. Whatever his religious

sympathies, Vredeman’s gesture bespeaks a certain Nicodemist sensibility, where

dissemblance becomes not just a means of survival, but a shrewd way to find work.153 As

with Rudolf’s secret passages, or the lost Self-Portrait from Danzig with which this

chapter began, the effect of Vredeman’s autobiography would have been to insist upon a

specific kind of relationship between his painting and beholders, a relationship steeped

not just in tricksterism or wonder, but in the antique precedent of Parrhasius. Linguistic-

ally and biographically, Vredeman’s Perspect functioned to set his work apart from that

of his competitors, living and dead. Reversing the expectation of autobiography,

Vredeman’s vita in the Schilderboeck constructs a life, post facto, through art.

*

This was, of course, precisely the ingenuity of presenting one’s portrait image as a

trompe l’oeil (Figure 4.1). The vanished painting from Danzig was a signature of Vrede-

man’s ability to restage his own form. The disappearance of the Perspects from Danzig

and Prague in our own day, victims of various twentieth-century iconoclasms, may in

some strange way be thus compensated for, even mandated by, Vredeman’s own

pictorial strategy—a strategy, this chapter has argued, which banks on a period idea of

loss. So full of art as to seem actual, the trompe l’oeil image is nominally indistinguishable

from surroundings as mundane as a wall, a door, or a hallway. Representation, inter-

vening between copy and prototype, spills forth in the Schilderboeck as the “fictional”

door is opened, the window shown to be wall, or, as with Pliny’s Zeuxis, the curtain

upheld as canvas. It was this not-entirely-unexpected unveiling of the illusion as illusion

that marked the key gesture of Vredeman’s biography, enacting the process Michael Leja

has termed the “performance of deception.”154

Nobody, not iconodules, and not even Zeuxis, really believed illusionistic

images were “real.” The self-reflexivity of Vredeman—a Glaubensflüchtling and the

“Netherlandish Parrhasius” himself in his art and words—partakes of a belief which was

never really limited to either Church or Reformed art theorists after the Reformation:

a faith not in the image’s perfection, but rather in its limited capacity to ever “depict”

anything outside of itself. In Vredeman’s world of exile a “perspective” can become a

literal portrait, and a painter’s absence a looming signature.155 In much the same way the

idea of the Perspect would figure in Vredeman’s final book, where it would forge the

artist’s most eye-catching presentation of his own self.
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Chapter 5

Hidden terrors: the
Perspective (1604–05)

Nothing will come
of nothing. Speak
again.

King Lear I.i.92

Expansiveness,
identified
elsewhere with
conquest . . . is
here but a
terrified escape.

Carl Einstein1

5.1

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, Perspective I,

no. 29, 1604.

Engraving, H.548.

Centre Canadien

d’Architecture,
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Alberti thought perspective revolutionary not because it was a rational way to make

pictures, but because it was a repeatable one.2 In the Della Pittura Alberti ascribed the

term prospettiva a double meaning—it could designate a process for creating the illusion

of depth on a flat surface, or, as we have seen in the case of Netherlandish architects,

of ordering and controlling structural information from a single point of view.3 In

assuming a fixed relationship between an observer and sets of objects, a screen

between work and world, perspectiva artificialis—as a drawing system, a symbol—has,

since the Renaissance, been accused of collapsing the experience of lived space to

geometric ends.

Yet from its inception perspective was a plural phenomenon, something

predicated—in its many demonstration models and applications (Fig. 5.2)—upon discrete

distances between viewers and viewed things. The most startling effects of Nether-

landish perspective, Fritz Novotny once claimed, arise not from the duplication of optical

experience, but in the tension perspective mapped between illusion and the materiality

of support.4 Indeed, distance, pressuring the idea of a correlation between perspective

as a model for painting and for scientifically seeing the world, remains the framework for

thinking about much post-Renaissance perspective in art, philosophy, and psychology.

Since the early nineteenth century, rote linear perspective has been seen as a rough

abstraction, incapable of accounting for the vagueness and volatility of individual bodies

in space;5 Bruno Taut called perspective a “corpse with one eye closed,” while Hermann

von Helmholtz saw it as biologically suspect, an oppressive compositional relic in art—

anthropomorphic, conventional, tyrannical, confining, and leaden with metaphor.6

It remained the optical burden photography and film were cursed to bear, and which

avant-gardes of any stripe were bound to renounce.7

What is unusual now about much modernist criticism of perspective as a

whole is how often it reprises the same complaints made by Renaissance detractors,

towards completely different ends. Alberti, as we saw in Chapter 1, claimed perspective

could be deceitful because it was based on “mere appearances” instead of geometric

truths. Foucault likened perspective to a horse driver at the reigns, an example of modern

visuality’s infatuation with control over an image’s visual and historical origins.8 The two

“foes” attack perspective for the same thing. Yet whereas, strangely, in the Renaissance

perspective was criticized for being inexact, contemporary critics demonized it for being

too exact; both sides assumed it bore a responsibility to connect work and world.9 This

assumption that perspective has some special claims to truth is actually a relatively new

development; if anything, perspective’s traditional power lay in its ability to lay bare art’s

separateness from the purely seen, to be anything but continuous with meaning, with

the beholders’ subjectivity. As Leonardo himself claimed in his notebooks, perspective

banked on the interplay of near and far, not one or the other.10

Perspective has only recently become about reference. When it was

described in treatises in the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, as in Vredeman

de Vries’s last, longest, and most startling tract of 1604–05, it retained a link to workshop

traditions of goldsmithing, woodwork, even masonry. In Lutheran regions of Germany,

for example, perspective prints became a quick professional outlet for craftsmen left
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commission-poor by doctrinal bans on images. Cheaper and more reproducible than

paintings, prints could activate and apply perspective in signature ways, and by the year

1600 more than 450 different publications about perspective had appeared in western

Europe.11 Sometimes illustrated, most often not, these works compiled, annotated,

abridged, expanded, and plagiarized an array of writings new and old, broaching theories

dealing with perspective in relation to ballistics, military surveying, the proportions of the

human body, and the structures of human sight (perspectiva naturalis). Perspective, like

ornament, had always encompassed a myriad of practices and histories, but it remained

tied to the methods, misunderstandings, and stubborn materiality of the crafted object.

In print, however, it was as if perspective theory found a medium precisely attuned to its

fundamental condition of axiality, of inversion: just as a cut block or copperplate, once

pressed, makes a negative image positive, so did perspective, as a matrix, always strive

to reverse the flat.12

Hans Vredeman’s Perspective treatise, the subject of this chapter, was a

lavish compilation of more than 70 etched and engraved illustrations. The book

announced its subject as deur-siende—the praiseworthy art of “looking onto or

through.”13 This was a term which offered a quiet nod to Dürer, but proffered an altogether

different view of perspective. Karel Van Mander, who appears to have seen Vredeman’s

book just after its publication, called the Perspective not a treatise but “a very beautiful

book of architecture.”14 Dutch, French, Latin, and German translations of the tract were

among the most influential books on art in the seventeenth century: Rembrandt may

have owned a copy, and Pieter Paul Rubens listed an edition in his library.15 1620s

inventories from Haarlem and Amsterdam showed painters with Dutch translations. The

workshop utility of Vredeman’s book was, however, coextensive with its status as a

5.2

South Tyrol, writing

cabinet with

intarsia perspective

designs, c. 1590.

Resin, colored birch

and pine, 58 × 88.5.

Servitenkloster,

Innsbruck.
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luxury item, as an objet d’art; it was listed in ducal libraries in Wolfenbüttel, Madrid, and

Paris in the early seventeenth century, and in the cabinets of mathematicians, art dealers,

and botanists in Lithuania, Poland, Hungary, and even Mexico before 1740.16

Within the study of art history, Vredeman’s work has come to occupy a

position akin to Van Mander’s Grondt (1603–04), or even Samuel van Hoogstraten’s

Inleyding (1678): it is a rare Netherlandish source on not just how to make pictures, but

how to teach other people about them. Like Van Mander’s and Hoogstraten’s tracts,

Vredeman’s Perspective remains an aggregate source, made up of prolix, disparate, and

unconnected texts. Vredeman drives his theory by illustrations, and, more precisely,

printed illustrations. In so doing, the quixotic book, and its posthumous reception, offers

not just a summation of Vredeman’s career in exile, but reveals how perspective had

diverged from its Quattrocento origins.

Since its original publication, Vredeman’s book has been praised, ridiculed,

dismembered, eulogized, excerpted and copied by artists. In The Art of Limming (c.1650)

Edward Norgate described its “goed rules, and so easy method.”17 Michel Poudra’s 1864

history of perspective, unable to decipher its instructions, deemed its plates “curieux.”18

Lawrence Wright’s coffee-table Perspective in Perspective (1983), speaking for many

scholars, scoffed at Vredeman’s work as “the blind leading the blind,”19 while a historian

of philosophy recently touted it as “surrealism before the fact” (Figure 5.1, H.548).20

Aside from a general assumption that the book is a kind of guide (or trap) for would-be

artists, there remains little scholarly agreement on what Vredeman’s tract actually is.

This is a status that the impossibly hybridic quality of the work—a gallery of designs,

texts, and half-hearted theorization—does little to assuage. Arthur Wheelock concluded

that the Perspective “was far less a perspective treatise than an extensive source book

for pattern,” a capacity which accounts for the absolute befuddlement it has met with by

historians of science.21

Van Mander remarked that Vredeman had labored on Perspective between

commissions, “between times.” Indeed, the interstitial aspect of the book within

Vredeman’s oeuvre, its place as a literal “by-werk,” has been an overriding concern in the

sporadic literature on the artist; fleeing from religious persecution in Antwerp, Vredeman

composed the Perspective on the run, between courtly appointments in Prague, Danzig,

and Wolfenbüttel. Recent scholarship has largely derided its geometrical accuracy (or

lauded its precocious avant-gardism) precisely on the basis of its adherence to, or sup-

posed critique of, “realism.” The tract is incessantly cited by scholars of modernism, who

have connected it variously to de Chirico’s early canvases, to the kitsch of M. C. Escher

(who was also born in Leeuwarden, coincidentally), and to 1960s photo essays by Robert

Smithson.22 Ironically, these latter scholars may have supplied the more historical takes

on Vredeman’s tract. Most seventeenth-century viewers approached the book not as a

geometry problem, or a scientific treatise, but as an artwork.
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The Perspective as treatise I: “Elck sien een andere

punct maect”

Vredeman’s book was made up of two sections: 11 folios of letterpress text followed by

48 plates for Book I (1604), and then 4 more folios of text followed by 24 plates for Book II

(1605). The Dutch title names it as Perspective, dat is de hoogh-gheroemde const een

schijnenede in oft door-siende ooghen-ghesichtes punt (Perspective, being the highly-

praised art of a point looked upon or through). The first editions of the book were

published with Dutch, Latin, French, and German commentary, and bound on oblong folio

sheets; later pressings were folded and bound vertically, or broken up and sold as in loose

sheets. The intended audience was listed on the title page: “artists, architects, tapestry-

makers, cabinet-makers, engravers, goldsmiths, and other amateurs.”23 A bust of

Vredeman, designed by the Amsterdam printer Hendrick Hondius (Figure 5.36), was

included in the first folio, a relatively rare inclusion in a perspective treatise.24 Vredeman’s

glowering visage at 77 years of age is topped by hair that curls and fluffs away, dissolving

into bits of etched line. Vredeman is not pictured at work; unlike in his 1610 portrait

(Figure 0.2), he now holds no compass or burin.25

What stands out in Vredeman’s book is the punt, or seen point, which he

includes in his title. Wolfgang Schäffner has recently shown that only in the late seven-

teenth century did Dutch mathematicians associate the concept of point with the notion

of zero, that is, with absence rather than presence.26 Previously it held a value. This

matters, since Vredeman, like many sixteenth-century theorists, rooted his idea of per-

spective less in the act of seeing, than in the thing seen.

The Perspective was a typographic hybrid, requiring two different printing

operations: the letterpress text was made by Beuckel Corneliszoon Nieulandt in The

Hague, while the images were etched and published at Leiden, cut by Hondius himself.

Bartholomeus Dolendo, a late pupil of Hendrick Goltzius, engraved four plates in Book II,

and Vredeman’s son Paul designed five of the later engravings from Book II, likely author-

ing some of the later texts as well.27 The text at the beginning of both volumes presents

annotations of the engravings in short paragraphs, each describing a “demonstration”

which, headed with a numeral, was keyed to one of the engravings in the main

body of the tract. These texts describe different aspects of the geometric bodies

and architectural features in the sparse, etched “figures” of the subsequent pages. The

plates themselves, uniquely, revolve around various instances of a “orison,” or horizon,

which is connected to the frame of the composition by dotted orthogonal lines. Over the

dozens of plates, this horizon rises and falls, as denuded, geometric landscapes unfold.

Stacked cube-forms (Figure 5.3, H.530) give way to fountains, colonnades and triumphal

gates (Figure 5.4, H.544); corridors coalesce into spiral stairwells (Figure 5.5, H.554); full-

grown architectural assemblages emerge within tunneling cisterns (Figure 5.6, H.559).

Eventually, Gothic naves, and hallucinatory town squares arise (Figure 5.7, H.582).

These all materialize as one moves through the tract, and Vredeman describes them

only fleetingly in the text. Traces of human activity do appear among the prints’
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shadowy recesses, but they are furtive, like the 1560 series from Antwerp: faceless men

run away; a gondola, poled by an unseen driver, floats ominously on; an observer, smiling

madly at nothing, looks down from an upper-floor window. At least one historian has

seen Vredeman’s engravings as preludes to Piranesi’s Carceri.28

In his introduction Vredeman explains the novelty of his teaching program as a

long-overdue relinquishing of secrets:

One finds that many old, praiseworthy, and inventive masters have occupied

themselves with the art of perspectives (conste der Perspectiven), and pub-

lished numerous well-executed works expressing their opinions and the

foundations of the art, with the help of illustrations of lines and circles. This

has been done by authors of many nations—Italians, Frenchmen, and High-

Germans; Albrecht Dürer is the most esteemed of these since, in my opinion,

it is he who has studied nature’s essence the best and made it visible

[bethoont] in his works. Although rules, measurement, and bases for the

same essence have been demonstrated in no less than nine books of per-

spective invented by me . . . there remains among them still no method; to

be sure, no Dutchman in the Netherlands has devised or published such a

method yet . . . for this reason we decided quickly upon the present work and

published it.29

The book, Vredeman announces, will ally his own homegrown ingenuity with those

of his continental forebears, “works by those of diverse nations: Italians, French, and

5.3
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no. 12, 1604.
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High-Germans.”30 Dürer is important, as we shall see below, as his 1525 tract on per-

spective seems to have been the immediate basis for Vredeman’s own definitions. And

yet the terminology of a “seeing-through” is older. It comes ultimately from Alberti’s

metaphor of the aperta finestra, the “open window,” explained in the Della Pittura, first

printed in 1540. This was the famous “veil” through which “the subject to be painted is

seen.”31 The original metaphor (Alberti’s manuscript was unillustrated) was intended to

help craftsmen understand an artistic procedure based on optics. And although painters

had achieved recessive effects similar to perspective well before the fifteenth century,32

Alberti’s work was crucial for naturalizing its foundations in the workings of vision, posing

a “point of flight” behind the picture plane that anchored “what is seen” to the standing

viewer’s own sight lines. Alberti’s feat was to codify the idea of a painting as an inter-

section between a viewed point and a beholder. Thus born, the notion of a transparent

picture plane intimated that paintings could be constructed according to standardized

positions, as if glimpsed through structured entities. Joel Snyder has pointed out

that by reproducing the results of vision, Quattrocento perspective paintings in effect

visualized the (Neoplatonic) idea that one paints not an object, but one’s mental image

of it.33 In early modern Europe this meant a sought-after linking of art and optics.

As a drawing system, perspective simply imported a model of sight into a model for

making pictures.34

By 1600, the idea of the perspective tract as both a recipe book and an

artwork itself meant that its content was buffered by new problematics.35 Expense,

marketability, the demands of engravers, editors, and authors frequently clashed;

5.4
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abstract theorization in the books was frequently just a pretext for authorial projects of

self-promotion, for a guarding of copyright, for currying of princely favor, for the staging of

professional attack, debasement, or praise, or even for a publisher’s experimentation

with new printing technologies. By the end of the sixteenth century, Alberti’s original

project and format (manuscript) had given way to a species of publication in which

perspective’s individual presentation, as much as the subject itself, had become a site of

intellectual skirmishing, intensely distended and diffused.

Vredeman’s work was unabashedly grounded in architecture, or more

precisely, architectures. His scope, as he announces, consists of “churches, temples,

palaces, rooms, chambers, galleries, city squares [plaetsen], hallways, hovels, market-

places and streets.”36 We can recall that the architectural context for perspective was

as old as the Trecento: Cennino Cennini urged artists to always use foreshortening “for

buildings,” and Filipo Brunelleschi’s pinhole experiment in Florence deployed not just

the Baptistery but the surrounding piazza as well.37 Yet the exhaustiveness of archi-

tectural examples in Vredeman’s book was completely unprecedented, save for one very

particular source.

Jean Pélerin’s extraordinary treatise, De Artificiali Perspectiva, printed in Toul

in 1505, was the first tract to codify something called the distance point procedure of

artificial perspective. Although this technique, too, had been known by artists since the

late Middle Ages, it was popularized in northern Europe by Pélerin, whose book was

sporadically issued in print in Germany and France until 1550.38 Vredeman likely knew

an edited pirated in Nuremberg in 1509 by the publisher Jörg Glockendon.39

5.5
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Pélerin—a priest, diplomat, Hebraicist, and antiquarian, wrote under the name “Viator”

(traveler), and used a “principal point” to anchor his system, but focused on objects and

rooms (Figure 5.8). Pélerin added to this point a pair of tiers points at the periphery of his

constructions. These assumed, significantly, that the root of a perspective configuration

resided in the picture plane itself, as opposed to a beholder’s view through it, replacing

Alberti’s transcendent, imaginary rays (between scene and viewer) with hard ortho-

gonals that intersected a horizon-line across the picture—lines drawn upon the surface

itself.

But less than theory, Pélerin’s real innovation was his use of woodcut dem-

onstrations. These put the tiers points method vividly into action. Pélerin pictured tombs,

church facades, fountains, furniture, and choir stalls. For, as Pélerin’s title made clear,

De Artificiali Perspectiva (On Artificial Perspective) was, like Vredeman’s text, devoted to

perspective as a construct, one that could—at best—approximate the effects of vision as

a means towards crafting objects. Pélerin’s book, too, used demonstrations and short

instructions. These revolved—quite literally—around architecture. Pélerin:

. . . one must always take account of the various views presented by objects

including buildings. For one sees them straight on or at an angle, that is to say

from in front or from a corner. And one may see them . . . from ground level or

from above, and (as mentioned) from close and form afar.40

The mobility was a dramatic departure from Alberti’s scheme, not least for its tolerance

of visual whimsy. One of Pélerin’s sixteenth-century followers, Jean Cousin, even
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described his system as built upon “points Accidentaux,”41 where a mobile viewpoint,

flitting between scenes, became the essential format for explanation. In later Pélerin

editions of 1509 and 1521, illustrations thematize this mobility by including sites that

were geographically diffuse: cubicles, chateaux, even a woodcut of the bridge at Brioude

(Figure 5.9),42 the facade of Notre Dame in Paris and the cathedral at Angiers.43 The

images were captioned with staccato rhymed stanzas that reinforced a general thematic

of itinerancy and flux.

If Pélerin’s book codified a new method of perspective, it also outlined a new

medium and context to discuss it. Rather than presenting perspective as the natural

extension of—and corollary to—optics, the poet and traveler Pélerin rendered it as a

sequence of mobile demonstrations, based on objects framed by the format of the

printed book. Scenes lifted directly from local surroundings in France became examples.

In defining perspective as an adding-on of viewed points, it engaged, ingeniously, the

capacity of engraving not just to reproduce views of the world but to multiply and

disseminate them.

Svetlana Alpers has made a very influential argument positing Pélerin and

Vredeman as representative of a “northern” corollary to the perspective of Alberti.44

Neither perspective method was entirely different from Alberti’s, however; indeed,

Vredeman’s preface advised readers that he will not depart from an august tradition of

perspective publications, but will, in fact, unabashedly amplify them. Yet Alpers is

entirely correct in calling attention to Vredeman’s reliance upon pictures rather than

text for explanation. As he writes in the Perspective’s preface, engravings—more so than
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what he touts as his “clearly adumbrated descriptions” (beschrijvinghe claerlijck

uyt-geleyt)—will be the focus of the work:

It is not our intention to make the lovers of this art too melancholic or

depressed [zwaermoedich] with a surfeit of reading matter, but rather to set
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out everything, as amply and sufficient as we feel necessary in as brief a form

as possible through enlivening figures.45

Vredeman’s figures, as Pélerin’s, drive the treatise. One plate opens on a geometric

square (Figure 5.10, H.518) glimpsed in groundplan from above. The beholder’s
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standpoint is at the center, at the intersection of the lines aaaa. Rays from beyond the

circle, springing from points on a larger concentric one, correspond to the various “oogh-

punten,” which meet at the beholder’s sight line: these points, arranged on a sweeping,

360-degree horizon, demarcate the field seen by the stationary viewer. While not

depicted, the viewer is positioned at the crossing of this vortex of orthogonals, and sees

them only as they meet the horizon, again marked clearly and overtly as a circling

“orison.” Such different points, Vredeman’s opening image shows, are recast anew by

every glance over the sweeping radius: “If one turns . . . another point is formed, even if

one looks up or down or sideways,” he writes in the accompanying paragraph, “. . . every

look . . . creates another point” (elck sien een ander punct maect).46

Other plates show this casting on a frontal level, against jumbles of still more

geometric solids (Figure 5.11, H.521, Figure 5.12, H.538). Now presented with a baseline

(Vredeman speaks of a “baselinie”), one looks across to that same horizon (again, “ori-

son”) which was formerly surveyed from above. The various points along the horizon

(e and c) define the field presented to us across a distance. Rays circumscribe a tiled
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floor sweeping into the background, or a stacking of blocks. These rays withdraw from

the horizon at measured points, creating a grid of quick recession. It is the orison, essen-

tially a summation of an infinite number of possible viewpoints, which anchors the whole

construction. Alberti never spoke of such a phenomenon,47 mentioning only a line

through a punctus centrus, which was used to mark the height of sitters’ heads. But

Vredeman stresses the horizon’s fundamentality: it represents “het grondt van perspec-

tive,” the foundation of perspective,48 which delimits the visible field: “one cannot look

down to things above the horizon or up to things below it.”49 Set along this orison, various

nodes can be set far apart or close to one another, to expand or contract the picture and

the solids described.

In later sections of Book I’s plates, Vredeman’s mobile orison initiates

a complex sequence of architectures. Plate 3 confronts the viewer with a deserted

room (Figure 5.13, H.520) in which five shelves rib the angles of planes. Concrete

objects appear for the first time; a linen chest-door creaks open and four different

“eye-points,” marked by disembodied sockets, connect a center line. This multiple

point schema continues in subsequent pages: a corridor with wooden beams,

an arcade, a double archway, a rusticated barrel vault over a waterway, and, finally,

a plummeting view through more sets of columns (Figure 5.4). Vredeman’s texts

describe the scenarios as different applications for the mobile, darting eye.

Before long, the paragraphs simply list the architectural features described

(Figure 0.3):
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. . . in this figure, a view into a palace in the antique or old manner is repre-

sented . . . the piece of architecture marked “a” has been designed with fine

architraves, friezes, and cornices, one on top of the other. In the view, four

columns recede, each farther than the other, and join beneath a cross-

vault . . .50

The imaginary structures themselves become the work’s focus rather than any didactic

arrangement in space, and Vredeman’s refusal to ground the images in any explicit

program makes their visual emptiness all the more disorienting, even as he is attempting

to teach by example.

But in the final parts of Book I, human beholders have entered the scene. In

plate 28 figures are lashed to the ground and awkwardly foreshortened (Figure 5.14).

A box-like room is crossed by sight lines, hatched shadows, half-opened doors

and windows. Two men step into the grid, while a third, immobilized, lies feet first on the

ground, trussed by diagonals—a reference to the traditional perspectival problem of

the foreshortened corpse.51 Both entering figures’ sight lines are, once again, con-

comitant with the marked “orison.” Yet their placement among the panoply of surfaces

is too staggered to recall measurements, the kind of things Alberti called braccia. Rather,

Vredeman’s surfaces here evoke multiple moving planes, instead of a fixed cadre of

objects. This specific plate was recently likened to the collage-effects of avant-

garde film.52
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All three of Vredeman’s inhabitants in the engraving have their hands out-

stretched to the right or left. The palm itself of the figure in the far center background is

bisected by the orison. Just as these models are seeing—and being seen—within

Vredeman’s diagram, they are also visibly touching the lines and grid that envelop them.

Alternatively turning a doorknob, reaching against a threshold, or pressing palm-down on

the floor, they engage the room as a tactile environment. Doors open and shut, figures

beckon and fall, the separate hands activate the perspective’s unfolding. Vredeman’s

lines and rectangles syncopate like the turning of pages. This is perspective rooted in the

book as experience.

Dürer’s long shadows

Where does this understanding of perspective in print come from? The pre-Vredeman

history of the art-tract in northern Europe is characterized by opportunism, delay, and

the bestriding influence of Albrecht Dürer. Vredeman made much of Dürer in his book’s

preface, and from Dürer’s Instruction in the Art of Measurement (1525, and 2nd edition,

1538) he lifted the assumption that Italian treatises might frustrate unlettered

apprentices. Dürer, like Viator, had depended on graphic woodcut illustrations; “to make

bodies suitable for use in paintings,”53 to picture the transcription of three-dimensional

objects into two. Dürer intended his 1525 discussion as part of a larger, unrealized

work, Ein Spies der Malerknabe, (Food for a Young Painter). He emphasized the idea of

perspective as a fusion of rational knowledge (Kunst) and practical skill (Brauch). Further,
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Dürer addressed his audience as a master conversing with a pupil, frequently using the

informal “du”; Alberti, the other great teacher of perspective, had couched his theory in a

lecture format, using the gentlemanly “lei”—the second-person singular—to give his

presentation the appearance of a chat among equals.

Put simply, Dürer’s method established a means to compose rectangular

space first, and then place projected solids onto it in light and shadow. This was an overtly

mathematical version of what Pélerin had done. The specifics of Dürer’s drawing

machines, illustrated in the last two folios of the Unterweyssung, are well known.54 But

second editions of Dürer’s book detailed a more “physical” method for rendering solids

out of printed surfaces. Dealing with polyhedrons, Dürer described a way for “footprints”

of solids to be illustrated in woodcut (Figure 5.15.), paper matrices Panofsky called

“nets”.55 When cut out of paper, these nets were meant to be folded and assembled to

form small paper objects, usually a three-dimensional model of the solid under discus-

sion—in one case a cuboctahedron. With the nets Dürer imparted perspective a method

coeval with the kinds of polyhedral shapes which would be used by some of the most

influential writers on perspective in Germany—intarsia makers and goldsmiths. Wenzel

Jamnitzer’s Perspectiva Corpus Regularium of 1568, for example, dedicated to Emperor

Maximilian, was one of the more high-end of these German publications, and included

ornate illustrations of geometric solids, cast in shadow, and leaning precariously against

one another (Figure 5.16).

These books focused on bodies—on perspective as a means “to treat

solids,” as Dürer put it, rather than spaces56—but readers were often perplexed. Abbess

Eufemia Pirckheimer, sister of Dürer’s great patron Willibald Pirckheimer, wrote to her

brother in 1528 about the Unterweyssung’s instructions: “we have received a book by

Albrecht Dürer dedicated to you . . . we are pleased with it, but our paintress thinks that

she does not need it, and she can practice her art just as well without it.”57 In fact, the
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dozens of perspective kunstbuchleinen, or little art books, which followed in Dürer’s

wake from presses in Nuremberg and Augsburg, exploited the Unterweyssung’s com-

plexity, offering simplified versions as correctives. Jamnitzer’s 1568 tract lamented the

“errors” of earlier books in its preface, and avoided including any text.58 Hans Lencker’s

Perspectiva (Nuremberg, 1571) claimed to distill Dürer’s “troublesome and long-winded”

(mühselig und weitleufftig) demonstrations. Heinrich Lautensack, in his 1564 book on

proportion, sympathized with Dürer seeming “zu schwer” (too ponderous) for young

apprentices.59 And when Hieronymus Rodler published his 1531 study (most likely

written by a local Wittelsbach duke, Johannes II), he claimed that Dürer’s books were

so “theoretical and incomprehensible [uberkünstlich und unbegreifflich] that only

exceptionally learned people [Hochuerstendigen] might find them of use.”60

Rodler’s treatise also presented one of the first images of a perspectivist at

work (Figure 5.17). In the last woodcut of the treatise—the same space Dürer devoted

to his own drawing machines—a young master uses a drawing screen, squinting through

a window while transferring a landscape beyond to a paper on a drawing board. Rodler’s

text names the window (“rame”) posing it as a grid graphed into sections.61 Legs askew,

the apprentice cranes his neck and gazes out at the moutainside as he adds a final stroke

to the top edge of a cliff. The scene recalls other images in Rodler’s buchlein in its

picturing of labor: stonemasons building walls, or carpenters shaving wood beams for

joinery (Figure 5.18). Perspective is here nestled among the skills needed by a mason or

woodworker as well as a painter. A panel painting in the style of Félix Chrétien, now in
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Frankfurt, and probably by an anonymous Netherlandish artist working in France, reveals

how Rodler’s models could be used (Figure 5.19).62 Three men strain and sweat in a

basement, shifting barrels with ropes and ladders amidst doorways that splay and jut

forcefully along angular planes. Just as for Rodler’s carpenters, or for the assiduous

young draughtsman at the window with his rame, in this painting, too, perspective is

work, a tortuous practice of toil and effort.

Illustrated digests of “German” perspective like Rodler’s envisaged per-

spective as a species of ornament explicitly tied to guild methods of woodwork.63 Such

books, humble but well illustrated, were often means by which Netherlandish artisans
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came into contact with Dürer’s theory.64 Printed perspective “leerboecken” were

available on the Amsterdam book market around 1600.65 Such books tended to identify

their audience and subjects as widely and as internationally as possible, naming carpen-

ters, and intarsia workers in their titles. Being less expensive and easier to understand

than Dürer’s Unterweyussung, these Kunstbuchleinen, with scant text, required no

translation, and proved useful as patterns across media for designers in and of them-

selves. In fact, intarsia was the main application for perspective patterns in South

Germany starting around 1560. In places where religious commissions, in the

wake of Luther, had often dried up, artists often turned to perspective in books as an

outlet for work, making (and using) designs that could be copied out as templates, and,
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as Jamnitzer’s and later Vredeman’s would do, simultaneously appeal to collectors.

The Augsburg artist Erasmus Loy, for example, included pages of perspective

intarsia alongside designs for ornamental grotesques in a 1557 book of chiaroscuro

woodcuts.66

Within this tradition of South German tracts, perspective publications became

attuned to applications outside of painting (Loy, for instance, was named as a wallpaper

designer in documents, and at one point his woodcuts were used as decorative friezes).

Results were exported to practical handwerk. Chests and cupboards from Zeeland sur-

vive which follow Jamnitzer’s patterns exactly.67 Tyrolean writing tables and coin chests

from Augsburg and Innsbruck (Figure 5.20), dating to the 1560s and 1570s (many of

which often found their way to the Netherlands), copied craft books as well, and

seventeenth-century Kasten (chests) exist where perspective prints were glued directly

onto wood surfaces, as a kind of Flattenpapier, or wallpaper.68 An oak chest now in

Leuven (Figure 5.21) represents one instance where a carpenter pasted and varnished

one of Vredeman’s plates from the second book of the Perspective onto a door.69
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The idea of perspective as an aesthetic of surface decoration, as a species of

ornament was far from new. In 1547, Walter Ryff published a treatise on the relations

between mathematical and “practical” perspective. He noted how for craftsmen,

perspective’s realm was the sturdy world of objects, unlike that of “geometers”:

The mathematician involves himself in fashioning groups and forms of things

only mentally (im sinn und verstand); he ignores their material reality: we shall

present the subjects we treat as perceptible.70

Ryff goes on to remark, in a remarkable passage that has been isolated by Jeanne Peiffer,

that for Ryff the purview of perspective was not limited to “den gemehl” (the picture),

but to “whatever you would like to set in perspective” (was du in die perspectiva

bringen wilt):71 furniture, dead bodies, and buildings. This was the appeal of perspective

to collectors of objects. Lencker’s 1571 volume, for example, depicted rings, bronze

pyramids, and Roman letters. Used variously to model door panels in Ulm, the book

also won him an appointment teaching perspective to the elector of Saxony at

Dresden.72
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The work of the German perspectivists after Dürer was, in fact, exceptionally

popular at ducal courts, the destination of much of Vredeman’s own travel. Lorenz

Stoer’s remarkable Geometria et perspectiva (Augsburg, 1567, Figures 5.22, 5.23) was a

compendium of small, strange geometrical landscapes, and an exemplar was recorded

in Duke Julius’s library in Wolfenbüttel when Vredeman was there.73 Stoer’s stunning

plates compressed strange rocks, vines, trees, and ruins into precipitously hilly land-

scapes. His title, for its part, addressed “cabinetmakers and amateurs [Liebhaberen]”. In

the sheets, strapwork shapes teeter in tight forest clearings, and pile onto rocky crags.

As with Vredeman’s tract, beams often lie fallen or precariously stacked against one

another. Polygons tower over strange gardens, as crumbling architectures jut into the

foreground. Stoer’s prints cluttered the picture plane with jagged bodies, hybrids of

geometrical decay that pushed up against the surface, and at times seemed to occlude

the “perspective” recession altogether. Christopher Wood has demonstrated the

numerous ways that Stoer, like Vredeman, furnished patterns for real intarsia surfaces (in

Bavaria and the Tyrol), and that these patterns, as prints, were the subject of fiercely

contested lawsuits over intellectual property.74 Much of the legal trouble sprang from

different ideas about what defined “appropriable” designs; far from neutral repositories
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of viewed reality, intarsia perspective images were in many cases copyrighted

performances of highly personal invention. They were the legal and aesthetic reverses

of an “objective” view.

The German intarsists—even less than Pèlerin—were not interested in math-

ematical reconstructions of optical experience. Rather, in their adoption of perspective as

a method for pattern, something used chiefly by craftsmen and painters, they—quite

remarkably—forsook perspective’s capacity for depth and accepted its power to con-
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figure flat spaces. What the German works manifested was the idea that perspective

was not simply a scientific procedure to extend the real world, but, alternatively—in a

potentially post-Reformation sense—a means to create a new one; one that would

engage craft traditions and, in a doctrinally-safe manuever, turn its glance inward rather

than out.

Even second-hand, these German books carried with them a trace—however

diluted—of Dürer’s teachings and prestige. The “Dürer-Renaissance” of c.1600 was
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particularly marked in the Netherlands, where the artist’s visit to Antwerp of 1520–21

was well remembered. The desultory character of much homegrown Netherlandish art

from the late century cast the former moment in a posthumous glow. Hieronymus

Wierix, for example, Vredeman’s one-time neighbor in Antwerp, made a living repeatedly

republishing Dürer’s Study of St Jerome after 1566 (Figure 5.24), a design that

Dürer distributed widely himself when he visited the Netherlands.75 Particularly during

Vredeman’s tenure in Prague (1596–98), the lingering potency of Dürer’s work was

everywhere; Rudolf II owned several paintings, Hans Hoffmann was an overt imitator of

Dürer’s nature studies, and the Netherlandish engraver Aegidius Sadeler II copied the

Marian engravings from imperial collections.76 As went Dürer’s reputation in Europe,

so often did recognizably German prints as a whole.77 Even materials like Stoer’s

Perspectiva would have been buoyed by the general reputation of Nuremberg art c.1600,

the very moment at which Vredeman was composing his own perspective tract.

In fact, Dürer’s most direct contribution to perspective for the majority of

Dutch artists was less through his treatise than through independently copied prints,

such as the St Jerome.78 This image later became crucial to Dürer’s greatest modern

essayist, Erwin Panofsky. “We imagine that we ourselves have been admitted to it,”

he wrote in 1924, “because the floor seems to extend under our own feet . . . the

representation [is] determined not by the objective lawfulness of the architecture, but by

the subjective appearance of a beholder who has just appeared.”79 St Jerome, for the

early Panofsky, pictured the specific capacity of the printed perspectival image to be

viewed and scrutinized individually; the beholding that Panofsky describes as taking

place at the level of the Renaissance viewer, is mirrored in Jerome’s own hunched

contemplation at his desk. Dürer’s system, claimed Panofsky, thus marked the historical

revision of an Albertian science, which took as its basis the vertically oriented, public

surfaces of frescoes and walls.80

Seen around 1600, Vredeman’s etchings would have brought the polyhedral

exempla of Dürer and the crumbling strapwork of Stoer’s craft-based perspective

(Figure 5.23) violently into the present of the new century. Vredeman’s book recalled

and restaged for print collectors a perspective that had long since abandoned any pre-

tense to mimesis. Indeed, whether aimed at simplifying older, often obscure techniques

for rendering objects, or at the presentation of new arguments for or against Euclidian

space, Vredeman’s engravings—like the kunsbuchleinen themselves—were almost

deliberately archaic.

Windows and opacities

Outside the forum of the treatise proper, what was referred to as perspective around

1600 was a large body of phenomena, dealing not only with goldsmithing and machines,

but with alchemy and theology. It was also frequently imbricated with senses other than

sight. For the Oxford occultist Robert Fludd (b.1574), perspective was one of the liberal

arts, along with astronomy, geomancy, and music. In his colossal treatise, De Naturae
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Simia,81 Fludd described perspective as a tactile process that allowed the eye to grasp

objects (Figure 5.25), and, like Vredeman, stressed the centrality of the architectural

horizon in arranging compositions. Wenzel Jamnitzer, meanwhile, writing in the preface

to his 1568 tract, had likened perspective to an exhilarating array of objects, rather than

the seeing of them: “we call perspective everything in the entire world . . . the terrestrial

things—mountains valleys, buildings, castles, cities, villages, and other bodies [Corpora]

. . .”82 Seventeenth-century Dutch dictionaries define perspectiva specifically as a

konstwoord.83

As a species of image, perspective often retained older associations with

things deceptive, false, deceitful, or, in the years following the Reformation, idolatrous. In
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the Middle Ages, “perspective” was often lumped in with contrefeyt, a trade category

for any good “made to appear other than it is.”84 Contemporary with Vredeman’s tract

was the swindler-hero of Ben Jonson’s Alchemist (1603), who used “perspectives” to

lure wealthy gentlemen into financing his endeavors.85 Most good-natured condem-

nations of perspective were folded into those of rhetorical dissimulation in general, of

artists’ and writers’ cloaking of the real with ornamental, with needlessly showy and

manipulative effects. “Too much perspective,” Van Mander noted in the Grondt, “can

be a hindrance to a painting.”86 In a remarkable Florentine carnival ballad from around

1518, unearthed by Claudio Gullién, revelers even sang of prospettiva as the false

describer of the world:

if wealth, wisdom, and faith are falsely rendered from the outside by color,

then he who believes in the clothing of these errs more than the others . . . it

all derives solely from the fact that the visible world is done in perspective

[che mondo e tutto fatto in prospettiva.]87

As with Baldassare Castiglione, who spoke of prospettiva in his advice to courtiers,88

perspective could symbolize not sheer mendacity but the function of appearances

as appearances in relating to society. Indeed, Lucien Febvre has shown that

sight itself, as one matrix for perspective, ranked third in the sixteenth-century hierarchy
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of the senses, behind touch and hearing.89 Calvinist doctrine, famously de-emphasized

bodily vision as the means to apprehend the “true church.”

The metaphor of perspective as image cleaved from essence was often

reliant upon the conceit of an architectural inwardness. In describing the self in his essay

“On Solitude,” Montaigne deployed the image of the “arrière boutique toute nostre”—

the room behind the shop all our own—to symbolize the individual, unexplored interior

space that lurked beneath social facades.90 Artists increasingly pictured perspective as a

withdrawn, denatured condition. Paolo Uccello, ridiculed by Vasari for his soulless

fanaticism for geometry, “shut himself up in his house and devoted all his time to per-

spective, which kept him poor and secluded until the day he died.”91 Perspective and

intarsia, specifically shared a history of such associations with dolor and introspection.

A writing cabinet of 1569 from Ulm bore an admonishing inscription: “If man were to

reflect on who he is and when he arrived here he would become more pious on earth.”92

Indeed, the workshop exigencies of intarsia—slotting dissimilar, cut and burned wood

pieces into craggy surface patterns—connoted a laborious hardening of theory. Around

1565, an Augsburg intarsist working in the Escorial placed Raphael’s figure of Heraclitus,

the philosopher of tumult and introspection, in a ruined perspective colonnade.93 The

flattened pattern substantiated a literal detachment from the world, in a doorway leading

to the Philip II’s private apartments. Finally, in 1561, Franz Brun, a metalworker and late

Dürer copyist, published a tiny engraving Bartsch called simply “a sad-seeming room”

(“une chambre avec un air triste”)94 enclosing a personification of melancholy in plunging

recession (Figure 5.26).95 In the tiny print, no more than 5 centimeters across, a grid

extends below a seated figure who sits pensively in the foreground. Her eyes are cast

downward, with attributes of sphere, cube, and ruler unused at her feet. Although her

tools are within reach they sit forlorn, as the windows reveal a landscape outside; the

figure indeed recalls the zwarmoedich (melancholic) reader Vredeman pondered in the

opening of his tract. Erhard Schön later went on to staff his planes with weird cubic

marionettes who, equally confined by perspective, struggle to stand, walk, and be seen

(Figure 5.31).

Early in the sixteenth century, Lutheran teachings had problematized exactly

how perspective might relate to tactile objects. Schön, in fact, issued an illustrated

broadsheet in 1530 parodying the radical iconomachy advocated by Karlstadt and Zwingli,

in the Lament of the Persecuted Idols (Figure 5.27). The same year Schön described what

appeared to be the results of the earlier print’s image cleansing (Figure 5.28), with a

cleared courtyard of bricks and archways. When Vredeman’s own intarsia designs

Formae series from 1560 was republished in Antwerp by Philips Galle in 1601 (just three

years before the Perspective appeared), its original front page with the coat of arms of

Cardinal Mansveldt (Figure 5.29, H.51/I), was burnished out.96 For the second state, Galle

re-cut the same plate, dropping the oval to its side to use it as a title plaque with a Latin

description of the series (Figure 5.30, H.51/II). Thus was ecclesiastic heraldry swapped

for lines of text—a micro-iconoclasm in the context of perspective, where image was

supplanted with the literal word.

Engravings and intarsia—media limited in their chromatic range—in fact
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spoke to a stubborn paradox of post-Reformation art, as to how perspective—a

Durchsehung synonymous with art’s claims to take the viewer imaginatively beyond an

object itself—might function in a Protestant milieu. This was a milieu that was ostensibily

suspicious of images’ potential for enchantment. Thus, rather than “seeing through” the
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things of this world, perspective, for Lutheran commentators like Karlstadt, often accom-

plished its opposite, embodying the “cold gaze” of pictures,97 their status as dead matter.

Karlstadt in fact praised Lucas Cranach’s acuity at painting “perspectivally,” exclaiming,

“what a superb art! ’tis the only way to paint!”98 Perspective appealed because it

declared pictures to be images second, and crafted things first. What Vredeman, then,

might ask his readers to “see through” with the deursiende of his title is not an imaginary

window, but pictorial illusion itself. He asks them to alight on the surfaces making up its

exquisite grids and spheres.

Plate 30 of Vredeman’s Perspective (Figure 5.33), itself drawn from a German

treatise by Schön (Figures 5.31, 5.32, H.549), went so far as to reconfigure what, exactly,

this deursiende is. Here, the back of one viewer fronts a picture plane staffed with four

onlookers. Centered on a recessed arch, he stands beneath a giant groin vault, viewing it,

and being viewed, from without. What, precisely, is this Rückenfigur doing (Figure 5.33)?

The inward-looking viewer had a long tradition in Netherlandish art; Jan van Eyck had

placed two small back-turners at the center of his Rolin Madonna, Rogier van de Weyden

bracketed a man and a woman gesturing towards a landscape in his St. Luke Painting the

Virgin, and Pieter Bruegel set his two travelers gazing upon a road in the large Miltes

Requiescentes (Figure 2.6). In these cases the Rückenfigur established pictorial scale

and marked off a picture field rhetorically. Alberti had recommended that good painters

deploy a supplementary figure in their compositions, “someone who admonishes

and points out to us what is happening there.”99 In Vredeman’s image, however, the

Rückenfigur points to the absence of anything happening, and models the viewer’s

experience of the composition as limited by the bisecting orison. The work is not

incompatible with the unpicturable, “turned-away God” of Protestant evangelicals and

post-Tridentine theologians, the hidden deity of the Old Testament, present but without

a face.100

Thomas Puttfarken has argued that the invention of perspective, long

assumed to represent an art-historical break with the medieval image, in fact resusci-

tated an important function of the icon. Perspective, like the Andachtsbild, served first

and foremost to position the viewer before an image.101 This kind of faculty describes
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precisely the dichotomous scenario at work with Vredeman’s Plate 30, only in reverse.

What the icon once accomplished in terms of God’s visage, the perspectival composition

does under the gaze of the artist. In both cases “I” as a viewer am interpolated as a

subject only in relation to a greater ideology.102

Vredeman’s scant texts, too, deny any real aesthetic of disclosure. The

instructions in the Perspective tend to be extremely brief or elliptical, as in the blasé

description of plate XXVII:

Here is the twenty-seventh figure, showing a building designed using the

same groundlines and orthogonals described before. It shows three arches

made in the antique manner, the middle one being sectioned into five parts,

and the two side archways each into three . . . as for the way of foreshortening
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(vercorten) of the archway, this has been shown already; this figure is

intended only to illustrate it for the lover of the art (liefhebber ).103

The problem is that Vredeman has not in fact described the method before, at least not

after his initial excursus. Vredeman, the rederijker, is interested chiefly in ekphrasis. His

subsequent addresses are redundant and generally unforthcoming on how the “figures”

should be drawn, yet full of copious detail as to what is within the engraving. The

inadequacy of Vredeman’s textual explanation was, in fact, a common complaint. In

1628, a Gouda mathematician named Isaac de Ville published a pamphlet detailing a

hypothetical conversation between a carpenter, a painter, and a “painter-architect.”104

The latter mentioned Vredeman’s Perspective as an example of the sources good artists

should avoid: “it is about as easy to learn something from [de Vries’s work] as to catch a

bird from the sky,” de Ville wrote, “I have never met anyone who has learned something

from its prints.”105 Less of a dig at Vredeman’s specific work, de Ville’s comments

probably speak of a seventeenth-century frustration with perspective books in general.

Even as Vredeman’s vistas open and appear co-extensive with our gaze, it is clearly

Vredeman’s—not our—ability to make views proliferate which is the theme of the book,

to “een andere punct maect” with each cast of his eye. Vredeman’s instructions waste
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little time in describing steps: nowhere does the “learning” de Ville saw as the book’s

charge come to figure.

The Perspective as Treatise II: rivalries and users

For the art historians Theodor Hetzer and Hans Sedlmayr, later sixteenth-century per-

spective revealed a distended image of grander historical crises—crises of religion,

epistemology, and of western culture’s relation to the newly discovered exotic.106 The

clash of illusionistic yearnings with the picture plane’s flatness became a symbol in and

of itself, dissolving assumptions that classical homogenous perspective was necessarily

a structure for enabling pictorial meaning. This, too, was latent in the reading that Erwin

Panofsky would push (but in later writings, back away from) in the famous “Symbolic

Form” essay cf 1923–4. As Panofsky knew, the leavening of perspective with modern-

seeming connotations of subjectivity, of seeing things “from a point of view,” was a

process of metaphorization staged (if at all) chiefly in poetic or dramatic texts in the later

sixteenth century. The Renaissance matched the early twentieth in disputes between
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“allegorical” versus “mathematical” readings of perspective: the late fifteenth-century

humanist Christoforo Landino sighed that perspective, from its inception had been “part

philosophy and part geometry.” 107

What printed materials such as Vredeman’s allowed, it seems, was the

exploration of perspective instruction as a site for personal invention—a corollary to its

use in painting and its discussion by humanists and poets. Philosophically, the perspec-

tive available to most early modern artists remained a fragmented and pluralized affair.108

The printed perspective treatise—often riddled with misapprehensions, repetitions, and

outright errors—vividly manifested this counter-idea in print; as James Elkins, echoing

Landino, has pointed out, perspective’s own background has always been discordant,

poetic, interstitial, even hermaphroditic, “part convention and part invention.”109 By the

year 1600, perspective in books no longer confined itself to the revelation of an outside

view, but became the means for artists to actively construct one of their own.110

Pavel Florensky, a Russian theologian, mystic, art historian, and, like Vrede-

man, an exile,111 wrote about this possibility in a little-known essay of 1920. Florensky

claimed that linear perspective’s aspirations towards pictorial transcendence, long

associated with the Quattrocento, signaled not empirical promise but human egoism.

Perspective’s rise, and its subsequent unraveling in the sixteenth century, Florensky

insisted, was symptomatic of the technological hubris of modern man and his spurning

of spirituality. Instead, he claimed, the “reverse perspective,” of late Russian icons was

the more devotional pictorial scheme. In contrast to the boxed space of Western pictures,

icons saw the far parts of a picture rushing forward rather than receding from the

plane. Remarkably, Florensky’s essay did not limit its analysis to Byzantine imagery,

but cited relevant examples in sixteenth-century Italian and Netherlandish works.

These, too, were marked by “an other, spiritual space” different to that of linear
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perspective, one characterized by a “complete incommensurability” with the outside

viewer. Florensky:

This is reverse perspective. Examining it, especially when so consistently

applied . . . we are not drawn into this space; on the contrary it repels us, as a

mercury sea would repel our bodies . . .112

What amounts to mystical and “medieval” estrangement from the picture becomes, in

Florensky’s phrasing, the fate of the viewer of perspective. The structure of the artwork

becomes an inviolable expanse, a space characterized not by welcome but by enmity.

Florensky’s model of picture beholding suggests a counter-history for the entire history

of perspective, one taken, surprisingly, from Byzantine icons—the precise kind of objects

Vredeman, for his part, seems to have seen in Prague in the 1590s.113 In icons, reverse

perspective derives its power from a chain of other versions of itself, diffusing and

de-motivating the very possibility of a single viewpoint. The individual beholder is

shunned in favor of omniscient and differenced divinity. Reverse perspective transcends

the single beholder, aiming, Florensky claimed, at “a suprapersonal metaphysics.114 Its

origin, accordingly, lay not in painting but in textiles: “it was not in pure art perspective

arose . . . [rather] it came out of the applied art sphere.”115

Vredeman nowhere assumes as strongly as, say, Dürer or (indeed) Alberti

had, that the picture plane represents a fictional window, a hypothetical negation of the

stuff between a viewer and a depicted object. Alberti, as perspective’s first modern

discussant, established the metaphor of the “veil” in Della Pittura. Vredeman, one could

say, overturns this lasting trope of transparency (so effectively taken up by the late

Panofsky),116 to coin a material one—the metaphor of the printed page. He sides ultim-

ately with Schön, Stoer, and Walter Ryff’s “material reality,” and Dürer’s foldout “nets.”

Vredeman’s distance-point method impresses three points (not one) on the picture

surface, not through it. His doorsiende, his seeing-through, legislates sight through

the tactile, obsessively repeated surfaces named in his tract’s title: “Paper, panels, or

canvases.” In the end, these entities constitute not just a metaphor, but Vredeman’s idea

of what perspective really is.

Just like the intarsia and tapestry Vredeman practiced in Mechelen, the 1604–

05 book places perspective in the service of flat pattern as much as depth, a radical

reversing of its expected functions in painting. We can recall Isaac de Ville’s gripe about

the Perspective experience being “like grabbing a bird from the sky.” Yet a degree of

opacity, one could say, is part of Vredeman’s project. Vredeman fixes the ooghpunt, the

“eye-point,” but its architectural setting is always in flux; his “making” of perspective is a

process rife with trial and error, false starts, and, above all, repetition, a process, in fact,

not at all unlike a looping bird in flight. The multiplicity of Vredeman’s illustrated examples

is fundamental; every look literally creates another point (“elck sien een andere punct

maect”), page after page after page. In fact, one of the few readers to explicitly praise the

Perspective by name in the seventeenth century was neither a painter nor an architect but

a poet, a theologian from Einkhuizen named Coreliszoon Biens. Biens listed Vredeman’s
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books as sources helpful in “contemplating” the drawing of perspectives.117 And, indeed,

the tested reader who turns, scans, revisits, and actively peruses pages is part of

Vredeman’s system. Grounded in printed illustration, this system remains aggressively

multiple. Where his earlier ornament sheets had staged menghinge, or mixture, with

fragments, Vredeman’s perspective engravings do it with views—perspective becomes

not a pedagogical sequence but a commingling of handcrafted worlds.

After the publication of a second edition of Perspective in 1606, the tract was

re-edited by Hendrick Hondius in 1614, and annotated by the French mathematician

Samuel Marolois. The plates to Marolois’s Oeuvres mathématiques traitans de la

géométrie, published in Paris, revised dozens of Vredeman etchings, and proved to be

wildly popular in the first part of the seventeenth century—12 more editions were

published before 1651, first by Hondius in The Hague, and later by Johannes Janssonius

in Amsterdam.118 Even at the outrageously high price of seven guilders per book,

Vredeman’s Perspective sold five copies at a single sale in Amsterdam in 1610 (at the

same sale, an edition of Livy fetched one to two guilders.)119 The Leiden scholar Johannes

Thysius purchased a first edition sometime before 1653,120 and Marolois’s edited version

of the Perspective appears to have been sent all over Iberia and Scandinavia; one copy

was in a Jesuit library in Portugal sometime in the late 1620s, and young architects were

using it in Uppsala by 1640.121 Inventories of the estates of the Amsterdam painters, Jan

Jansz. (d.1621) and Adriaen van Neulandt (d.1627), indicate that they possessed

“perspectiefboeken,” authored by Vredeman specifically.122 Throughout the seventeenth

century, designs from Perspective provided the direct scaffolding for painters including

Dirck van Delen, Sebastian Vrancx, and possibly Rembrandt.123

But even before Vredeman’s death a new gap had begun to widen between

books on perspective for artists and those for geometers and mathematicians. In the

Netherlands, Simon Stevin’s Van de Deursichtighe (1605, Figure 5.34) dealt, quite unlike

Vredeman, in proofs of perspective (bewijs), offering a highly quantitative discourse

against what it called the so-called “guesswork” (gissing) of painterly perspective.124

Stevin was a bookkeeper, a mathematician, and, briefly, one of Vredeman’s competing

baumeisters in Danzig. He was also a highly influential advisor to Maurits of Nassau in

The Hague, vying with Vredeman for royal patronage. Stevin’s tract outlined a purely

“mathematical” explanation for perspective drawing, born, it claimed, out of conversa-

tions with the prince himself, who had “wished to design exactly the perspective of any

given figure, with knowledge of the causes and its mathematical proof.”125 Stevin’s

tract decried what he saw as a forsaking of exactitude within Dutch perspective

praxis; Vredeman’s Perspective was clearly among the culprits he had in mind. As Stevin

wrote:

Several experts [meesters] in practical perspective drawing consider that one

should not follow the rules of this art quite perfectly, but sometimes give a

more pleasant display, though it be contrary to the rule, they give an example

thereof, saying that if a man stands in front and near the middle of a long

façade with columns from one end to the other, the columns in the middle
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will appear to the eye to be much further apart than those near the ends;

nevertheless, they will say, in drawing the perspective image [vershaeuwing]

one should not imitate this appearance . . . but all this is wrong [. . .] in the

drawing of buildings straight lines are drawn more accurately along a ruler

than by a free stroke of the hand [deur een vrye handttreck] . . .126

Not only does Stevin appear to be attacking Vredeman’s subjects directly (“. . . a long

façade with columns . . .”), but in his reliance on a dichotomy of right and “wrong,” he

enters into a mode of argument seemingly foreign to Vredeman’s rhetorical tack.

Stevin’s treatise included scant illustrations,127 and his book’s appeal appears to have

been limited to only the most rarified and patient of reader; royal secretary Christiaan

Huygens, for example, named Stevin’s Deursichtighe in his correspondence, and

Pieter Saenredam, the patient transcriber of viewpoints, had a copy in his library, but no

Vredeman.128 If Stevin’s interest lay with theoretical certainty, Vredeman was more inter-

ested in how a personal interpretation of perspective might be offered in print.

We can cite Stevin’s dictum that “the practise of perspective produces the true image of

the thing.”129 The phrase appears aimed at assuring readers that Stevin had all the

answers, a confidence Vredeman’s book—written under duress, in exile, almost as a set

of unresolved pictorial questions—did not share. Stevin even went on to define perspec-

tive as a namaeksel, an imitation of reality. Vredeman, the rederijker and describer of

fantastic architecture, was differently attuned to what was “signified” by perspective—

again, Vitruvius’s term—and how it could drift depending upon its form.

Yet in seventeenth-century France, where perspective’s modern history

would be written, Stevin proved prescient. Van de Deursichtighe anticipated highly

influential treatises by the Royal Academicians Vauzelard (1630), Niceron (1638), and

Debreuil (1642), which instigated new mathematical approaches to perspective as

projective geometry. Engravings from Abraham Bosse’s book on the principles of his

teacher, Gerard Desargues, were collected in the tract Maniere Universelle De Monsieur

Desargues (1648). They restaffed the humble woodcut illustrations of earlier artists at

work with visibly aristocratic practitioners (Figure 5.35). Bosse used engravings to

demonstrate “a tangible way [un moyen sensible] to aid the imagination in representing

visual rays.”130 In one print he showed the lines of sight as strings held taut by the fingers

of standing cavaliers, all dressed in contemporary finery, complete with swords and

spurs. In his images the slack of the optical “rays” springs and uncoils playfully next to

the beholders’ eyes, from between pinched fingers. Bosse’s perspectivists seem to have

just paused in the midst of trooping somewhere else, stopping momentarily to consider

the points of a square. They fully and easily master perspective’s purview. The contrast

with, say, Roder’s struggling draughtsman of 1531 (Figure 5.17) is acute.

As Bosse reifies Vredeman’s dictum that “every look creates another point”

through three figures on a bright and expansive plain, Rodler’s young master toils in a

darkened workshop, trying to transcribe the sprawling landscape confronting him. The

former print is about vision, the latter about making a painting, yet over the two a key

relationship between hand and eye has been reversed; where Rodler’s perspectivist
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labored to capture things manually which overwhelmed his gaze, Bosse’s geometers

blithely pull the world to their eyes, in a manner so effortless that extra string, in

effect a surplus of vision, unfurls dandily aside their heads. We have, after the

interregnum of Vredeman’s long perspective tract, arrived at the baroque of Gilles

Deleuze’s formulation, an epoch and condition of excess, one that “twists and turns

its folds, pushing them to infinity.”131 Gone is the self-enclosed net-world of Dürer’s cut-

outs. The detachment of perspective from all suggestions of labor, struggle, or manual

crafting, is complete; it has dissolved into a purely mathematical, or purely optical,

pursuit.

All but the last of Vredeman’s Dutch, German, and French translations contain

letterpress poems about his training and patrons. These mention Vredeman’s home of

Leeuwarden and his dedicatee, the young Prince Maurits.132 In the first Leiden edition

Vredeman even included his portrait beside that of Maurits, ringing it with an identifica-

tion as governor of the Dutch Republic. Maurits’s motto is couched in horticulture,

Tandem fit surculus arbor (at last the slip becomes a tree), alluding on one level to

the prince’s move from Antwerp to a new court at The Hague, and, more broadly, to the

Dutch Republic, a Protestant polity newly severed from Spain.133

Like that of many dedicatees in the seventeenth century, Maurits’s visage

is placed first in the order of pages, before even the bust of Vredeman.134

Beside both portraits stems an acrostic aligned along the first letters of Vredeman’s

name. Descending from the letters IOHANNES VREDEMAN VRIES (Figure 5.36) it

reads:

I have forced myself to spend over forty years

of my time studying this art/

How much difficulty [moyete]/how much I have searched

The passing of time in toil teaches much about it.135

Vredeman’s autobiographical grounding, set at the beginning of the book, frames a

discernibly personal poetic. Acrostic devices were actually used in German perspective

books in the sixteenth century.136 Yet the “I” in Vredeman’s lyric is, of course, Vredeman

himself, in a direct address to Maurits and the reader. In the Latin edition Vredeman even

deployed the double emphatic “Ipse ego” (I, myself) to reiterate his own presence,

beginning his address with a repetition—making his own image, as with his prints, a

stuttered version among a set of copies.137

Vredeman has used the acrostic structure before: in the Stadhuis woodcut of

1564–65 (Figure 2.1). There, he inserted a description of the new building within a long

paean to Antwerp, allowing the printed image to honor the building as site of a rhetorical

presentation. In the Perspective Vredeman’s modest admission of his difficulty with the

subject fulfills a similarly rhetorical, biographical function. On the one hand, he means to

calm readers’ fears about their own abilities in perspective, reminding them that “In order

to grasp the art/one must have exerted oneself heartily/for no one is born a master.”138

On the other, the poem links Vredeman’s art to his handicraft, to his patrons, and his
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wandering, via the letters of his name. Vredeman affirms himself as a figurative gate-

keeper of Perspective.

In the end, any access to the Perspective’s plates is literally framed by Vre-

deman’s own persona. Jacques Derrida once noted that a book’s frontmatter—its

introductions, preambles, and dedications—were generally the element of a publication

written last, after the main sections had been completed and even rethought.139

Vredeman’s frontmatter to the Perspective was even produced separately from the

main engravings: the title page and dedications were pressed in The Hague, while the

images were struck in Leiden. The introductory section, rendered in four different

languages and three different typefaces, even had different pagination from the plates.

This standing-apart seems wholly consistent with Vredeman’s own strategy of situating

himself before his art. The book is literally a hybrid, echoing that of his ornament in its

unnatural pairings of bodies and buildings. 

At least in the initial versions of the Perspective the prefaces, portraits, and

dedications manipulate the order in which his text was consumed. Dismantling the

natural outlay of his text permits Vredeman’s publisher a kind of authorial maneuvering,

one familiar from Vredeman’s own diction in the Schilderboeck. At the opening of

Vredeman’s treatise, the section written last, the artist fashions his own

image specifically in relation to his patron, proposing it as an utopian contract which

eluded him during his professional career—a “pact” with the reader, asserting
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authenticity, veracity, and the book’s site of origin in his hand. Vredeman’s round printed

portrait stamps these views as his own, like an etched monogram, or giant trademark.140

*

Erwin Panofsky’s reading of perspective, reconfigured by Bal, Bredekamp, Damisch, and

many others, still dominates art history. In Panofsky’s Idea, the Mannerist subversion

of Renaissance perspective threatened to end, quickly after it had been born, a hermen-

eutics of modernity.141 Those quintessentially humanist promises symbolized by Dürer’s

Durchsehung—the relativization of viewpoint, the triumph of reason over nature, the

capacity to master and survey historical phenomena from afar—were betrayed when

subverted by sixteenth-century space. As Panofsky complained in a letter to Aby

Warburg the year of his “Symbolic Form” lecture (1924), Mannerism supplanted

Renaissance theory with “metaphysics.”142

The art historian Uwe Schneede once suggested that Vredeman’s work,

within the context of the early seventeenth century, represents a disquieting, almost

Nietzschean moment in the history of representation, an early challenge to the idea that

perspective was meaningful only as a humanist symbol. As Schneede put it, Vredeman’s

book spoke of seeing as a kind of knowledge, but one contingent, arbitrary, and—most

dauntingly—ungraspable apart from real things.143 This placement—a questionable one,

certainly—of Vredeman in a history of technologized visuality144 can lurch too easily into

anachronism; at the same time, it suggests the intellectual conditions surrounding a very

specific historical moment after Renaissance perspective had matured. Panofsky, the

justly lauded founder of Durchsehung’s modern import, had implied that perspective was

not just a technique, but a metaphor for the historian’s task.145 However the kind of

perspective available at the end of the sixteenth century was not always a redemptive

phenomenon, that is, a spatial allegory for the stabilization analysis could impart to a

fragmented and distant artwork, seeing it into the present.

Shakespeare’s Hamlet, first performed the year before Perspective was

published (1603), raised a kindred uncertainty in its famous first line: “Who’s there?”146

Like Shakespeare’s play, Vredeman’s treatise thematized misrecognition, the potential

of “nothingness” to speak volumes, and the plights and terrors confronting post-

Reformation vision—and art—bereft of the capacity to impartially see. The form of

Vredeman’s book ultimately educes the exiled, migratory circumstances under which it

was written. Its theory, meanwhile, grounded in the print medium, evinces the pressures

besetting any “legitimate construction” at the moment of the Renaissance’s demise.
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Chapter 6

Epilogue

Vredeman and the
modern

Is irony in architecture possible?

Frederic Jameson1

6.1

Schloss

Johannisburg in

Aschaffenburg,

with gables after

Hans Vredeman de

Vries, April 1945.

Stadt. und Stiftarchiv,

Aschaffenburg.
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Vredeman died in Hamburg in 1609.2 Into the nineteenth century (particularly in England)

Vredeman’s work was given consideration in academic guidebooks. J. M. W. Turner’s

notes for a series of illustrated lectures given in 1811 at the Royal Academy

contained illustrations demonstrating the work of “Vredeman Friese.”3 In fact, com-

pendia of artist’s biographies as early as the seventeenth century mentioned the

Perspective, including books by Baldinucci (1687),4 Orlandi (1704),5 and Descamps

(1753)6. John Evelyn even singled out prints after Vredeman of buildings and architecture

for specific mention in his 1662 book on engraving techniques.7

Much of what architects and engineers do, and did, is the making of images—

plans, sketches, sections, elevations, axionometrics, CAD diagrams, and perspectives.

The litany of painters who practiced architecture is well known—Serlio, Altdorfer,

Raphael, Michelangelo, Barbaro, du Cerceau, Cornelis Floris—these all used shared

skills to make plans, paintings, drawings, and prints. As this book has tried to suggest, in

many Vredeman works an architectural image represented an encounter, but a con-

tentious and unstable one in terms of both production and of reception. As now, it was

the images’ indeterminacy between the realms of plan and structure that remained their

allure, in their furnishing of alternatives to the programmatic, or aesthetic extremes of

built environment or picture. Vredeman’s images, to repeat, do not model architectural

projects; they are the projects.

Historiographically, the desire among architectural and art historians to read

Vredeman’s works as manifesting the values of a particular style, nation, or epoch has

often had the effect of attributing causality for Vredeman’s images to his origins—

as a Netherlander or, in one instance, as a Frisian8. At the same time, it has alerted

audiences to the implicit relativism of their own historical viewpoint, their own orison. In

1885, Henri Hymans could observe how

. . . il appartenait à notre temps, plus curieux sinon les autres en ce qui con-

cerne les choses du passé, de voir en De Vries le maître distingué que le gout

dominant au XVIIIe siècle, et davantage encore celui de la première moitié de

XIXe, avaient en quelque sorte fait tomber dans l’oubli.9

Hymans, annotating his French translation of Van Mander, was aware of how changing

tastes affected views of the sixteenth century. Indeed, when J. F. Waagen tapped

Vredeman as “Schöpfer der Architekturmalerei” in 1866, he christened an appellation

that Jantzen and others would see as his particular contribution to Dutch culture of the

seventeenth century.10 For Waagen, as for virtually an entire generation of art historians, it

was Vredeman’s relevance to the history of the specifically “Netherlandish” specialty of

architectural painting, rather than ornament or architecture, which lifted him out of the

unesteemed ranks of sixteenth-century contemporaries like Cornelis Floris.11

To collapse Vredeman’s activities into an essentialist figure or activity is to

ignore the role different factors played in foisting roles upon the artist, and the revisions

which he was continually attempting to make to his own presentation of self. Vredeman

was recently referred to as a “uomo universale” for his ambidexterity.12 This appellation
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is apt but perhaps ultimately misleading—not so much for an overestimation of Vrede-

man’s abilities as for the air of humanist mastery it imputes to his own career. The span

of years surveyed in these last chapters marks not a process of artistic maturation; it

reveals a sequence of roles that appear masterful only in retrospect, enacted for different

patrons, under different circumstances, in different locales. An architect and rhetorician in

Antwerp, a court painter in Prague, a garden designer in Wolfenbüttel, a painting teacher

in Danzig—Vredeman’s art was fashioned largely from the outside, predicated not so

much on resolute ingenium as on intersubjective simulations and half-hearted court

feints.13

The Perspective, dedicated to a youthful stadhouder, represents a last, furtive

attempt to wield an artistic theme to stabilize a reputation. Completed near Vredeman’s

death, the Perspective seeks to picture this self-making from without, using a species of

contrefeyt in the eyes of both a specific dedicatee and reading public, to look back to

older traditions, and refashion those traditions to engender new things in the present.

This Janus-like struggle between ingratiation and dissimulation is consistent, this book

has tried to suggest, with the workings of late sixteenth-century perspective and its

modern historiography. For while Vredeman’s final project, and his autobiography in Van

Mander’s Lives, stakes a claim for prominence in a distinct kind of art, both sources, by

nature of their illusive topic, must submerge the hand of their maker to truly engage. In

this, the perspective tract resists dissolution into pure historical contextualization, forcing

acknowledgment of our modern-day awareness of its peculiarity, its equivocal refuge-

taking in older traditions. The struggles and exclusions that define Vredeman’s prints

answer the material forms he worked with all his life—wood, ink, plaster, paper—even

as they surely bespeak—but hardly illuminate—a history of exile and performance.

Rapturously scouring themselves of human bodies and acts, Vredeman’s works revel in

troubling alternatives to the notion of art as a history.

Unlike those by Stevin, Vredeman’s perspective prints are no immaterial

dupes for vision. Rather, they are tangible, stubborn acknowledgments that we, as

patient readers, are crucial entanglements in a discourse of perspective. This makes us

not doomed victims, however, but challenged participants, greeted at every angle with

possibilities and limits—literal orisons—that we alone can take up. Such plurality signals

both freedom and dread.14 Once printed and in our hands, perspective is transformed,

paradoxically rendered unfamiliar and strange; no longer a rational extension of our

own space, it has become something alien, something separate and, indeed, chillingly

modern: a succession of fictional worlds.
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the Small Landscapes 92–3, 95; and Quatre

Vents 7, 31–2, 34, 36, 37, 66; and reproducible

art 26, 31–7; self-promotion by 36; staffage of

95; system of manufacture 34–6; Third View of

the Ruins on the Palatine 9–10, 11, 51, 66; and

Violieren 77; Vredeman’s work published by

27, 31–2, 34, 51, 59, 64, 75, 100, 102, 118, 141,

145, 163

Cock, Matthys 10

Coecke van Aelst, Pieter 78; Die Inventie 39–47, 41,

43, 114–15; Generale Regelen der

architecturen 39, 40, 87, 109, 110; on

menghinge (mixing) 115

Coigneau, Dirk 84

Coignet, Gillis 144

columns: discussed in Die Inventie 42, 43, 46;

functions of 19; menghinge (mixing) of 125–30;

orders of 115, 125–9, 126; ornamentation on

102, 104, 105, 116, 117; perspective of 206

Coninxloo, Gillis van 144

Coppens, Robert 144

copperplates, value of 36

copying: by craftsmen 16–17, 39; Dutch mimesis

156–8; modes of imitation 13; of prints 6, 48,

114; of prototypes 17; rehearsal in 17–18;

repetition of 13, 18, 26, 47; reproducible art 17,

26, 31–7, 123; transformation in 18, 125

Cort, Cornelis, Rhetorica (after Frans Floris) 81,

83

Coster, Frans de 81

Council of Trent (1562) 34

Cousin, Jean 173–4

Coxcie, Michael 7

craftsmanship: and architecture 43–7; art vs. 20, 45;

and copying 16–17, 39; creativity in 26, 36, 46,

115, 118, 190; guilds of 26, 35, 36, 44, 45, 152,

154, 184; and intarsia 186, 188–9, 188, 194;

metalsmithing 36, 37; and ornament 101–2,

103–5, 108–9, 118, 130, 133; parergon as mark

of 133; and perspective 166–7, 171, 173, 184,

186–90, 187, 188; and printmaking 34, 36,

108–9; theory vs. practise of 44–5

Cranach, Lucas 196

creativity 6, 47, 124 in craftsmanship 26, 36, 46,

115, 118, 190; and invention 55; mental images

45; and ornamentation 101, 104–5, 129–30

Damhouder, Jan de, Practical Book on Criminal

Affairs 75, 76

Damisch, Hubert 49
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Danzig (Gdańsk), Vredeman’s work in 140, 149–51,

164

Delen, Dirck van 204

Deleuze, Gilles 20, 208

Derrida, Jacques 19, 20, 209

Desargues, Gerard 206; Méthode universelle 19

design: drawings in 46, 47; ornamental, see

ornamentation; in printmaking 37–8; useful 122

detachment 20

deursiende/doorsien (“seeing-into”) 29, 53, 96,

158, 159, 162, 163, 164, 171, 203

Diercx, Volcken 118

Dittrich, Lothar and Sigfried 154

Doetecum, Jan and Lucas van:; Elevations and

Section of Baths of Diocletian (after van Noyen)

9–10, 10, 31; engraving techniques of 36–7, 67;

as etchers 7, 31, 36–7, 64, 66, 94, 111; Map of

the Esperwaard 97, 97

Dolendo, Bartholomeus 169

Domus Aurea, Rome 110, 133

Doni, Antonio 115, 129

Dorici, Claude 7

Durchsehung, use of term 162

Dürer, Albrecht 35, 109 influence of 190–1;

Instruction in the Art of Measurement 180–4,

182; Life of the Virgin 33–4; and ornamentation

99, 100, 102, 104, 106; and perspective 162,

170–1, 180–4, 203, 210; Speis der Malerknab

180; Study of St Jerome 191, 192

Dvořák, Max 28

Einstein, Carl 165

Elkins, James 201

Elsmaer, Sara van der 62

Elsmaer, Wouter van 141, 148

empathy 134

Erasmus 21, 30, 85

Escher, M. C. 168

Evelyn, John 71, 212

Eworth, Hans 145

Eyck, Jan van 11, 196

Familists; Family of Love (Huys ter Liefde) 7, 142,

144

fantasia 13–14, 32, 113, 123

Febvre, Lucien 193

Ferdinand II, Archduke 152

festival architecture 85–92

festival books 88–90, 89, 90, 91

Feyerbend, Sigmund 107–8

Filarete 127

Fischart, Johann 113

Florensky, Pavel 201, 203

Floris, Cornelis 18, 36, 62, 81, 98, 112, 144, 212

Floris, Frans 81, 110–11

Floris, Jacob 108

Fludd, Robert:; De Naturae Simia 191–2; Utríusque

cosmi maioris scillicet et minoris metaphysica

191–2, 193

Focillon, Henri 113

Fontaine Verwey, Herman de la 209

Forssman, Erik 21

Foucault, Michel 166

Four Members of the Brotherhood of Jerusalem

before the Grotto of the Nativity (North

Netherlandish), Plate No. I; 8–9, 8

Fraet, Frans 79

Francis I, king of France 88

Frankert, Hans 78

Frankfurt, Vredeman’s travels to 145

Frans, Peter 69

Freher, Paul 108

Frey, Dagobert 127

Fuciková, Eliška 154

Fuhring, Peter 7

Galen 133

Galle, Johannes 67

Galle, Philips 26, 66, 194; The Destruction of the

Temple of Ashtoreth, Chemosh, and Milcolm

[after van Heemskerck] 14–15, 15

Geertz, Clifford 73

Gerard de Jode, publisher 7, 32, 59, 100, 111, 125

Gerritsen, Reyner 6

Gheeraerts, Marcus 108, 161

Gheere, Lucas de 88

Ghisi, Giorgio 31, 37

Ghysmans, Philips 81

Glockendon, Jörg 172

Godelet, Mayken 155

Goltzius, Hendrick 37, 56, 169

Gombrich, Ernst, The Sense of Order 128

Gossaert, Jan 11

Gothic architecture 109, 118, 150–1, 150

Graf, Urs 106

Gramaye, Gerard 67, 72

Grapheus, Cornelius 10, 87, 88, 90; De seer

wonderlijcke 49, 86, 86

Greve, Henri 161, 163

Grimmer, Jacob 53, 77

Grootenboer, Hanneke 12

grotesques 109–23, 112, 114, 135, 186 allegory of

124; cartouches 130–2, 133; debates about

112–13, 129, 133; and fantasy work 113, 123;
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grotesques – Contd.

and hieroglyphics 112; potential to confuse

113; strangeness of 113–14; strapwork 111,

112, 133

Guattari 20

Gullién, Claudio 193

Gutenberg, Johannes 33

Haecht, William van 77

Halloran, Michael 84

Hamburg: Vredeman’s death in 7, 212; Vredeman’s

travels to 141, 148; Vredeman’s work in 158–9,

161, 162

Hamont, Michael van, Refereyn ende Liedekens 77,

78

Harries, Karsten 6

Heemskerck, Marten van, The Destruction of the

Temple of Ashtoreth, Chemosh, and Milcolm

14–15, 15, 16

Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich 3

Heinrich, Duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg 148

Heintz, Joseph 153, 159

Helmholtz, Hermann von 166

Henri III, king of France 88

Henry Frederick, Prince of Wales 29

Hervy, Jan de 96

Hetzer, Theodor 200

Heyn, Jacob 9

hieroglyphics 112

Hoefnagel, Joris 145, 152; St Polten outside Vienna,

with Gallows (attrib.) 94, 95

Hoffman, Hans 152, 191

Hogenberg, Frans 144

Holbein, Hans 161

Homer 131

Hondius, Hendrick:; Perspective re-edited by 204;

Theatrum Honoris 2–3, 2, 169

Hooftman, Gillis 29, 78

Hoogsteyn, Wouter van 9

Hoogstraten, Samuel van 3, 168

Hopfer, Daniel, Gothic thistle design 106, 107

Horace 6, 81, 111–12

Houckgeest, Gerard 12

Huygens, Christiaan 206

Hymans, Henri 212

iconoclasm 13–19, 79, 194

destruction in 14–16, 164; and empty

architecture 151; Old Testament 14; and

rebuilding 15–16

icons: function of 196–7; reverse perspective of

201, 203

images 45, 47, 212 building 20; devotional 196–7;

objects vs. 123; true 206; see also prints

imitation: icastic vs. fantastic 13; modes of 13

Inquisition 37, 79, 140

intarsia 16, 186, 188–9, 188, 194, 198, 199, 203

intellectual property disputes 37, 189

invention: idea of 26; meanings of term 38–9, 47,

55–6; and ornament 104, 113, 117; transmitted

via drawings 46

Ivins, William 47

Jameson, Frederic 211

Jamnitzer, Christoph, Neuw Grottesken Buch

99–100, 99, 102, 104, 113, 122, 123, 135

Jamnitzer, Wenzel, Perspective Corpus Regularium

181, 183, 183, 186, 192

Jansen, Peter 149

Janssen, Sander 36

Janssonius, Johannes 204

Jansz, Jan 204

Jantzen, Hans 11–12, 29, 212

Jesuit seminary church, Santarém, Portugal 118,

122

Jode, Gerard de 7, 32, 59, 100, 111, 125

Johannes II, Duke 183

Jonson, Ben 25; Alchemist 193

Julius, Duke of Braunschweig-Lüneburg 140, 141,

145–6, 148, 188

Junius, Franciscus 130, 133

Kaltmarkt, Gabriel 29

Kant, Immanuel, Critique of Judgment 19–20

Karlstadt and Zwingli, Lament of the Persecuted

Idols 194, 196

Kaufmann, Thomas da Costa 155

Ketel, Cornelis 145, 161

Koerner, Joseph 15, 95

Komecky, Lubomir 152

kosmos 130

Kostof, Spiro 73

Kramer, Johann 118

Kubler, George 251

Kuile, E. H. ter 11

Lafrery, Antoine 34

Lampsonius 41

Landino, Christoforo 201

Larinov, Alexi 111

Lautensack, Heinrich 183

Leest, Anthony de 106

Lefrinck, Hans 32, 98

Leiden, Vredeman’s move to 141
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Leja, Michael 164

Lencker, Hans, Perspectiva 18, 187–8

Leo X, Pope 49

Leonardo da Vinci 166

Leys, Peter 54

Ligorio, Pirro 113

Lipsius, Justus 142

Livy 56

Lomazzo, Giovanni Paolo 26, 112, 113

Lombaerde, Piet 7

Lombard, Lambert 36

Lommel, Hans 151–2, 159, 161, 162

Loos, Adolf, Ornament und Verbrechen 101

Loy, Erasmus 186

Lucas van Leyden 34, 35

Luther, Martin 4, 186, 194

McClung, William 90

Man, Paul de 12–13

Mander, Karel Van: on grotesques 109–10; influence

of 4; lives of artists (Schilderboeck) 8, 10, 35,

39, 156–64, 157, 209, 213; “On Foundation of

the Free and Noble Art of Painting” (“Grondt”)

38, 56, 78, 95, 109, 162, 168, 193; on parerga

133; on perspective 53, 95–6, 161–4, 193; on

the Reformation 3; on rhetoric 77, 79; sources

of his material 161–4; on Vredeman’s life 2, 6,

7, 29, 39, 47, 85, 141, 148, 152, 156–61; on

Vredeman’s Perspective 167, 168

mannerism 4, 21, 210

mannerist inversion 28

Mansveldt, Cardinal, coat of arms of 194, 198

maps: Esperwaard 97, 97; Ortelius’s atlas 130–5,

131, 132; by Vredeman 97–8

Margaret of Parma 58, 61–2, 69

Marin, Louis 92

Marolois, Samuel 204

Master of the Small Landscapes, Village Scene

92–3, 93, 94, 95, 96–7

Maurits of Nassau 1, 204, 208

Meadow, Mark 84, 87

medievalism 127

Melion, Walter 158

menghinge (mixing) 115–18, 124, 125–30, 204

metaphysics 210

Michalski, Sergiusz 30

Michelangelo 118, 125, 212

Miedema, Hessel 44, 141, 157, 163

Mielke, Hans 93

Mignon, Jean 109

Mirou, Anton 144

Moded, Hermann 16

modernism 20

Molckemann, Aert 7, 66

Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de 21, 101, 115, 194

Montias, Michael 151

Moor, Jacob 148, 158–9, 161

More, Thomas 132

Morelia Cathedral, Michoacan, Mexico 118, 123

Morillion, Maximilian 58

Mostaert, Gillis, collaboration with Vredeman, Color

Plate II; 53, 53, 55

Müller, Jürgen 158

Mumford, Lewis, Culture of Cities 11

Muysen, Johanna von 7

nature:

imitation of 13, 38; triumph of reason over 210

Nero, Emperor 110

Netherlandish, Four-chambered intarsia linen chest

187, 188

Neulandt, Adriaen van 204

Niclaes, Hendrik 84, 142, 144; Cantica 143

Nicodemism

144

nomadism 20

Noordt, Lambert van 86

Noordt, William van 45

Norgate, Edward 54, 168

nothingness 169, 210

Novotny, Fritz 166

Noyen, Sebastian van, Baths of Diocletian 9–10, 10,

31

Oppbergen, Anton von 149

optics 174, 189, 208

orison 169, 177, 178, 212

ornamentation 99–135 as allegory 123–4; and

antiquity 101; in architecture 101, 102–5, 105,

118, 120, 121, 122, 122, 123, 125–30; attempts

to define 124, 129–30; as chaos systematized

129–30; collectors of 108, 122; and

craftsmanship 101–2, 103–5, 108–9, 118, 130,

133; and creativity 101, 104–5, 129–30; effect

of 134–5; filling empty space with 101; frames

of 130–3, 131; functions of 101–2, 105–6, 124,

134; in grotesques 109–23, 112, 114, 124, 133,

135, 186; human figures as 54, 68; idea of 123;

and individualism 101; and kosmos 130; mixing

115–18, 117, 125–30; as ongoing activity 118;

parerga 19–20; patterns of 99–100, 105–9, 107,

122, 128; perspective in 48, 51, 53, 184;

proliferation in 134; strapwork in 111, 112, 132,

133, 134; and style 100–2, 108, 109, 112; and
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ornamentation – Contd.

technology 101; transformable 123–4;

Vredeman’s work in 16, 100, 104, 115, 118–20,

122, 123–4

Ortelius, Abraham 67, 77, 95, 142; Theatrum orbis

terrarum 130–5, 131, 132

Paleotti, Gabriele, On Sacred and Profane Images

112

Palissy, Bernard 114

Panofsky, Erwin 191, 200, 203, 210

parerga (ornamentation): examples of 19–20;

garment and frame 19; grotesques 109;

Theatrum Orbis Terrarum 131–5, 131

Parrhasius, myth of 6, 13, 158, 161, 163

Parshall, Peter 93

Parys, Willem van 37

pattern books 51, 106, 107, 128, 168, 184, 186,

188–90, 189

patterns 16 adaptation of 115, 120, 122, 123–4,

129–30; flat 203; for intarsia 188; ornamental

99–100, 105–9, 107, 122, 128; useful 122

Paul III, Pope 125

Payne, Alina 101, 115

Peiffer, Jeanne 187

Pélerin, Jean, De Artificiali Perspectiva 172–4, 175,

176, 181, 189

Perrenot de Granvelle, Antoine 31, 34, 61

perspective: and acrostic devices 208; and

craftsmanship 166–7, 171, 173, 184, 186–90,

187, 188; debates about 166–7, 200–1, 204–6,

210; deursiende/doorsien (“seeing-into”) 29,

53, 96, 158, 159, 162, 163, 164, 171, 203;

distance point in 172, 192, 203; functions of 8,

48–52, 164, 171, 186–8, 190, 195–7, 199, 204,

210; and geometry 188, 189, 190, 191, 194,

201, 204, 206, 208; and illusion 157–9, 164,

166, 196, 200, 213; instruction 201; invention

of 196–7; linear 8, 113, 166; meanings of the

term 29, 166, 180, 191–7, 206; metaphor of

194, 200, 203, 210; in natural panorama 95–6;

in pattern books 51, 184, 186, 188–90, 189;

perspectiva artificialis 166; and philosophy 201,

210; pictorial effects of 12, 53, 156, 161, 166;

as picture type 49, 51, 159; and point of view

166, 200–1, 203, 204, 206, 210; post-

Renaissance 166, 203; as process 203; and

reality 12, 51, 53, 161, 164, 203, 206; and

reference 166–7; reverse 201, 203; and rhetoric

12; and transparent picture plane 171, 203

Perspective (Vredeman de Vries) 167–80 Book I

169–80; Book II 169, 178–9, 200–10; copies

from models in 6, 168, 204; counterfeiting of

distance in 156, 158; Dutch title 169; format of

169–70, 174–5, 209; frontmatter to 209–10;

[H.518] 176–7, 177; [H.520] 178, 180; [H.521]

177; [H.530] 169, 170; [H.538] 177, 179;

[H.544] 169, 171, 178; [H.547] 179–80, 181;

[H.548] 165, 168; [H.549] 196, 202; [H.554]

169, 172; [H.559] 169, 173; [H.560] 1; [H.562]

4–6, 5, 13, 19, 178–9; [H.570] 177, 178; [H.582]

169, 174; influence of 167–8, 204, 210, 213;

multiple viewpoints in 19; new way of seeing in

140–1, 152, 156; printing processes for 169;

purposes of 170–1, 175–6, 206; second edition

of 204; sources for 196; translations of 169,

208, 209; and Van Manden’s Life 162–4;

Vredeman’s portrait in 169, 208–9, 209; and

Vredeman’s teaching program 169, 170,

199–200, 201, 208; writing of 155–6, 168

Peters, C. H. 47

Philip II, Emperor 49, 61, 63, 67, 85–7, 88, 89, 90,

155, 194

Philip the Good 88

Piero della Francesca 162

Pilgrimage Badge of St. Ursula (Netherlandish) 33

Piranesi, Carceri 170

Pirckheimer, Abbess Eufemia 181

Plantin, Christoffel 71, 142, 144; La Joyeuse &

Magnifique Entrée de Monseigneor

Francoys 88–9, 89, 90, 91; and printmaking 33,

34, 35

Plato 13, 56, 108

Pliny 6, 109, 118, 161, 164

Plutarch 133

polyhedrons 181

Poudra, Michel 168

Prague: art patronage in 155; competition in 154;

crafts guilds in 152, 154; Rudolf’s Letter of

Majesty 152; Vredeman’s work in 141, 151–6,

159, 191

printmaking: and architecture 26; business of 34;

collaboration in 55; and craftsmanship 34, 36,

108–9; design in 37–8; invention in 38–9

prints: as artwork 168; Cock as publisher of 31–7;

collectors of 122, 145; copies of 6, 48, 114;

cross-hatching in 47–8; engraving of 36–7, 194;

manufacture of 34–5; menghinge (mixing) in

116–18; multiples 47; pattern 106–8, 120, 122,

123–4, 188–9; as preliminary or unfinished

work 11; and repetition 26, 128; reproductive

34–5, 118, 123–4, 167; seriality of 51;

Vredeman as inventor of 47, 135; woodblock

106, 173
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proliferation 134

prototypes, copying of 17

Ptolemy 131

Puttfarken, Thomas 196

Quade van Ravensteyn, Dirck de 54, 153–4

Quatre Vents, Aux 7, 31–2, 34, 36, 37, 66

Quattrocento paintings 4, 171

Quintilian 78, 105–6

Quod, Matthias 36, 37

Raedt, William de 141

Raimondi, Marcantonio 37

Ramus, Petrus 106

Raphael 37, 49, 110, 212

realism 113, 168

reality, material 203

Reformation 3, 4, 16

rehearsal 17–18

Rembrandt van Rijn 167, 204

Renaissance 3, 4, 13, 20, 48, 101, 166

repetition 13, 18, 26, 47, 128

representation 210

reverse perspective 201, 203

rhetoric and rederijkers 77–85 Antwerp violieren

77–83, 84; classical 13, 84; competitions in 18,

79–83; invention in 38; modern meanings of

85; and perspective 12; refreynfeesten 83–5;

spele van sinne 80, 81, 82, 153; spiritualists

engaged in 84; stage structure for 81, 82, 83,

87, 153; Vredeman’s participation in 77, 80,

83–4, 85, 141, 142, 199

Riegl, Alois 12, 52, 53, 134

Rodler, Hieronymus, Eyn schön nützlich buchlein

94–5, 96, 183–4, 184, 185, 206, 208

Rubens, Peter Paul 63, 167

Rudolf II, Holy Roman Emperor 3, 7, 54, 152–3, 154,

155, 159, 160, 162, 164, 191

Ruskin, John 26

Ryff, Walter Hermann 187, 203; Vitruvius Teutsch 47

Sadeler, Aegidius 109, 152, 153, 191

Sadeler, Jan 145

Saenredam, Pieter 12, 150, 206

St Lucasgild, Antwerp 33, 37, 62, 77

Salamanca, Antonio 34

Sangallo, Giovanni Battista da 125; Sketches of

Dramatic, Satyric, and Comic Scenes 49, 50, 51

Sartre, Jean-Paul 51

Savery, Jacob 144

Schäffner, Wolfgang 169

Schama, Simon 59

Schechner, Richard 17–18

Schille, Hans van 62, 72, 78

Schloss Johannisburg, Aschaffenburg 211

Schlosser, Julius von 4

Schmalkaldic League 141

Schneede, Uwe 210

Schön, Erhard 203; Empty Courtyard 194, 197;

Underweysung der Proportzion und Stellung

der Bossen 194, 196, 200, 201

Schoonbeke, Gilbert van 69, 70, 71, 72, 73

Schwarzhaupterhaus, Riga, Latvia 118, 121

Scorel, Jan van 77

Sedlmayr, Hans 200

self, idea of 21

Semper, Gottfried 57

Seneca 95

Serebrennikov, Nina 80

Serlio, Sebastiano 46, 78, 109, 122, 212 on

architectural orders 127; Fourth Book 26, 39;

influence of 47, 87, 120; on mescolanza

(mixing) 115; on perspective 48, 53; Second

Book 42, 44, 48, 49, 81; Third Book 102,

103

Shakespeare, William 18; Hamlet 210

Silvius, William 81, 144

Simmel, Georg 124

Smithson, Robert 168

Snodin, Michael 109

Snyder, Joel 171

Solis, Virgil 106, 107, 108

Soly, Hugo 69, 71, 74

South Tyrol, two-winged coin chest 186–7, 187

Specklin, Daniel, Architectura von Vestungen 145,

146

Spranger, Bartholomeus 109, 110, 152, 153, 159,

162–3

Steenwyck, Hendrick van the Elder 62, 145, 161

Steenwyck, Martin van 3

Stevens, Peter 152

Stevin, Simon 149, 213; vande Deursichtighe 204,

205, 206

Stoer, Lorenz 203; Geometria et perspectiva 188–9,

189, 190, 191

Strabo 131

Strasbourg Cathedral 114

style: birth of 109; and fashion 109; mixing

(menghinge) 115–18, 117, 124, 125–30, 204;

and ornamentation 100–2, 108, 109, 112

subjectivity, and perspective 200–1

surrealism 6, 168

Sustris, Friedrich 144

symbolism 12
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Taut, Bruno 166

Taylor, Paul 161, 163

Thoenes, Christoph 125

Thysius, Johannes 204

Titian 118

Treviso, John 105

Turner, J.M.W. 212

Uccello, Paolo 194

Uffelen, Sebastian van 70

Uppenkamp, Barbara 145

Valéry, Paul 25

Valkenborch, Frederick van 92

Valkenborch, Lucas van 3, 140

Valkenborch, Maarten van 62, 140

Vasari, Giorgio 4, 8, 10, 48, 54, 100–2, 113, 161,

194

Veen, Otto van 152

Verdickt, Antoon 57

Vergil, Polydore 56

Villard de Honnecourt 6

Ville, Isaac de 199–200, 203

violieren, in Antwerp 77–83, 84

Vitruvius 13, 38, 55, 142 and Coecke van Aelst’s Die

Inventie 41–7, 115; on decorum in architecture

125, 127; on grotesques 111–13; ornamental

designs of 102–3, 104, 125; on perspective 48,

49, 51, 206; Ten Books on Architecture 9, 39

Vleeshuis, Haarlem 118, 120

Vlierik, Pieter 8, 109

Vogtherr, Heinrich the Elder, Ein frembdes und

wunderbares kunstbüchlein 16, 106, 108, 129

Vos, Marten de 77

Vrancx, Sebastian 54, 204

Vredeman de Vries, Hans:; Allegory of Antwerp’s

Second Flowering 62–3, 63; Ander Buech

Gemacht auff die zway Colonnen, Corinthia und

Composita 102, 115–18, 116, 117, 119;

Architectura 18, 46, 73, 102, 118, 120, 125,

126, 127; Architectura 3e stuck de Oorden

Tuschana 102; Architectural Perspective Views

64–6, 64, 65, 66, 66, 67, 68, 71, 72, 72, 73, 75,

75, 84, 87, 92, 94; career of 7, 16, 212–13;

ceremonial works by 86–92, 153; Christ in the

House of Mary and Martha, Plate II; 25, 27–31,

48, 53, 55; collaborations with 7, 10, 38, 53–5,

66, 95, 153–4, 156; death of 7, 212; Design for

Lock and Water-mill, Color Plate IV; 146–7, 147;

Differents Pourtraicts de Menuiserie [H.497]

16, 17; early years of 6–7; Eersten Boeck

Ghemaecht opde Twee Columnen Dorica En

Ionica 102–5, 103, 104, 105, 118, 119; as

engineer 59, 62, 145–8, 149; Exterior Wings to

an Altarpiece with the Annunciation, with van

Aachen 159, 160; Five Designs for the

Incorporation of the Spanish Citadel at Antwerp

into the City Walls 147–8, 149; garden designs

by 154–5, 159; Grottesco (preliminary drawing)

111, 112; influence of 20, 47, 102, 118, 123,

135, 156, 167–8, 211, 212–13; Interior of a

Gothic Church 150–1, 150; landscapes and
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